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SAT., DEC. 20, 1997

*Give to others that which you have and the best shall come back to you.*

When you realize this simple thought to be so, you will find all the answers to all other circumstances.

Another thought to hold uppermost in your minds, as the barrage of revelations and prophecies is tossed out at you from a zillion Evangelists, is that you must consider that the expectation is that God will come (return, if you must) with a sword. Ah so, but what kind of a sword? A SWORD OF LIGHT!

And in the fields, it is said, there will be two standing side by side and one shall be taken and the other left. "Taken" seems to me to indicate that something happens to one while the other remains pretty much unchanged. Is one vaporized and the other untouched, or is one taken into safety while the other is left to confront the death within a physical setting?

What would happen if a war was presented and nobody went? Well, you won't have to consider that for very long, for the very nature of man is to go to the war and kill the persons told to him to be his enemy. Who gets to choose the enemy? Why? How? When and where do these OTHERS choose in which place and how your own selves and offspring shall perish for THEIR cause? Is the baby in Baghdad, Iraq, YOUR ENEMY? You are killing them by the hundreds of thousands! But then, in the U.S. you murder millions more babies and simply call it abortion. God, in HIS instructions for behavior, said that ye “shall not kill”. Why ask me to describe incidents which negate that statement? I have no argument in YOUR FAVOR.

If you wish mindless slaughter because of deranged mentalities then go rent *Lawrence of Arabia* in the video store and live your fantasies. Whose life blood is more important? The Englishman? The Turk? The Arabian? Lawrence? Yours? Why did you not let Lawrence, who shed and caused to be shed lifetimes of blood, become your Savior and leave the Godly out of your murderous tale of worlds and conquests? And, readers, why do you kill the beautiful things and nourish the ugly? These are THE things you must confront and have response if you are to KNOW your passage. But more important is the thought: What is ugly and what is beautiful in YOUR PERCEPTION? And please remember, something as simple as a flower, it will be that you can fabricate a facsimile and even give it fragrance (of sorts) but you cannot give it LIFE. Is a Christmas tree in your house worthy of killing the very tree which GIVES THEE LIFE OXYGEN? My, my, and this you do while risking that the tree shall catch fire and burn you and all you have. Another rather strange tale comes out every Christmas Season as at least one is saved from the clutches of a fire, started by such a dead and dying tree and it is said THE ANGELS SAVED... Oh? Why
did YOU have to have the tree slain in the first place and put the person at risk for Angels to have to save?
THINK, people, THINK. It must be also that you do your THINKING before the doing.

So, is there REALLY a Plan 2000? Oh indeed, but so few have done any THINKING and even fewer have done any positive action toward averting it or undoing it that you have now an open freeway to the conclusion and it is not going to conclude, probably, in YOUR favor for you refuse to realize TRUTH but continue to shout the erroneous toutings of the eons of “getcha” experts.

Is there hope? If course, for where there is life of body or soul, THERE IS HOPE. However, hope, like faith, has no meaning if there are no actions reflecting that hope and faith. There is no “measure” other than “failure” if there is lack of action TOWARD bringing to being that hope and faith.

I am given to re-present the simple statement, often, regarding actions of man as offered by the Master Teacher:

“If man is faint of heart in spirit, so are his laws faint-hearted and are like heresy. If man is presumptuous and disregards the Commandments and Laws of The Creation and of God, he is forced to bring forth his own laws which are full of mistakes and lead him astray. Laws and commandments made according to men produce murder and evil, and evil will spread and gain control, and man no longer has any power over it. Commandments and laws are valid only if they are derived from wisdom and logic. But logic requires wisdom and perception.

“Human commandments and human laws are powerless if not based upon the Laws of The Creation, and God’s Laws are also based thereon, as were issued by HIM in wisdom.”

Let us leave the discussion for now to look at the rest of Chapter 6 of THE SURVIVAL OF CIVILIZATION as a continuation of yesterday’s writing. It is good to have the background data with which to better consider possibilities.

[QUOTING:]

GLOBAL 2000 ON
THE SOIL SUPPORT SYSTEM

As noted, Global 2000 does not acknowledge the prior 10,000 years of interglacial soil demineralization; in fact, loss of soil minerals is not recognized specifically at all in its listing of “the five major agents of soil loss”. (Vol. II, p. 277). These are given as a classification for “what is now known of world land degradations” as follows:

1. Desertification;
2. Waterlogging, salinization, and alkalinization;
3. Soil degradation that follows deforestation;
4. General erosion and humus loss from “routine agricultural practices”;
5. Loss of lands to urbanization and related developments.
Before quoting the report’s somewhat fantastic food production increase projections, a few of its views on the deterioration of soils are important to note:

“Soil is a basic agricultural resource, but it is a depleting, salifying, and eroding resource. Lost soil fertility can be restored, but only after long periods of time and at great cost. (Vol. II, p. 297)

“Restoration of mildly damaged soils could be accomplished over a decade with fallowing and green manuring...but restoration of severely damaged land would require much longer...(Vol. II, p. 416)

“Accelerated erosion, loss of natural fertility and other deterioration...may have more effect in the coming years than is indicated in the *Global 2000* food projections. (Vol. I, p. 20)

“To what extent does soil deterioration on existing croplands affect the world’s agricultural potential? The limited data available suggest the outlines of an answer...showing scattered but alarming examples of soil deterioration. The primary problems include: (1) loss of topsoil to erosion, (2) loss of organic matter, (3) loss of porous soil structure, (4) buildup of toxic salts and chemicals.” (Vol. II, p. 276)

[H: How sad that for the human mammalian form there must of all things be minerals in balanced states of use, available constantly, and yet there is NO MENTION of same. But you will note a push of the powers-that-be to prevent, finally, the ability of you to obtain easily the most important supplements. See what they try to keep FROM you and you will have ample knowledge of what you need for good health and mental activity.]

Apparently, the most basic underlying cause of all these problems—worldwide soil demineralization—is outside the awareness of the authors. This statement is made regarding the present state of deterioration:

“Changes in soil quality cannot be directly and accurately measured over large geographic areas, and too few sample measurements have been made to obtain a detailed statistical picture at the global (or even, with few exceptions, at the national) level... The study of world soil conditions is further complicated in many regions by the use of synthetic fertilizers and high-yield varieties, which may maintain or even increase production for a time, temporarily making losses of soil and deteriorating soil structure.” (Vol. II, p. 276)

Concluding the section, “Deterioration of Soils”, the authors state a message as significant and clear as any in the report:

“...Whether the soils of the world will deteriorate further or be reclaimed will depend in large part on the ability and willingness of governments to make politically difficult policy changes. Assuming no policy change—the standard assumption underlying all of the *Global 2000* study projections—*significant deteriorations in soils can be anticipated virtually everywhere including in the U.S.* Assuming that energy, water, and capital are available, it will be possible for a time to compensate for some of the deterioration by increasing...inputs...(fertilizers, pesticides, herbicides, etc.), but the projected increases in energy (and chemical fertilizer) costs will make this approach to offsetting soil losses ever more expensive. Without major policy changes, soil deterioration
could significantly interfere with achieving the production levels projected in this Study. (p. 283)

“Global 2000 food projections, and the means to achieve them, ‘...Assuming no deterioration in climate or weather’ (Vol. II, p. 13) are based upon.” The food and agriculture projections developed by the U.S. Department of Agriculture which foresee a 90 to 100 percent increase in total world production over the 1970-2000 period... The projection increases are based in part on a projected 4 percent increase in arable area.” [H: Wow, good news for the forests!!] (Vol. II, p. 272—emphasis added)

Such tremendous gains in global food production could, without a doubt, occur if generous soil remineralization programs are instituted (and, of course, greater gains could come from replacing certain unnecessary non-food crops with essential food crops). How do the USDA authors involved in the study believe the gains will occur? Such gains obviously require greater soil fertility and thus “fertilizer”—presumably the balance of elements and materials which are responsible for producing fertility and life. However, for this most crucial study, the authors have decided to impose on it the narrow, commercially-institutionalized definition of “fertilizer”: packaged concentrates of acidic “nitrogenous fertilizer, phosphates (P₂O₅) and potash (K₂O)” (Vol. II, p. 100) More of these authors’ views are best related, if not fully comprehended, by further direct quotes from the study:

“Because of this tightening land constraint, food production is not likely to increase fast enough to meet rising demands unless world agriculture becomes significantly more dependent on petroleum and petroleum-related inputs. Increased petroleum dependence also has implications for the cost of food production... the real price of food is projected to increase 95 percent over the 1970-2000 period. (Vol. I, p. 16-17)

“...A world transition away from petroleum dependence must take place, but there is still much uncertainty as to how this transition will occur. (Vol. I, p. 27)

“Farmer’s costs of raising, and (costs of) even maintaining yields have increased rapidly. Costs of...fertilizers, pesticides, and fuels have risen very rapidly throughout the world, and where these inputs are heavily used, increased applications are bringing diminishing returns. (Vol. I, p. 18)

“While there have been significant improvements recently in the yields of selected crops, the diminishing returns and rapidly rising costs of yield-enhancing inputs suggest that yields will increase more slowly than projected. (Vol. I, p. 19)

“The 90 to 100 percent increase in food production projected through 2000 under Alternative 1 suggests roughly a 180 percent increase in fertilizer use, from 80 million metric tons in 1973-75 to 225 million in 2000... Measures of fertilizer per arable hectare point up the increasingly input-intensive nature of food production through the end of the century.” (Vol. II, p. 99)

Note “...the ‘fertilizer’ projections are intended to apply to a full package of yield-enhancing inputs,” including “pesticides, herbicides, irrigation, etc.” (Vol. II, p. 283)

Chapter 6 projects that by 2000 global use per hectare of “fertilizer” (as defined in that chapter) will be
2.6 times that of the record levels reported in the early 1970s. Usage in LDCs is projected to quadruple...

“The per-hectare usage of fertilizers in all regions can be expected to increase at essentially the same rates as total applications.” (Vol. II, p. 283)

“While U.S. Department of Agriculture officials regard the global levels of fertilizer use projected for 2000 to be safe when applied carefully by trained personnel, they are aware that improper use leads to increased dangers. Improper use can aggravate rather than alleviate problems of soil deterioration and declining fertility. (Vol. II, p. 284)

“...Nitrous oxide from fertilizer usage depletes the ozone layer. If this phenomenon turns out to be serious, the world could find itself in the tragic situation of having to support the human population at the cost of subjecting the world’s biota to damaging doses of cosmic and ultra-violet radiation, at least one effect of which would be increased incidence of skin cancer in human beings. (Vol. II, p. 284)

“From the perspective of ecology, the known terrestrial effects of increased fertilizer usage are surprisingly benign. The addition of large amounts of three critical nutrients (phosphorous, potassium and fixed nitrogen) might be expected to produce many changes in soils. The most apparent effect is simply the intended increase in plant growth. ‘...the number of malnourished people in LDCs could rise from 400 to 600 million in the mid-1970s to 1.3 billion in 2000.’ (Vol. I, p. 17) Increased nitrogen usage contributes to reduction of soil organic matter, thus degrading soils and contributing carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. Generally soil organic matter declines to 40 to 60 percent of the original content. Soil quality deteriorates as well. While in most cases crop yields can be maintained through the continual applications of chemical fertilizers, through plowing with large tractors, and through irrigation, the modern methods of farming tend to lock agriculture into a particular mode of cultivation and resource allocation if high yields in degraded soils are to be maintained. (Vol. II, p. 284)

“While mortality from methemoglobinemia is now extremely rare, the presence of high levels of nitrate in drinking water supplies poses a health hazard that is already a valid concern in the United States, and the projected doubling-to-quadrupling of fertilizer applications by 2000 could make this disease more serious and more widespread.” (Vol. II, p. 285)

The reader has perhaps already posed the question: What can the short and long-term value be of such fertility-depleting “fertilizers” and overall increasing fossil fuel dependence be? And how can anything but overall degradation of soil, humanity, and the “globe” result from pursuing these “traditional” but ecologically out-of-date technologies? The Global 2000 authors, being oblivious to soil remineralization and recycling potentials, believe that ecological destruction must result from human food production methods, as shown by this conclusion to Chapter 6, “Food and Agriculture Projections”:

“Fertilizer and pesticide pollution problems can also result from misuse. Even relatively small quantities...can generate major environmental problems. The fast growth in the use of fertilizers and pesticides implied by the projections for most LDCs over the next three decades point up the need for expanding and upgrading farm education programs and monitoring input use to insure the optimum trade-off between food production increases and environmental quality.
“In summary, while solutions to foreseeable environmental problems in expanding food production are theoretically available, their application—particularly in those parts of developing countries experiencing the greatest environmental stress—is in question. Ultimately, the environmentally positive or negative nature of increases in food production is likely to depend on short-term versus long-term costs. The real food price increases projected for the decades ahead could well make the short-term costs of environmentally positive agriculture seem high and the long-run costs of an environmentally negative agriculture seem small. In the industrialized countries, internalizing the costs of pollution...could narrow the margin between short-term and long-term costs and accelerate the move to an environmentally positive agriculture. In most developing countries, however, questions of grain gaps and calorie gaps are likely to outweigh problems of environment well beyond the year 2000.” (Vol. II, p. 104)

Presumably no commentary is needed on those statements. A section on “Feedback to the Food and Agriculture Projections” (p. 414) reveals another interesting assumption, namely: “Yields are assumed to continue increasing at essentially the same rates as in the past two decades,” despite the fact that former USDA researcher Lester Brown, now Worldwatch Institute president, has documented that chemically-induced yields have been falling or leveling off in the U.S., China, France, and elsewhere (The Worldwide Loss of Cropland, 1978, Worldwatch paper No. 24).

Also:

“Pollution by pesticides and fertilizers is assumed not to constrain the use of pesticides and fertilizers (p. 414)...over the period of the projections there will be no major improvement in the food supply for the world’s poorest populations, and what improvements do occur will require an increase of 95 percent in the real price of food. (p. 415)

“For the LDCs, the food projections assume that land deterioration will not be more serious than in past decades, because farmers will be aware of the problems, will institute practices preventing more extensive deterioration, and will charge more for their crops to cover increased costs. There is a significant discrepancy between these assumptions and the environmental projections...(they) anticipate significant increases in the intensity of use of agriculture lands in the LDCs and very few preventative or remedial measures. The primary LDC remedial measures implied by the food projections are a fourfold increase in the use of fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides and a large increase in irrigation. Furthermore deforestation will increase the degradation of the LDC agricultural lands...increased erosion and...a fuelwood shortage...will result in an increase in the burning of dung [150-400 million tons/year—ed. note] that would have otherwise been returned to the soil as nutrients.

“The food projections assume that agricultural pests and diseases will not present more difficult problems in the future than they have in the past. The projections indicate that these problems will be managed through a global doubling in the use of pesticides. A still larger increase is anticipated for the LDCs.

“By contrast, the environmental projections suggest that pest and disease problems will increase, especially if reliance continues to be placed primarily on pesticides.” (p. 415-17)
These excerpts should more than suffice to make plain the contrast between the approach designed to restore the entire ecology from the soil up, and that approach found effective, in years past, for extracting soil fertility reserves via fossil fuel-based chemical technologies. The crucial choice to move ahead swiftly and intelligently with the one, or to attempt an intensification of the other (as Global 2000 “projects”), should be seen in its total ramifications for human life on Earth, now and in the potential future. If this can be done, the sensible human mind may well perceive that there isn’t actually any choice.

In this connection may be considered these words from Global 2000’s “Conclusions” of Vol. I:

“Vigorous, determined new initiatives are needed if worsening poverty and human suffering, environmental degradation, and international tensions and conflicts are to be prevented... New and imaginative ideas—and a willingness to act on them—are essential.”

I would please interrupt here and finish this chapter at one more sitting because it both gets too lengthy for one session and I want to make some comments.

You actually have to have the “REPORT” to be able to glean substance from this writing of any great measure. However, you would also have to have this alternative information in, say, this volume from which we share. But, you don’t need any more to offer you ability to conclude that with an additional two decades from the offering of the “REPORT” you are moved into totally irreversible and devastating soil circumstances and that also brings irreversible and devastating weather patterns even if weather could not be controlled through technology.

This is the why of the farm project we endeavored to bring forth here to study certain grains and grow organically (and yes, we are FULLY CERTIFIED as organic growers). We note that the subject of certification and misuse of the term “Organic” is coming into be public play these days. We struggled under the greatest odds upon us to complete that certification and now with the irrigation extensions from clean water resources, we have something which is valuable in its singular right. However, note that with the assaults and vandalisms upon our property and that of Mr. Turner we are unable to grow our own crop this season because it would have had to be planted in the Fall. Moreover, the tractor was totally lost to sabotage and unfortunately we know who did it but what more can we say? Mr. Turner now wants back his disc to allow service in another’s fields but it too was stolen by Mr. Ence/Enz. I would like to note that it has taken years for the ones even close to stop blaming Dharma for Enz’s traumas—while they ravaged, stole and literally vandalized our (YOUR) property. So be it for the reaper is now reaping in the fields sown by ill-intent to damage our little contribution to mankind.

The farm will be utilized by the second largest Organic (certified) grower in, probably, the U.S. this next Spring when the water lines are finished, underground, so that it will be more difficult to damage and destroy them. What will Mr. Turner do, finally, about his property? I don’t know. Mr. Enz/Ence turned in Mr. Turner, as well, for some zoning violations which have also been costly. I wouldn’t think Rod Enz would be too comfortable as he strolls along doing his further incestuous work. No, I did not say he committed incest within his family. This is a perfectly good use of English as is prostitution. Prostitution is NOT JUST SLEEPING AROUND FOR PAY, YOU KNOW.
Who will stand with us and help us? Many! But there are a few who one day I will publish their identities from the top of the mountain for all the world to see and hear—for THEY have made it possible to live and move through these incredibly hard times of assaults and thievery from ones who came and were nurtured and loved by you.

On the 30th of December (this month) there is another hearing in Nevada which will take place in a decision as to whether or not to send Green, Horton, et al.—BACK TO THE TRIAL COURT FOR THEIR CRIMINAL ACTIONS. These same criminal elements WHO ACTUALLY STOLE THE OVERTON GOLD OF $400,000 VALUE have managed to still tie up courts in Texas as well as ongoing garbage in Nevada.

I believe, however, you can see why it is impossible to do much of ANYTHING against the judicial system as it is now being applied to “get everything from you-the-people” of integrity and citizenship. The David Miller material may well get into and even through the lower courts but there is a “valid contractual agreement” from and within the secret sanctuaries that anything coming of that nature to the Supreme Court—WILL BE SHELVED INDEFINITELY! Can they do that? YES INDEED. They HAVE DONE IT.

I want you to realize and KNOW something, students: GOD GAVE YOU OPPORTUNITIES THROUGHOUT YOUR TIME UPON THIS PLACE IN HUMAN FORM TO FOLLOW HIS INSTRUCTIONS AND HIS LAWS ACCORDING TO THE CREATION, FROM WHICH ALL CREATION “WORKS”. HE ALLOWS YOU TO PARTICIPATE, PERCEIVE AND ACT IN TOTAL FREE-WILL CHOICES AND YOU HAVE DESTROYED, MISUSED, ABUSED AND BROKEN EVERY COMMANDMENT—SAVE THE ONES MADE BY MAN. WOW, AND YOU WANT, NOW, US TO SOMEHOW FIX IT FOR YOU? NO THANK YOU—CALL FOR LAWRENCE OF ARABIA AND SEE IF MURDERING FURTHER WILL ACTUALLY SOLVE YOUR LITTLE PROBLEMS.

THE TIME OF THE GREAT PURIFICATION IS UPON YOU AND ALL THE WISHING YOU HAD DONE IT DIFFERENTLY WILL NOT SERVE YOU. GOD IS MEASURING OUT HIS COMPASSION AND MERCY AND ALL OF THE GOLD UPON ALL THE WORLDS KNOWN CANNOT PAY HIS DEMANDS FOR HE HAS NO USE FOR YOUR GOLD OR PRECIOUS THINGS. IT BECOMES TOTALLY, AS WE MOVE ON INTO THE PLAY-OUT OF PROPHECY, THAT IT IS TRULY GOING TO BE A JOURNEY OF SOULS. HOW IS YOURS?

Good morning.
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SUN., DEC. 21, 1997

A VIEW OR TWO FROM A LOFTIER MOUNTAIN

The petition from Dharma this morning is to allow us to understand more clearly that which is our mission and duty, for the physical aspect is weary and so few will attend the Earth and her lacking minerals, etc., as to give pause to our purpose outcome. I can’t argue the reasoning behind such a petition as she can hardly get around and the visions “we” require she witness are oppressing while, at the same time, so inspiring as to think the Angel chorus is singing at top volume. Many of you are now reaching out and opening the mind and realizing the things that shall surely come and are wondering if you, too, can bear the burden, the losses, and the cleansing.

Earlier in our work I would always remind everyone, and still do when appropriate, that ours is to make sure our connections are totally welded to the LIGHT, keeping dark brotherhood input to as near “none” as is possible, and be patient for the unfolding. My messages, I remind you, are for the nearly 8 billion individual bodies on the globe and it is time for a briefing on some major points, for we lose focus as living pours in upon the team and, moreover, upon the peoples of the world.

Perhaps I can offer a bit of insight into the reality of events and “how it is” when you KNOW facts, and we can allow thee a respite for a “second wind” for the travelers who must prevail against all odds.

As for Dharma, my appreciation and love for your caring goes forth without limitation for you must now realize that “you” lost her and we “gained her” several times through this past year-and-a-half. She will also petition me that somehow, “Sir, this doesn’t seem fair that I cannot finish my work.” Ah, but you, dear, shall finish your work and ye shall come to KNOW that every journey’s detour is a mandatory pathway to that which must be accomplished.

Diane and Jack had a wonderful gathering (open house, they called it) on Friday night and the seemingly millions of bodies came to share a while in a festive and wonderfully decorated place which radiated the love offered. An “old friend” said to Dharma, as he handed her a card of blessings and love of the Season, that she must be around for without her to sit in the chair the work would stop. She argued that, no, it would not, for the LOCAL team is not the team making the most outrageous inroads into our mission. Those “out there” with the big stick in their hands do not need to hear our words or read our books. The Angels are AMONG you, students, and ye shall come to know them by their works and the very shelter they provide. It would, however, be terribly a loss to lose her as the translator for how else can the word be expressed if not in a language of understanding? So, we move on, recognizing that the journey between worlds is a well-used trail and, further, it has been our focus and task to see what our colloids and drias would do under death-bringing and untreatable infection from new and intentionally injected assault.
Dharma has been intentionally “hit” by our adversary focusing a whole HAARP laser on her with every new virus and microbe they have invented—and all they can produce is some shortness of breath and a wish to stop the effort of simply living. Many will not have an opportunity to even get the things which would make them whole, and will transition, for it is the way it IS and those choices remain in YOUR HANDS. Some can “go” but Dharma agreed to serve as long as is necessary in this physical dimension, and so shall it be. It is sometimes difficult and burdensome but if not she—WHO? THINK ALWAYS OF THE BURDEN YOU DUMP ONTO ANOTHER WHEN YOU RELEASE SELF FROM YOUR SHARE OF THE LOAD. TODAY THE PLEA IS FOR A HOLD-UP OF MATERIAL FOR THE PAPER WHICH IS NOW IN OVERLOAD BECAUSE WE HAVE DONE OUR APPOINTED JOB THIS WEEK.

Therefore I want to take this Holiday time to speak on God, The Son, and we the Hosts sent now for this very migration-translation of thought forms.

By the way, the things we have offered, WORK, READERS. Don’t be fooled by prattlings or what “appears” to remain offensive to you and the assault against your good “feeling” health, for symptoms will come and some will not even pass on. Realize that for the present time we have met and conquered the little nits that have invaded through the manufacture of man and NOBODY SAID YOU WOULDN’T GET SICK. If you feel that you might as well not take more of our “stuff” because it seems to do no good anyway—think again, for death is ONE BREATH away.

As an example and proof of what I have said here, there is this new so-called “Chicken” or “Bird” strain of microbe never seen before and popping out in Hong Kong. Colloidal silver has been so effective that the WHO [World Health Organization] and fear mongers have decided it is not worth the effort and expense to make a major pandemic of the thing. There will be, however, a nice new assault against your having the colloids because there are no antibiotics around that will even slow up the microbe in point.

**WORK ON THAT IMMUNE SYSTEM**

I am going to remind you that as things get rougher in the “getcha” killing fields—keep up your work on your immune system for all the assault organisms are geared to hit hardest the compromised immune systems—which by the way—are ALL OF YOU. It surely is nicer for the Elite killers if you die of God’s microbes than great masses dying off of man-introduced death rays and crawlers. If such as these flu viruses hit an AIDS patient, for instance, there is little hope of survival if they are actively in the midst of an immune system crisis. I suggest you increase your Gaiandriana to a tablespoon twice daily if you can do so. If you are maintaining pretty well except for the ordinary bugs that hit you, then continue as is. Evaluate frequently and when you are given the “news” that something is about to strike the nations or your location, increase your protection shield. This last series of “colds” and “flu-like” stuff hit everyone ALL AT ONCE AND WITHIN HOURS. It was projected through the magnetic grid and to accomplish that feat it required turning on magnetic systems which tilted your entire magnetic poles as much as 15 degrees off center. The damage from such tampering is far worse than simply giving you a bad cold.

**LET’S LOOK AT “THE MAN”**

Since the Season started out in your perception, to honor the birthday of one “Jesus THE Christ”, that little
error in fact might well be considered. It matters not when you “celebrate” a thing, great or small. But you
will find that the time of the year is geared for solstice power and has become a totally commercial adventure through the Banksters’ coffers. It is no worse than is Easter or any other time when the false-GODLY manipulators USE YOU FOR THEIR GAINS IN A VERY PHYSICAL PROPERTY EXCHANGE.

Remember, readers, NOTHING was written about this Immanuel (Jesus) for some 300 YEARS after his
presence, and then only selected gospels were chosen which fit the need of the powerful manipulators. The “man’s” name was NOT JESUS. The name Jesus was offered and attached to the “memory” of the MAN by Saul of Tarsus, later called St. Paul (how handy to simply change the name to protect the guilty). That aside, let us turn to FACT and historical data now verified and released by only a few “churches” because of the human impact of admitting manipulation. After all, if you find truth and it is NOT what is taught to you of the generations there will be no way to control you.

The MAN YOU SPEAK OF was born ESU IMMANUEL, August 8, 8 B.C. If your name is “August”
you may very well have one of the most important tasks ever assigned to any man. It is a sign of recogni-
tion and identification to we who need to know.

This Esu Immanuel was Crucified (I did not say “died”) on April 7, 33 A.D. in Jerusalem, at the order of the
Procurator Pontius Pilote.

But you just can’t “buy” this? So be it, it is NOT for sale.

I will quote from AND THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL (A Phoenix Journal) penned by Dharma
about a decade ago in translation from original SCROLLS FROM THE TOMB OF THE TEACHER. I
suggest that if you have not read this little book that you do so, argue about it, and then think of the
reasonable, logical TRUTH OF GOD. Blast it if you will for it is but a story AS EXPERIENCED, but you
will listen to the louder speakers from the famous churches, temples and cathedrals who wouldn’t recog-
nize God if HE were standing on them. These “preachers” will tell you to not read or expose yourself to
these writings (which they haven’t read) and turn away from these speakings. Why? Because in them
YOU will recognize the logical, reasonable TRUTH WITHIN. You have been lied to, cheated and stolen
from in every imaginable way possible. So be it for it is of your choosing.

I would offer a few paragraphs from that Journal:

“Man owes God his creation and God is the ruler over him, so that he has to follow His Com-
mandments and respect Him as the greatest king of wisdom. He will send forth His guardian
angels with loud trumpets and will gather His followers from the four winds, from one end of the
Earth unto the other end.”

Immanuel spoke of the Commandments and Laws, thusly: “Since the Commandments of The
Creation apply, and also the Laws of God, thus they shall be followed and respected. Since the
Laws of The Creation are the Laws of the Spirit, so are the Laws of God the laws of order and life.
God issued the laws as regulation for that which is RIGHT and also as a GUIDELINE for life.”

“Thus laws and commandments serve as paths upon which man shall walk in wisdom and intelli-
gence, if he is truthful in his righteousness. In as much as the Laws of The Creation and the Laws of God are followed, there is no need for men to bring forth other laws, of any kind, whatsoever.”

“The Laws of Creation and the Laws of God shall be considered as the true Laws, and they shall have to be followed, for they alone are valid. If man deviates from these commandments and these laws, he brings forth human laws which are based on false logic and, therefore, are faulty.”

Immanuel said, “The highest Commandment in the Law of The Creation is: Achieve the wisdom of knowledge inasmuch as this will enable you to wisely follow the Laws of The Creation.

“There is a great difference in God and man, however, that in His spirit He is infinitely greater than all people upon the Earth. But He is NOT The Creation, which is infinite and without any form or limitations. Thus, God, too, is a creation of the Original Creation which has no beginning and has no ending.

“Because there will be lack of faith, love will become cold and deadened in many, many people. Hatred will rule over all the world and evil will reign for a long period of time. But he who persists in the truth will survive.”

Since your attention, however, is more fully focused on the possibilities of prophecy coming to pass, let me again insert some factual information you might well have missed because the powers-that-be on Earth would surely not like you to have TRUTH. YOU had best get set, readers, for the prophecy of Immanuel (also spelled “J”mmanuel) as he was being “attended” prior to his Crucifixion by those nice Pharisees attending his physical plight:

[QUOTING:]

When he (Jmmanuel) was miserable and bleeding, Kaiphas, the high priest, asked saying, “So, what are you going to do now, you great king of wisdom?”

Jmmanuel was silent. And they hit him again on the head and he moaned in pain and started to speak, “Verily I say to you, as you beat and mock me, you, too, shall be beaten and mocked. The time will come in five times one hundred years when you shall have to atone for this day. A new man will rise up in this land and whip and persecute you, and you shall have to pay with your blood.

“He will create a new cult and have people call him a prophet, and he shall persecute you throughout all times. Even though he will be a false (not THE messiah) prophet and bring you a new doctrine (also false), he has great power and will have your race persecuted throughout all time to come.

“His name will be Mohammed, and his name will be, for your kind, horror, misery and death, which will be of your deserving. Verily, verily I say to you, his name will be written with blood and his hatred against your kind will be endless. [H: Any arguments so far?] But since he will be a false prophet and bring you a false doctrine, so will his cult
eventually be finished, when your kind and his kind will put down the foundation for a bloody ending for this world.” [H: How close might ye be to the fulfillment of this possibility?]

These words caused such fury that they got extremely excited and beat him so brutally that Immanuel collapsed. When he had aroused somewhat, they pulled the purple coat from him and put his own garments back on his body and led him away to crucify him.

[END OF QUOTING]

So, you don’t want to believe this might be so? It matters not to me, friends, for it is YOUR SOUL journey at stake for THEE—not me.

If, however, you still think there will be NO WARS AND BLOODSHED and that somehow you follow a doctrine of man that claims some other man for a leader, you err. The Crusades of the Christians were among the most UNCHRISTIAN of all wars and they were certainly NOT OF GOD CREATOR. YOU GO ON AND CONTINUE TO BASE YOUR LIVES AND SOULS ON THE NAME OF A MAN SLAIN OR MURDERED, AND YOU HAVE MISSED THE POINT OF LIFE ITSELF. If you continue to blind selves to fact and truth, then you shall be the one to reap the reward of same. Can you not KNOW truth and still enjoy the living expressions around you? Must you BECOME your adversary to dwell on the same planet? How dare ye judge a creation of God, but most certainly you can respect and allow the ignorant their own moment of realization while YOU in your knowing can discern Truth from fantasy.

And, you think there is no evidence of such outrageous happenings as I have shared above? WRONG! In June (1st) 1961, in Chichen Itza, Yucatan, to some thirty archaeologists working in the area at the time, appeared Immanuel (Sananda) in visible, tangible body, and his photograph was taken by one of those scholars.

Many of those archaeologists who told the story were killed, as was the photographer, but the evidence was not able to be buried and, indeed, we have a copy of that picture [see photo on p.x]. We will note, in addition, that the original copies of that photograph have precipitated out GOLD particles from the photographic compounds (that, of course, contained no gold) and present radiance upon the image itself. Blessed indeed is the one who holds that image for it is the very mark of the “alchemy and miracle” of presentation. It is the “sign”, “the call”, and may you always serve in truth and love without ego or greed, that others may see the example and be able to take within themselves the humble meaning of LIFE itself.

As burdens from your pathway are removed—WHAT WILL YOU DO? Will you turn to personal “stuff” or will you return into the mission of the Word? We excuse ourselves for the most interesting of reasons to avoid our REAL tasks so that we can focus on that which SEEMS to be urgent or important. No, you simply avoid the mission which you intentionally lose in the wilderness of other things happening while you conjure plans. If a duty interrupts a mission’s seeming closure, look closely and determine what might be happening as God must catch-up his “army”. Some of us are not allowed to focus on one thing because it is our interest or our chosen task but, rather, we must be available to serve wherever and whenever the need is present.
Dharma had gotten extra cards this year because she was quite sure there would be great and good news from this place. We now find no finalization of such expectations and we shall wait, for much is said to be coming to bear fruit by mid-January and, therefore, we shall see, won’t we? So, when you receive a Season’s greeting from this place, you can know good news surely abounds beyond the usual good news of a greeting for a holiday greeting.

My preference would be, however, that we get a nice new supply of “the card” WITH JMMANUEL’S LIKENESS and use IT for our good news. I suggest you not tarry too long in the getting and affixing the proper image over the Shroud of Turin so that realization can be presented on two fronts at once. GOD SHALL PREVAIL AND LIGHT SHALL BE HIS SWORD.

From the ashes of that which is cleansed by the Light shall rise the Phoenix, the symbol of that which rises again from fire and destruction. From those very ashes, as from the fires upon the Earth, shall come forth the full spectrum of mineralization and nutrients which shall replenish the soil and the seas of the Planet, be it worthy in those remaining. Nothing is destroyed in God, only a change in form can be experienced, and the most notable of these changes are those represented by the change of matter into energy and particulate-molecule-atomic structure to replenish the founts of necessary elements for the reestablishment of life as offered forth by God in His wisdom of THOUGHT projection.

Sananda pict.

Man will rise up against man for that is the nature of MAN. The wars will be terrible in their presentations, for hate shall overwhelm man’s ability to function in wisdom or prudence. The doctrines made false by MAN’S tampering shall come full circle so that the ones in battle, neither shall have TRUTH upon which to base their “play”. Neither side will be Godly in these confrontations for GOD IS NOT WAR, WAR IS NOT OF GOD, AND CERTAINLY THE DESTRUCTION OF ANY OF GOD’S CREATIONS OR THE CREATION ITSELF IS NOT OF GOD. A new way is through the CREATION and building of that which is balanced, harmonious, free, and capable of sustaining LIFE in balanced, life-producing measures.

Most will not be “around” to see the changes because the assumptions will be of Rapture and other disasters expected. The REMNANT shall be witness through the experience of those who came via the Ancients in times long gone when the Truth was shared orally from one generation to another WITHOUT tampering. That lack of tampering has not existed for eons and generations of physical experience.

Will God bring His people that which they need to bring this into Creation? Of course, and if you need ask such a question, you need more time in the homework. God makes NO MISTAKES and ONLY CREATES with provision of everything needed for perfection of performance. This does NOT mean that you sit upon your backsides waiting for others to do your task.

God will and has sent His more advanced participants into the fray with first orders of protection of our team. This means that there will be updates but no focus will be placed on particular ones by their
(visitors’) presence. I specifically refer to my secretary here because they are instructed to divert attention away from here while necessary activities are performed elsewhere. We are doing fine even in the structuring of our programs for handling resources and moving them along to their most advantageous use. This requires abundance of time for the structuring, so all must be patient while we attend to it for if the foundation is not attended to perfection, the house will fall in the huffing and puffing of the winds upon the structures.

**THE TIME FOR ATTENTION IS NOW!**

I will tell you, prior to your asking, that I shall cease and desist from personal messages of “will I be safe if—”, etc. You have been warned, each of you, that you are now in the time of great and “impossible” things. You are in a time of being able to drop ships from the air and from the seas at a pulse button. You are in the time of pinpoint targeting of single individuals. It is the time for keeping within the safety nets of your shelters—if your place be sheltered. It is the time to stop your gadding about like the gad-fly and release the others who would drift and dawdle in their never-ceasing call to the road or to the pull of the siren’s call, or that of the kidlets and others unable to do other than debate YOUR “knowing”. “They” argue because they simply have no idea nor acceptance of the facts unfolded here.

You of my team are in constant DANGER now of being taken out at random (or deliberately) in an effort to cause such intimidation as to immobilize you. Remember that in many doctrines and places this time of chaos and confusion is called by many names but one is “The INTIMIDATION”. This will show itself in crashes, shootings, natural-appearing disasters and YOU HAD BETTER HEAR ME WELL. YOU DO NOT HAVE TO ASK INTERPRETATION BY DHARMA. STAY PUT, STAY ALIVE, AND WATCH YOUR BACKSIDES AT EVERY MOMENT.

I suggest that when we finalize at least one or two major resources for projects that we immediately shift some of the players who are destined for the shifting. Don’t pursue any who aren’t overwhelmed by need for shifting for we do not need antagonists among us in any way, shape or form, for those will be very quickly weeded out. Parents and relatives will release NOW because you have no right to coerce any into participation or proximity. The fences are being constructed as we write to separate the dissenters from the inconvenience placed upon YOU or them.

Some of you have depended upon me, through Dharma, for your instructions. You must now HEAR the meanings within the messages but I can remind such as Charles, et al., that the opportunities existing several months ago do not now exist so actions must be considered most carefully. Running back and forth will not change the overall circumstances, so face the facts and structure your lives through wisdom and not empty wishes for changes that are not apt longer to present themselves.

I will add that for you to work within your own druthers rather than in the wisdom of these messages ALWAYS sent for your discernment will likely merit you a lot of misfortune from here on “in”. Be sure you are actually “guided” by higher source to act or travel by any method and not just responding to a desire to make a point or consider that “I am safe because God will keep me safe.” God will NOT keep you safe; HE expects you to now act in wisdom, listen to your instructions and abide within His expectations.

There are some things in life that require attending, but keep them absolutely to a minimum and begin to weed them out of your experience. This includes court appearances and visitations with I don’t care who.
Mostly it comes right down to people doing what they WANT to do and not what is BEST to do. I am telling you to STAY AT HOME, ON THE GROUND, AND GROUNDED! The next few weeks will be a culmination of economic upheavals, makings of global war-plans, and other very dangerous circumstances to our crew.

Will I STOP you from your adventures? No. Nor shall I protect you from the consequences of your misadventures. You have been told and warned over and over again. It is, perhaps, time to listen? Let us take note of our stocks and supplies and remain prepared for that which may come. The time is at hand for which all of you have come to serve and participate and it must bring joy within thine beings that God is at hand with HIS great wisdom, for I remind you: GOD, TOO, HAS A PLAN 2000!

May you not let the stars get in your eyes or the moon break your heart—but keep the light of both about your beings that no thing of darkness may enter within. Salu.
I had not intended to write anything for the paper this morning to allow some break for the paper staff who, like us, never seem to get to experience the ordinary times during Holidays. However, this is too important to your world economy to allow delay in this information.

You ask and ask for SIGNS that you can have some inkling of what is taking place. Well, the Asian “market” and currency debacle should be enough but there are surely more blatant and obvious signatures of the Elite controllers all about you.

As you know, CNN has been the established news network to give information internationally according to prearranged “codes” and you HAVE IT TODAY—that IMPORTANT SIGN of what is taking place.

On CNN *Headline News* the economic news logo has changed: TO THE ILLUMINATI SEAL. This indicates the “final” takeover of the world economies by the Illuminati-Bankster Elite. There is no argument about it and so you may as well recognize the rest of their shenanigans.

The Asian debacle is, as planned, a pull-down of adverse nations in competition for money as any other offensive against human interests—in order to glean all property and wealth and gain total control.

It is going to appear like the U.S. is terribly worried about all the notes held by the Japanese. But they are not. The other Asian markets and comings-and-goings are structured to terrify and fall but it is certainly not a necessary event.

So, why does not the U.S. stock market open with great losses this Monday morning? The evidence shows that it should have been hundreds of points DOWN—BUT IT IS UP 66 POINTS. What will happen the rest of the week is anybody’s guess to gain stability for the BIG BOYS and only take out the desired players. Never mind it for it is NOT OTHER than a sham.

The IMF *[International Monetary Fund]*, working with The FED (FEDERAL RESERVE), has made many agreements. In the U.S., ONE AGREEMENT is to utilize Bonus Contract 3392-181 (Granny’s portion) to make sure there is collateral to back the outrageous printing of currency notes to cover any losses of support from any Asian nations. This will also insure NO LOSSES to any ELITE corporation or business parties.

The informational international messages will flow in a type of public code right from CNN.
You see, it is intended that the “superfund” be allowed to maintain itself. How nice that we have a portion of that nice fund but, of course, getting at it in a “time of emergency” (which is what BOSNIA is about) is the latest game in town.

Will we-the-people gain anything from this? Well, yes, if you watch and don’t interfere with the ongoing “get-it-all” game in play. You will actually probably hold off the total collapse, for a while at least, until the big wars begin and that may possibly get you past Christmas and even into Spring.

The IMF has got to have funds if they are to capture the Asian nations and there are no other funds big enough to do the job and keep the wealth cornered.

What can the “holder-owner” do about this use of said “contract”? Absolutely NOTHING. It is now covered by Emergency Seizure and National Security. It is unfortunate that the holder-owner would not listen to either reason or to consider other possibilities outside total battle and defiance.

Will “I” compromise with the enemy? No—but I certainly WILL NEGOTIATE. We are not talking about GOD’S LAWS here; we are talking about conjured pieces of paper, but important paper which can make the difference in collapse or holding of a world in disruption and under siege.

As a matter of fact, we are happy to work even more closely with the powers-that-are with more support to avoid the anarchy sure to come in a state of non-support. God’s laws require that we assist the most of HIS people possible in any circumstance wherein HIS LAWS are intact and not at focus.

In this same flow of the river, however, we cannot control what happens when the enemy of the enemy rises up against “their” enemy. You have a full-blown expectation of uprising and bloody confrontation between those who call themselves Arab-Moslems, Muslims, Islamics and those presenting as OTHER-WISE—never minding the term “Christian”. The new definition of “Christian” covers those who are Zionists in the Jewish new order, Christians who are actually only utilizing the “man” of Jesus and are therefore Jesuans (not CHRIST-ians), Pentecostal followers of biblical TRADITION as laid forth by the Judean-Christian training manual, and the Talmudic Lucifierians.

At this point in evolving history, playing itself out before you, this does not consider the amazingly LARGE percentage of the world who are of the Chinese-Asian faith and Mongol lineage. THIS is the power that will ultimately cross that old Euphrates River and push the current occupants of Israel into the areas of Turkey and you will have bloodbaths surpassing any Lawrence of Arabia epic. The Turks can be a very harsh and unforgiving tribe of warriors.

Will the Elite go down? Of course, for they are not of GOD—but so too will the other tribes who are NOT OF GOD. Will the people of God enter into these atrocities? NO! So, it might well be time you consider YOUR POSITION.

This very statement, however, has some interesting catch-22s in it: If you are confronted and ordered to take a life or forfeit your own—what will you do? Ah, interesting choice! Are you prepared to die for—or LIVE FOR—Truth?

Another interesting fact of GOD’s capability is the total capability of “uncreating” simply by HIS THOUGHT.
Most will never have the slightest idea “what happened”. But if you are expecting pious wimps to enter into your consciousness—THINK AGAIN. If we equate the Earth to a bunch of ant-hills and the ants are out of control and destroying everything around and about—expect the ant-hills to BE REMOVED TO OTHER LOCATIONS WHERE THEY CAN BE BROUGHT UNDER CONTROL—PREFERABLY BEFORE THERE MUST BE DESTRUCTION OF THE MANIFEST WORLD ITSELF. Oh yes, GOD has infinite “other worlds” upon which to place His wayward ants. There are 178 billion of those worlds (and growing) in just your Star System called Milky Way. How well those ants live is a speculation TO YOU but not to we of the Cosmos Hierarchy.

Do you have to turn your planet into a Mars or Jupiter where life cannot well survive? No, but you very likely “can” and probably will make every effort to do so. But you will note in YOUR SOLAR SYSTEM there is now a limitation of residing places for the human species and other mammalian life forms.

Are these nasty old alien slime-exuders trying to scare you? Well, we are the Hosts of God and I don’t know what you mean by “slime” people. The Serpent people came to your place and took up residence, but even reptiles grow to need a good feasting table of hapless victims, and whether they GO and you of God stay or you of God go and they stay to finally destroy themselves, remains to be seen in your free-will activities. God will NOT intervene until, as said, “unless those days be shortened there will remain no living form”. HE WILL PROTECT AND SHELTER HIS REMNANT—COUNT ON IT.

If you consider yourself “HIS” crew, but live by the gun or sword, expect to perish by same. There will be no either/or in that final judgment of choices.

Dharma sits in stunned realization, as many of you will be doing along about now. She realizes the fact of being a created thoughtform from God for a purpose just as are each of YOU. The fragments of living which impose themselves upon her are the collective thoughtforms of the adversary or, simply, living. In service the meaning is understood and it is known that GOD leaves none of His people—HIS people cut out on HIM and certainly turn away from His Truthbringers and Messengers. Unfortunately, however, TO DENY THE MESSENGER IS THE SAME AS DENYING GOD! Wow, is that bad news for the day? Well, you are big kids now, pulling up your own diapers, so think hard and soundly upon these things for the Plan 2000 is in full operation around you and the sign of the Illuminati Satanic 666 is upon your heads. The tattoo, fortunately, means nothing—it is the tattoo upon your soul which has meaning. You don’t have to look with your glasses for that sign—it is as obvious as if it would be the size of the Universe. Moreover, the IMPORTANT READER of “that sign”, oh worry, worry, is GOD, not the Satanic adversary. In the physical world, that Satanic leadership controls the hapless walking dead. The one you want to impress with your goodness is GOD AND HOSTS for we control your “security blankets”. We will have no Evil brought aboard so, sorry about that, foolish listeners and trained “seals” who do not think, or refuse input of any important consequences.

Why do we not shout this from the highest mountains and make sure everyone hears? Everyone who wants to hear—hears! It is your life, person, not mine—I am experiencing mine in the perfection of GOD and that is a pretty nice place to be. You experience yours wherever you THINK you might be gaining top-dog status—but it will not work out as you anticipate.

Secure placement of INNOCENT SOULS is assured in all instances, but note I said “souls”. The places
WITHIN GOD are not physical, but consciousness in perfection WITH GOD AS CREATOR is tangible individual expression of achievement toward and within perfection. Evil does not enter within these premises.

As I close this brief writing I suggest you listen up because the graduation lessons are coming down fast and hard for your participation. I am sad if you like them not and consider that your opinion of what IS is greater than God’s. However, GOD WINS and it behooves to reconsider YOUR opinions and ego demonstrations of “I just don’t believe that!” GOD WOULD!

Pay close attention these days as you “tip-toe through those tulips” and take care NOT TO BASH THE FLOWERS for the garden is filled with fatal landmines.

A far more easily attained security is to take My hand and I will show you the way for I AM the Wayshower, THE WAY, THE LIGHT AND THE LIFE! You can bet all your pesos and shekels, yen, wan, rand, mark and dollars on it by the pound and farthing. I remind you that my identification is “Aton”, like it or not. None of us here demand your compliance—we don’t even WANT YOU if you consider your way to be in preference of the King of Darkness in physical reign. We need nothing of such physical foolishness and, if you are of us, neither, sir and madam, do you.

Since this is the last issued paper before the Big Day of Satan’s mark, at the least on your pocketbooks, may I wish you a Happy Scramble because your children and friends will probably disappoint you and, if old enough, simply return your thought-perfect gifts. The children will cry for “more” and bash one another with whatever they receive, and parents will even provide the little ones with the replicas of war, bashing and banging each other. YOU REAP THAT WHICH YOU SOW.

In searching for that which is PEACE and LOVE, please set aside the trappings of the traditional chaos and move within the KNOWING OF GOD. Even if just for a minute or two, you will be given to see with blinding clarity what lies ahead for if you feast on the things of disharmony you will only reap disharmony, and thus the sins of the Fathers shall be rested upon the children. GOD IN HIS INFINITE MERCY ALWAYS ALLOWS AND ALWAYS RECEIVES WITHOUT JUDGEMENT, WITH ACCEPTANCE OF CHANGED ATTITUDES, WITHOUT, YES, CONDITIONS OTHER THAN THAT “CHANGE” WITHIN, AND WITH TOTAL AND ABSOLUTE LOVE.

Render unto Caesar (Satan) that which is HIS, but hold truth and love toward perfection in the things of GOD—and THAT, dear ones, IS YOUR SOUL AND THE GROWING SOULS OF YOUR CHILDREN. Enjoy the experiences of living and expressing in the traditions which bring joy, as in trappings of holiday dress and decor—but KNOW what it is you do, for GOD gave life that you might experience, have enjoyment as well as joy, AND GROW.

May the blessings of HIS MERCY rest about you as the shelter it provides—in perfection.

May I also ask that we be given insight enough to realize that we need to stop offering to die for that which appears appropriate to a “cause”, for GOD IS LIFE and we must always look unto living for our perfect service. IN GOD THERE IS NOTHING EVEN CALLED “DEATH”. And, if you feel “alone” in such attitudes, forget it, for all the Kingdom of God KNOWS this TRUTH. Salu.
I make an effort to be heard but I find that those as close to me as breath itself DO NOT SEEM TO HAVE EARS. Each thing that I write is assumed to be FOR SOMEONE ELSE. STOP sending your petitions to me when you fully intend to do whatever you had planned or want to do for I will no longer walk that road of blindness with you. It is one thing to be blind and quite another to refuse to see.

We have our own local people scattering in every direction AWAY from the security provided. We have them going just as if I had never mentioned that THE ENEMY WANTS TO KILL THEM. DO YOU HEAR ME NOW? KILL YOU.

I cannot attend you in San Diego, San Francisco, Sacramento, Reno and parts running hither and yon from Texas to Maine. I can attend you IN YOUR PLACE and, when necessary, I can move to secure you—depending on circumstances and reason. I will not interfere with your preferences and self-appointed excuses for going anywhere in this time of the most danger to my crew that we have EVER EXPERIENCED. Do you not realize that what I tell you is TRUE and that we ARE the opposition to the Elite One Worlders? We control the assets that they are already using!

Since “they” are, and have been, using our collateral assets, they want to shut us down in the very worst way, and to pick off the crew singularly is the BEST way to achieve that end.

We cannot, however, evade the necessary things such as demand court appearances and other meetings which conclude, move along, or enhance our own growth and movement toward our appointed mission goals—BUT, most things YOU DO and plan have actually NOTHING TO DO WITH GOD OR MISSION.

Now, keep on with this and I shall simply release you to do or be wherever you choose and “good luck”.

We have had ones move away to protect and enhance their own comfort and physical druthers. Fine, that is a choice we encourage if the “kitchen is too hot” for you. And, yes, I am telling you right now and right here that the KITCHEN IS GETTING VERY HOT! However, just because you take the heat and move it—other heating devices will pounce upon you and melt your houses, my friends, and it has to be with me: SO BE IT. Pull your plugs out from my circuit set to secure you without shortage or overload of those circuits and you have just either pulled away from your “electrical” availability altogether or, at the least, removed your direct power source.
I will announce to all of you here and now that Ekkers are no longer to fight any battles on behalf of the Institute—alone. The last assault would have been the most easily put down, that of Betty Tuten with Abbott, Green, Horton, et al. And we don’t even have anyone longer able or willing to carry on with research or, more specifically, doing anything inclusive of follow-up letters.

If you will not go to the source of the problems and straighten out your own property security, why would someone else who has nothing but headaches do it for you? If you will not attend the culprits of crime and fraud, why cause the ones who are worse defrauded than are you to do your share?

Well, I get every excuse from, “I’m just too old,” to, “My health is not good,” to, “I just can’t seem to understand what to do,” right on down to “I can’t”.

Ah, but you also claimed to want to be a part of this TEAM and you said you would do anything to be able to be a part of US. But—the moment anything of living encroaches into your consciousness, you lock on like radar or sonar and off you go in whizz-bang last-minute needs for travel, excusing of self, and/or simply off “in case this is my last chance to...”. If your attitude is that this is the last chance to see a sibling, parent, child or whatever, then you have not paid the least bit of attention to any of the lessons since 1988.

“But I need a personal life too!” comes the retort, and it is the Season of family doings and love-enclosing associations. IT IS THE TIME OF DEATH AND DESTRUCTION, OVERLOAD AND MENTAL BRAINWASH AT THE HEIGHT OF ITS VISIBLE SUCCESS STORIES.

“But I need to sit and eat with my family,” comes the next big deal. Do what? Why have you not eaten with them throughout the year? Are you enslaved to “days” or is that the only time they invite you to dinner or are their places the only places to get help, nourishment, or REALITY. Are YOU going to get REALITY AND TRUTH at any of those places YOU PLAN TO ATTEND? I didn’t think so.

“But I don’t have anywhere else to go and we aren’t having anything here and...”. Why are we not having anything here? Is the only possibility that which Ekkers do, or Diane and Jack do, or whatever. The room for gathering is always available and usually so too are mouths to share in the eating. It is like a cult wherein only the “leader” is the focus and you have developed, rightfully so, the label in visibility of attention. And, in addition, has it ever occurred to you to NOT OVEREAT and simply sit for a while WITH THAT GOD WHOSE DAY YOU CLAIM TO CELEBRATE? DOES THE WORLD NEED TAKE A DAY OFF TO INSURE VULNERABILITY UNTO YOUR ENEMIES? WHY DO YOU DO THE THINGS YOU DO? YES, IT IS IMPORTANT.

On Halloween you go right forth and dress your children as criminals and devils and evil creatures. Then, you wonder why they relate only to the worldly things of undisciplined behaviors and allowances.

On Christmas you TEACH them to demand more and more and more STUFF and to be displeased with whatever they get, even if it is what they demanded in the first place.

You take journeys to make sure the things they don’t want get to them on your appointed date. What is wrong with the mail, the shippers, the delivery networks? The receivers will open their loot, thank you, and much of the time within friend or family circles, simply go trade it back for money or exchange it for
something else they prefer. WHAT IS A GIFT FOR? A gift is a remembrance in appreciation and love
and, if given and received in that mode, it is wondrous. Otherwise, give the money they wanted in the first
place and be sure it is of equal value to what they give you so that you are not unbalanced in the “giving-
receiving” department and go get what YOU wanted in the first place. No, I have NO PATIENCE with
this “confusion”, “lack of understanding my messages”, and/or your need to show off at some Holiday. Do
you want a world in which to live—or do you want to frantically expect that this will be the last, so live it
up?

Opportunity is a strange notion; it comes on kitten feet and stays only a moment, and if the moment is
lost—it goes instantly and is NEVER RECOVERED IN THE SAME MEASURE AS WHEN IT CAME
FROM GOD’S PERFECT PRESENTATION. HOW MANY OF YOU WILL BE FOCUSED ON
WHOA-KNOWS-WHAT WHILE OPPORTUNITY FLEES LIKE THAT SAME KITTEN ON THE
SILENT STILLNESS OF IGNORANCE? How dark IS IT in the belly of the whale? Well, kidlets, we
have a bunch of killer whales out there waiting to show you.

No indeed, I will NOT let up on you as to what is right, what is secure, what is correct, what must be
noted, and what is YOUR PURPOSE as proclaimed by YOU. Charity begins, and ends, AT HOME
where responsibility met will avoid the need of a concept of charity and/or welfare.

How many of you are waiting for the magic of the money and running hither and yon in whatever you might
be doing? Who must go and get the beans and grain MOVED to allow the land-holder to finish his
flooring? Who will attend the mice that are eating holes in the grain sacks, including the husks, rendering
them pretty much contaminated for use as intended? WHO ALL NEVER LOOK BEYOND YOUR
IMMEDIATE NOSE TO GO FORTH AND SERVE OR TAKE A PROJECT TO LESSEN
ANOTHER’S BURDEN? Oh indeed, this has a lot to do with EVERYTHING and not “just anything”.

Many of you here stand to lose greatly to the Big Satans and yet you choose to not do anything save blame,
possibly, someone else for the possibilities.

Do you realize that the new people who come and share are secure in the hands of God for their assets are
separated totally away from the past? Did anyone notice that gold fell off the wagon? Now is the time for
securing but you can’t even have USE OF YOUR INSTITUTE for it is tied up in Las Vegas-Betty Tuten.
Fine, leave it there and perchance SOMEONE will attend it for you.

There was nothing wrong with Mr. Green’s original plan as presented—except Mr. Green. He was unable
to pull off his major plan and the rest of you, including Ekkers, were stuck with his presented nightmare.
Justice? There is NO JUSTICE in your courts so you have to be shrewd as they, the rabid foxes, and
peck out their eyes when they attack you. I certainly did NOT say “kill” anyone, just stop the allowances
of killers to get at you and yours! God will help you accomplish THAT MISSION but HE will never help
you to murder or kill.

Will I assure that Ekkers move in fair safety to attend court encounters, etc.? Yes, because those encoun-
ters make the difference in WHETHER OR NOT YOUR INTERESTS ARE PROTECTED OR ANY
EFFORT AT ALL IS MADE TO RECLAIM ANYTHING STOLEN OR, AT THE LEAST, TO BRING
SOME FORM OF JUSTICE INTO THE COURT.
If we can move the case in point in the Reno bankruptcy, wherein Mr. Green is in serious trouble, BACK into the court for trial as originally structured, you stand to WIN, chelas. If someone does not SEE TO IT THAT TRUTH IS TOLD IN THAT FIRST COURT, YOU WILL LOSE. It is that simple. And no, it is not likely that there will even be opportunity to speak—but the availability makes it very, very difficult to wipe you out wholesale. And, no, it is NOT something where “everyone” would help by their presence nor can we afford to have everyone available. But, if there must be an appeal, or when that trial ever happens—fill those courtrooms—or not, depending on your intentions and purposes in this game. DO YOU WANT YOUR PROPERTY BACK AND SECURED, OR DO YOU GIVE A DAMN WHAT HAPPENS TO YOUR “STUFF” IF YOU CAN JUST BLAME SOMEONE ELSE FOR WHAT-EVER HAPPENS TO YOU AND YOURS?

“Well, this certainly doesn’t sound like a Merry Christmas message to me...” most of you readers are retorting. No, I have no intention of lying to you and causing further blindness and deafness. I would, however, allow you, many of you, to have a bad case of “muteness” if I could arrange it, for those mouths and tongues are your undoing. Does anyone remember that LOVE KNOWS NO SEASON? Giving recognizes NO SEASON! TRUTH is never found within “arranged SEASONS”. And yet, there is a “season” for all things conjured by MAN. GOD has a perfect sequence of events—MAN ESTABLISHES SEASONS so that he can pronounce them “usual”, “normal”, “abnormal”, or “unusual”, except, of course, when you have El Nino and then all bets are OFF.

I will point out something important: Life is what happens while you are making other plans—but, PLANS FOR WHAT? Then comes the next attraction of turning to that “living” and forgetting all about either LIFE or the plan.

Dharma draws a great sigh and suggests that I probably have just gotten rid of the rest of “our friends”. Friends? What friends? If responsibility and TRUTH detach “persons”, then they certainly WERE NOT OUR FRIENDS! THEY BECOME THE TIME-TAKERS, TINKERERS THAT TINKER “YOUR” TIME AWAY WITH THEIR TINKERING. When YOU can keep to your mission and let the tinkerers go tinker with their own toys and stop trying to include them in that which they avoid at all costs, then, and maybe ONLY THEN, will we be responsible to be entrusted with the greatest gifts of all.

You allow people who disdain our very input to take up your time from our work. You allow those same people who opinion and do not read all we offer and claim to have own resources to TAKE YOUR TIME FROM OUR FOCUS. So be it, team, but you are causing the entire program to go on HOLD, HOLD, HOLD—until YOU GET WITH THE PROGRAM INTENT.

“Well, it’s the holidays and nothing gets done, so we may as well —”. You may as well what? Does this mean you let up on contacts, contracts, progress or, at the least, thinking out possibilities and where to(s) from here?

Familiarity breeds contempt and ego claims that “I” will somehow be taken care of because I am “ME”. NO, YOU WILL NOT, and THAT is the one misperception above all that will get you into deep yogurt! You have become so familiar with the “old teacher” as to selectively IGNORE me. Fine, you do that and I shall IGNORE YOU.
Human existence as you know it rests on the very brink of falling into total destruction as you pit one against another, and it seems like the information rolls off the backs and brains like water from the proverbial duck’s feathers. Oh well. Familiarity also breeds a certain amount of liberty-taking with relationships which negate respect and “allow” for the bending of rules, regulations, commandments and other things which represent self-discipline and insure success in our endeavors. I am going to move on with this mission as my focus—with or without any ONE of you individuals. Who comes with me is up to YOU, but only as to YOUR status and not that of your opinionated selection and judgement of others.

What are you going to hum and haw about when I make my presence known through more public channels of information? Are you going to duck and excuse the hard-line Spiritual approach of moving back within GOD CREATOR and HIS COMMANDMENTS? These are simple and UNIVERSAL guidelines for all mankind and life as you might know it to be. If there is deviation from these guidelines—you are NOT SERVING GOD OF PERFECTION—but the more familiar physical instructions and “it’s ok” of would-be destroyers. God is not pontifical or demanding—HE ALLOWS you to do whatever grabs you—but whatever grabs you is usually NOT OF GOD.

The Roman Catholic Church has objected this “SEASON” to some cartoonist who hanged Santa on the cross, saying it is blasphemous to the symbol? What symbol? When will you ever get around to getting perfection off that cross and stop hanging anyone from it? Do you not, however, get the point of the fact that the very idea of Christ has been further crucified and now even the symbolic “giving” has also been finally and totally slain by commercial traders? WHO ARE YOUR COMMERCIAL TRADERS? Wow, I thought you would never get it sorted!

So, you go right on with whatever you “planned” for self—and we will go right on with what is our mission and, if you be missing, so be it. Further, if you don’t realize it, merits and demerits are assigned by SELF to each action by and through “self”.

How many of you feel better to help feed a person who is hungry—on Christmas or Thanksgiving? Do you do that once-a-year bit for self or them? How nice only to have to eat once a year to appease the conscience of societies. To give a child a toy at Christmas to cause it to believe further in Santa Claus is a fitting thing to see for it shows the appeasement to self of non-confrontation with that which is the child’s problem in the first (and the rest of the year) place. Better than NOTHING? NO, it is not! It is a lie, even if intentions of the gifter are true and right, and GUILT is never a foundation upon which equality and freedom can grow without limitations.

You want me to give you some wondrous bunch of garbage to make you feel wondrous and ascended into bliss at such times of the year. No thank you, for I see guilt, rage, hate, distraction, pain, sorrow and disappointments abundant in the time expressed as Holiday Seasons. I see one LIE following another from “Santa brought it” to “Look how hard I tried.”

“But it is so hard to follow and be Godly if you speak truth, sir.” Hard? Hard to give up lies, guilt, rage, hate, distraction, pain, sorrow, disappointments and every other negative feeling compounded upon self? GOD IS SIMPLE, GOD IS, GOD OFFERS PEACE, TRANQUILITY AND BEAUTY. HE OFFERS ORDER AND RECREATION OUT OF THE CHAOS OF CONFUSING INPUTS AND ASSAULTS. Ah indeed, mankind is a strange species since being given the gifts of reason and choosing. But, readers,
you will NOT, through your objections, cause ME TO COMPROMISE TRUTH TO SUIT YOUR DEMANDS OR WISHES. You may compromise yourselves and take the burden of causing others around to compromise themselves. YOU WILL NOT CAUSE ME TO COMPROMISE ONE IOTA OF TRUTH.

You either want God and Truth OR YOU DO NOT, and it appears that almost all DO NOT! You CAN experience, enjoy and maintain balance within that which IS—whatever it might be—without becoming the “it”. You do not need to compromise Truth to experience within the random chaos around you at any time, not even in the moment.

“But I don’t know what to say to —— who expects me or expects the ——.” Oh, what would happen if you were hit by a truck and were hospitalized—would you not think of something to say to that “expecting” party? Tell them you simply cannot make the trip. You owe no one save self and GOD a REASON— and make sure you offer a REASON to GOD and not an excuse. What you lie to self about is your problem so it would be wisdom expressed to stop lying to self.

Some of you who “know better than anyone else” will simply say that “Doris is having a bad day!” Sorry about that, she is having about the best day she has experienced in over a year, EVEN THOUGH MOST OF THE WRITING SHE TAKES DIRECTLY AND POINTEDLY UNTO HERSELF. There is, however, great relief in facing FACTS AND TRUTH, and letting go of the insanely mundane guilt-trips of the self. You who find yourself in these writings and wish to “blame” Doris for a bad day—be our guest for she has been called worse—but some of those calling her worse things are experiencing a pretty uncomfortable translation placement and/or reaping some pretty harsh realities.

Now, what are you going to do? You don’t need to tell me about it. Are you going to attend self and those who usually tend you and make sure you are not left out or unattended? What, exactly, is your responsibility on these days of gathering and sharing?

One very serious question I will ask you to think about: WHAT WILL YOU DO WHEN I AM GONE? Oh yes, it is a very, very good possibility for, until we can focus on OTHERS than ourselves, we cannot gain our mission and I must be where and with that which can conclude, properly, this mission and GOD’S PLAN 2000. That plan is NOT A STATE OF MIND; it is a very physically oriented and manifest building of foundations upon which TRUTH can flourish, even in the midst of the destruction of prophesied cleansing.

I ask you to look around you at each individual participating in just this location and honestly answer SELF: HOW WELL WOULD YOU DO WITH THIS CREW AND THESE RESPONSIBILITIES AND HOW LONG WOULD YOU WAIT FOR UNDERSTANDING AND SELFLESSNESS TO REACH INTO CONSCIOUSNESS? WELL, ME TOO!! HOW ARE YOU GOING TO RAISE THE NECESSARY FUNDS TO DO OUR WORK? I ask, however, that you not UNDERSELL yourselves to self because some of you have so many stars in your crowns as to blind the onlookers and still you cannot see it for self. See what excuses you offer for just the latter question and SMILE, you are on Candid Camera.

I realize you can’t simply cast off living as easily as you can cast off a spouse or disown a child who
displeases YOU or might expect YOU to clean up your act—BUT, YOUR ASSUMPTION THAT SOME-
HOW GOD WILL TOLERATE ANYTHING AND STILL ALLOW YOU AT HIS RIGHT-HAND IS
WRONG FROM CONCEPTION OF THE ASSUMPTION. Those who “claim” to “not judge” are the
most impossible and judgemental of all. You judge your family members, neighbors, intentions of anyone
and everyone, and if there is disagreement—you REALLY judge that one who disagrees with YOUR
OPINIONS. YOU HAVE PERMISSION TO ONLY JUDGE ACTIONS AND FORGET THE MAN.
A MAN ONLY DESERVES THE DISCERNMENT AND EVALUATION OF HIS ACTIONS.

GOD BUILDS HIS CREATION UPON THE “ROCK”, WHICH WILL NOT SHIFT NOR FAIL IN
THE WINDS OF TIME OR PASSAGE. ARE YOU THE ROCK? ARE YOU THE DESERT SANDS?
GOD WILL TEST HIS FOUNDATIONS IN EVERY INSTANCE—WILL YOU STAND THAT TEST-
ING? WE SHALL SEE, FOR IF YOU ONLY THINK OF SOMEHOW WINNING A PHYSICAL
VICTORY OVER SOME PERCEIVED THING OR ENEMY—YOU ERR AND HAVE MISSED
THE ENTIRE POINT OF THE JOURNEY.

Merry Christmas—AND—

Love, Dad
TWAS THE NIGHT BEFORE WHAT?

'Twas Christmas Eve and all through the lands,
Hither and yon the people ran—as if somehow—
The END was at hand.
They twisted and turned as if in the wind,
Then it came to most, that invisible end.

They never knew what had hit them
In that physical form.
Too late they remembered what they had forgotten—
All watched, from beyond, their enemies swarm
Too late they listened and saw and heard.

What or Who would save their souls?

* * *

Who are YOU “letting down” this day? Why have you come and what is your purpose, your mission? I wait and watch and see false confusion while you of my own seem to have little direction outside the efforts toward “figur ing out” what it might be that I mean. You know what I mean; why do you act foolish and confused?

My teaching is to cause you to act and KNOW by that which you have been given from all resources at any time. It is for you to not have to have us spell out for the executioner the possibilities.

Many of you have studied Cayce, Revelation, other prophets, Mohammad, Muhammad, Buddha and those “Holy Bibles”. You have been told that before the Millennium would come great and disastrous things of Earth upheavals and wars of mighty forces—which would not seem like war but rather, from the heavens death would fall like rain upon you. Are you ready for Christmas? Who cares—are you ready for the final days of the Millennium?

You of my people are in places of pretty good safety—IF YOU STAY THERE! But you do not, as you make plans to rush about here and there and everywhere, thinking selves to somehow be able to escape the net of trouble if you “hurry” and then do not take long in your travels. YOU MISS THE POINT. GO READ THE PROPHECIES and see what is planned for your consumption—on yes, this nice long week-
end, even in nice Sunny El Ninoed Southern California.

Do you think the shaking and moving of the Earth in Mammoth Lakes is a sign of stability? Do you think the PASSES are going to be safely cleared to HIDE THE CRACKS DUE TO SPRING UP ACROSS YOUR FREEWAYS? \textit{WHAT ARE YOU DOING?}

“But you said, Sir, that we should go on as if we were prepared,” comes to me. Yes, I did, and are you? Do you want to hear some of the intentions for activities already cleared for undertaking under the distraction of the holidays and Super-Bowl Sunday?

The plans are to split the San Andreas from the South to north of San Francisco. There may well be further northern splitting because of the intersecting faults across the area of Oakland.

Do you not realize the baby who fell from the Golden State Bridge fell through the crack \textit{BECAUSE THE CRACK HAD WIDENED}?

When you go from your housing and go anywhere from home—\textit{ARE YOU ASSURED A ROUTE TO GET BACK?} Can you \textit{KNOW} that you can cross a fault today or tomorrow, and if it breaks, that you will not either be \textit{IN THE UPHEAVAL} or unable to recross the break in the landscape? And \textit{WHERE} is your job being accomplished? And will cellular phones handle the day? Of course \textit{NOT}; they are set to “go down” \textit{FIRST} to prevent communications.

The mid and coastal portions of California are at high, high risk \textit{THIS LONG WEEKEND!} Is \textit{YOUR JOB} covered if you are unable to get back home if you have gone somewhere?

A major sign is due, go the psychic’s predictions, and certainly the old accepted prophet’s prattlings. “\textit{Terror is to come from the Skies and from the Seas,}” on they go. This is the \textit{WINTER WITH THE SNOW UPON THE LANDS} that the things are to happen of great magnitude and destruction. \textit{THIS IS THE WINTER WHEN IT HAS BEEN PROMISED BY THE ONE WORLDERS THAT THE SIGNS WOULD BE THAT THE UNITED NATIONS BUILDING WOULD BE COLLAPSED AND THE CHRISTIANS WOULD RUE THE DAY THEY CLAIMED A “JESUS” AS CHRIST FOR THAT WOULD BE “THE” SYMBOL OF THE LUCIFERIAN KING}

While the Jewish citizens and the “\textit{God Squad}” mouth the fact that the Christians have such advantage for fun and expectations of stuff at Christmas, and they only have little things in their eight days of such teeny things as candy, religious rites and on and on—yes, on \textit{YOUR TELEVISION IF YOU TOOK TIME TO NOTICE.}

Christmas trees, presents and all those things claimed to be for Christians—\textit{NO MENTION WAS MADE OF CHRIST. NOT ONE WORD WAS DEVOTED TO THE “MEANING” OF “CHRISTIAN” RECOGNITION.} So, who are we fooling with this claim to united Judeo-Christian celebrations? Guess which commercial destroyers are winning the war of symbology? Even the word, Judeo, comes first.

Part of my agreement with the powers-that-be on your place, \textit{IF WE ARE TO HAVE SUPPORT FOR OUR SMALL EXPECTATIONS}, is that we will present our decade of work and stop giving instant
warnings as in “psychic” aspects unto the people. This is fine because OUR PEOPLE ARE NOW SUPPOSED TO KNOW and EXPECT and take care—especially when I ask you NOT to go or do a thing. I HAVE A REASON and it usually is FAR GREATER THAN YOUR OWN FOR GOING YOUR WAYWARD WAY ASSUMING THAT YOUR NEED IS GREATER THAN MY WISDOM!

“But how silly we will feel if something doesn’t happen after all,” you say. Surely you must know we are working 24-7 to try and PREVENT anything major from happening—year around. Partly to KEEP YOU in security. No more; we have to pull back because we were given 10 years to express this truth, and if you could not learn and KNOW within that time, build your libraries and spread the Truth, we would withdraw to a very limited and low-profile stance.

Since THIS keyboard is in Tehachapi, California, wouldn’t you assume that I just might mean you people in this location in pointed fashion since I see my own team going hither and yon as in the basic presentation at the top of this writing. Do you think Evil sleeps because you celebrate that which you KNOW NOT?

So, for you in this location, and in every location where you KNOW there is a shielding, go no further than, in this place, Lancaster, Ridgecrest, Bakersfield and even then be careful because the Garlock Fault, White Wolf Fault and several others are set to shake and cause great damage, but not likely preventing your getting back across the rift. We have shored up the structures around Sand Canyon and tested them pretty heavily. We have neutralized the detonators in the side faults and great consternation and negotiations are under way as we write here. Part of “our” agreements are to leave our people alone and get some project funds in hand prior to these rifts of deliberate intent.

Now to the Jewish brothers who think themselves a part of this New World Order in expectation—YOU ARE NOT. The places wherein the most Jewish citizens are residing are the cities and places first to be hit—BY YOUR OWN PEOPLE. You have slept while you were becoming the world’s court jesters and whiners. Your own claimed leaders are set now to begin the wars with your blood. The areas West in Los Angeles such as Hollywood and Beverly Hills, etc., are to be annihilated, as will the “colonies” along the coastline in the first big shakers. The commercial hierarchy are prepared to handle business in other modes in other places within their merged range with simply bypassing the damage. The unknowing manpower machines will simply be forfeited. The head of the Empire has security, along with his army.

The same basic things will happen along the midland rift coming down from the Great Lakes and ripping through the Chicago and other major river cities. The Eastern Seaboard will be in a state of frozen immobility when this is due to strike.

Pretty picture? Surely not.

“And just what will it be like?” you ask.

From SIPAPU ODYSSEY, p. 64, let me remind you. We issue books and writings and who has read them again? We began to train Dharma for her work in 1986 with this “novel” approach to insight and understanding. But the prophecies had long been given in recent (current) timing.

[QUOTING:]
FUTURE REVELATIONS

John, too, was accompanied by projected visual holograms which made an individual have the feeling of actual participation within the scene itself. As he spoke, appropriate visualizations moved with his verbal allusions.

He said he would simply be giving a description of things as directly handed down to him, without personal comment. He then launched into his teachings:

plate vii for sipapu

“And it is said there shall be winds, and there shall be, in the time when it is winter; and the trees shall bow down their boughs, and the winds shall sting with the cold; and there shall be great suffering among the people and they shall fall down and cry for mercy.

“And there shall be a mighty earthquake and it shall split in twain the country of North America, and it shall be as nothing the world has known before, for it shall be that there shall be a great part of the great land of the north continent go down and a great sea shall form within her center part from the Dominion of Canada into the Gulf of Mexico.

“And there shall be great ocean liners, liners which shall travel within its waters which will be propelled by solar energy of the next age. But with this, they shall be unable to travel east to west or from west to east, through what is now the Atlantic Ocean for it shall have a mountain range which has been thrown up from the bottom of the Atlantic; and it shall be extended into the air to the altitude of ten thousand feet and it shall be the City of old, for it was the Light of the world. She went down amid a great shock and a great wave; and it shall be that she shall come up the same way as she went down.

“And the west side shall be as the sheer side of granite, and it shall be without foothold; and the way shall be, as the eagle flies from the place which is Upper Virginia, three hundred miles due east; and at this point it shall be one thousand and eight hundred feet from the waters; and not an entrance through the land shall there be to the east, for it is not for them which are to be the remnants, to communicate by water; for it shall be with a new science, and a new method shall be given unto them. For there is not a place which is that shall remain the same as its present state.

“And not a person shall be left who is not prepared for that which shall be. And there are many called but few are chosen, for there are none which have been chosen which have not been carefully prepared; and they have been unto themselves true, and they have given credit where credit is due. And now it is given unto them to be the seed of the new Civilization which shall come upon the Earth.

“And within the time which is left before this shall come upon the Earth, it shall be that many will be called, and they shall doubt, and they shall fear, and they shall faint, and they shall fall by the way, and they shall be in no wise, wise, for it is given unto man to fear that which he does not understand—and for that does he wait.
“And it is said there shall be winds, and there shall be the winds, and they shall be as none the Earth has known, and they shall be as the winds from the sea and from the land all rolled into one great tempest. And they shall be as the winds of the North and South and East and the West, and they shall tear that which is in their path and they shall be as the reaper who mows down that which is in his path. And they shall sing with the bitterness of the cold. And they shall be as the elements of the Earth, for they shall contain both rain and wind, and the hail shall be as big as bird eggs, and it shall split that which it hits.

“And it shall be that the suffering shall be great upon the Earth, for it is given unto man to know suffering. And he has not known such suffering before, and when it is come upon him, he shall fall down and shall cry for mercy.

“And it shall be that the winds too shall be great upon the Earth—they shall blow east, west, north and south and not a place shall there be upon the Earth which shall escape the winds which bloweth, and when this tribulation has come upon the Earth, it shall be that there shall be many who have kept within the law.

“And with the coming of the winds and belching of fire from within the Earth there shall be—MORE!”

John continued by telling of how things would be. He said that no one would be responsible for the words of another nor would any man take upon himself that which would be done by another. Each entity would be responsible for his own. He said man had lost his identity with the Father God which had sent him, and that if he would not awaken and return to the Father, he would surely perish.

John spoke on for a very long time giving illustration after illustration. He concluded by saying it was time to talk more about the present.

[END OF QUOTING]

May I point out that this was “in the beginning” of our joint work to inform you-the-people. We have met with every imagined political, physical and criminal assault to halt the words and the information from reaching you. For ten years we have paid dearly for our efforts—NO MORE in this vein of expression. We have work to be done and so few HEARD OR HEAR truth as to make the way impossible for completion of that which will bring peace and balance to a world in chaos. So be it for God provides—HE DOES NOT FORCE. However, the cleansing, purification, confrontation of Evil, and Man against Man, shall continue in its worst form imagined and MAN HAS REFUSED TO LISTEN—SAVE FOR THE TINY REMNANT HANDBUL.

And so it shall come to pass upon the world in the ways of the prophets who “wrote your story script” and have managed to train and bring your minds to stagnation, focused on the mundane and base obscenities of your generations of downfall from your LIFE within God.

We have had ones come among us and actually steal great sums and work diligently afterwards to destroy us and those works offered forth. So be it. For YOU could have changed it and you chose to doubt, question, deny and continue the oppression upon our servants and upon ourselves. Will the Angels sing through this time of tribulation? Of course, for they will be singing forth the good news that GOD IS PRESENT, and that which is Evil will reap its own reward.
So, you will go forth and demand salvation of those who “do not understand” or “who have refused to hear or see”? Fine, you do that BUT DO NOT BRING THEM INTO MY PRESENCE IN THEIR STATE OF OFFENSIVE DISBELIEF TO EAT AND SUP, SLEEP AND WARM BY THAT WHICH IS GOD. We will feed hungry; we will offer information; we will do what we can in a physical measure—but we will not drag anyone anywhere—do you understand? I care not if it be spouse, child, brethren or whoever you think you must somehow save. No one can save a soul save the entity housing the soul. Neither have you the right nor resources to save the physical world. If a person is to be “saved” or “find salvation”, it shall be at his own doing.

If you have been absent parents—it is now too late to demand a placement within the missing units. Opportunity for rectification and change is always offered but most sorely missed in its presentation—so give it up and let the individuals find their own appointed way. If you are confused by this—please feel free to ponder and poke and miss the rest of the journey trying to figure out the old roadways. This is exampled by, again: Let the dead bury the dead. You neither killed the entities nor do you continue to wallow in the ignorance of those walking dead. Mankind must come willingly and wantingly within truth and make free-will choices because it is right—not because you see fit to hit the fan with all your huffing and puffing.

You further hamper your own movements by taking on the responsibilities of those unwilling to release a load so that the work could be done and the bodies healed. Any transfers now will simply mean a binding of hands and feet to helpless invalid beings while “they” ponder their suits and you have a job to do.

Some have moved on in their transition to free hands and bindings and you simply take the opportunity to run about in your newly acquired freedom from the bondage of the tending of sick responsibilities. You hide nothing.

Some will wallow in the self-focus of either illness or expected “self” attending. Fine, but it will result in fulfilling your worst nightmares as you are convinced of your illness. Once diagnoses of any kind are projected upon you—expect them to come to bear fruit and the end, of course, is always death—for what else is there looming in front of every man, woman and child? Do that which you will and run the risks of being caught in far worse things than whatever might be your plight at this moment—for you will surely create that which you fear and that which you discount as “another false alarm”. One day the alarm will sound, the trumpeter will blow upon his warning (he already has done that on about August 19th, 1987!), and it shall be the last before the great tribulation is come upon you.

Why do you come to places of safety wherein you can gain wisdom and find the way, only to move on in your own world the minute there is conflict between “the world of physical” and the “knowing of soul”? Perhaps the facts remain that there is no knowing of soul?

You want me, as a parent, to continue to tell you when a truck looms upon you or the train has run off its tracks and you are in its pathway. You want to consider that if you have a couple of cans of tuna fish and some wheat that you are prepared. No, you are not prepared, even to understanding the mission as it is.
Harsh? No, not to those who hear and see. You who live in confusion, so be it. We need no confusion when the stuff hits the fanblades of 250 mph winds. You are going to have “fan blades” from those windparks all over your living rooms in this place and how many of YOU will be on “the other side” of an impassable fault at total impasse?

So what is Dharma (and I) going to do to celebrate the Big Day of packages and brotherhood? WORK—so that you might again be reminded that things are going to be very interesting if not downright terrifying. If you are planning to express FEAR—GET WITH IT NOW BECAUSE THERE IS NO ROOM FOR FEAR WHEN THE STUFF IS FLYING.

“Can’t we have just one more good holiday?” you petition. You have had so few “good” holidays as to have no meaning to your inquiry. “Good” and “peace” is that within your being which KNOWS that which is upon you and that your security is assured.

What can YOU do to understand? Why don’t you start re-reading the Journals we have been able to publish, but remember, readers, there are at least 60 or more UNPUBLISHED volumes because we have not had the ability to bring them to public print—we just could NOT do it all and so few were able, or interested, in other than the flak moving about. If the world and your presence in it are so unimportant to you-the-people, it becomes of no importance to me how you experience your journey.

I preach to the choir? No, I state how it is to anyone who wants to hear and that is ALL we intend to do. And by the way, the people in South Africa are, IN THE EYES OF GOD, just as precious as are YOU. May you have opportunity to understand before the winds blow you into another world where understanding is not so easily accomplished.

On this prior night there have been prayers upon prayers for understanding and comprehension of your personal conflicts. You KNOW what you are about if you are of us, and if you waste your prayers in personal focus on self—you err. I do not know HOW to spell out your messages any more clearly than in your language and according to your determinations. We write for so many that I WILL NOT longer present only a pointed list of directions FOR YOU ALONE. ASK YOUR GUIDES, FOR THAT IS THEIR DUTY. We have other major duties than where you choose to eat a holiday dinner. Responsibilities come to the elderly, the young and to the children. Have you hugged your children today and offered love and understanding to help them through that WHICH THEY KNOW IS AHEAD? Or, are you so focused on that which YOU ARE DOING as to find them in the way and their fears are stressed while you play at ignoring that which is now abundantly CLEAR in its presentation—starting with the commercial pressures of a now meaningless holiday save in faded memories of traditional trappings?

And yes indeed, my work can surely wait while you attend whatever you choose from rearranging hangers to simply postponing the writings. GOD HAS ALL THE TIME IN THE UNIVERSE—HOW MUCH DO YOU HAVE?

The Planners of Plan 2000 are about to finalize their accomplishment on schedule, but your brethren in the Middle East will not sit by without bloodshed like the sheep of your “civilized” world. THAT is my question about “preparation”—are you READY?
Some of you insist upon turning OFF your TVs so that the pictures and the words DO NOT OFFEND your senses or ruffle your blissful state of WHAT? Can you actually be IN BLISS while the murdering machines come down to annihilate your children? GET A LIFE ALREADY!

Dharma is neither a psychic nor a prophet—she types what I offer. I AM BOTH! I care not what YOU think about THAT. Your opinions are none of my business.

Will this dissolve our fragmented “group”? Of course NOT; we HAVE NO GROUP. You are either in TRUTH or you are not and that requires, or expresses, NO GROUP. If you are IN TRUTH, YOU BE OF US; if not, then you had best get busy and catch up your homework for you ARE OUT OF TIME.

I told you early, early on that we would have a “decade” in which we would have to keep busy and open and LEARN. The decade is over! And, most of you have still not even read the presentations or at the most a Journal or two or a paper or two—the paper being for the purpose of contacting people and information, as is any newspaper.

Some come here to this place—to bring me my lessons from anyone they have stumbled across from Baba to Chopra. Great, we appreciate their kindness but I watch as they do all the wrong things to gain their own insight.

I want you to have JOY and experience the blessings of close friends and family expression, be it at a table feasting or in the very darkness of night shadows—but, when you put aside wisdom to chase the rainbows and fill your “traditions” which never were, from onset, valid—you err. And yes, you would wish me to sacrifice self, and YOU, to let you hear what YOU WANT TO HEAR. That siren call is from your enemy—NOT FROM YOUR GOD CREATOR!

I watch as some try to accomplish things which are not even wise nor good discernment, much the less good wisdom. We have a circumstance of precious angels trying to accomplish that which would create only disharmony and more pain. If there is no stability yet established in 100% of the time experience, why would YOU feel a need to bring helpless and hapless babies within the insecurity? I warned early on that there would be times of almost inability to handle the circumstances and YOU decided it would be appropriate to do whatever you have done. But what do you continue to do NOW? ARE YOU ACTING IN WISDOM OR AIDING AND ABETTING A CIRCUMSTANCE WITHOUT STABILITY. STABILITY CAN ONLY COME TO THE PLAYERS THROUGH PATIENCE AND REGAINING OF SANITY IN ALL THINGS AT ALL TIMES. THINK ABOUT IT AND IF SHOES FIT—PUT THEM ON AND TAKE A HIKE.

Sometimes the mind has been so stressed as to offer lack of ability to gain control—does this mean that we allow more, yea—demand more, be dumped upon that fragile individual because we choose to believe that somehow we can create a greater miracle than can GOD? You can certainly do so but you MAY not do it at the expense and jeopardy of others involved equally within the scenario. A child is a terrible thing to toss about in the courts and bring into insecurity of placement only to find that the stability is absent in the final conclusion. What makes YOU more capable or discerning than the very parent of the children? Or is it that you feel they are lacking what you have so brilliantly attained?

Am I harsh? I suppose, but the most pointed thing I told you NOT TO DO—YOU DID! So, unto thine
own self take heed but do not further bring hurt and damage to the little ones just because you didn’t keep your pants on.

Am I speaking to bring pain to anyone? No, I am speaking to remind you that you were told and YOU have no right to decide an insecure circumstance above any other “right” of parental concern. WHO WILL ATTEND FULL-TIME CHILDREN WHEN THE PARENT IS MISSING IN THE NIGHT OR AFTERNOON OR REQUIRES CONSTANT ATTENTION? WHO WILL GIVE SECURITY TO THOSE BABIES? THINK ABOUT IT AND IF YOU THINK YOU CAN DO THAT INSTEAD—KEEP RIGHT ON PLODDING ALONG. CAN “YOU” CONTINUE FOREVER TO ATTEND THIS? ARE YOU SURE? HOW MANY OF “YOU” CAN BE PLACED INTO INACTION AND AWAY FROM YOUR TASKS TO ATTEND IT? ARE YOU SURE “YOU” ARE RIGHT IN YOUR WISHES? I AM ONLY ASKING THAT YOU “THINK” AND NOT BRING MORE BURDEN ONTO ALREADY OVERBURDENED SHOULDERS, AND HERE I DO NOT REFER TO “YOU”. The adversary in the judicial systems know exactly how to break your backs and they will use it UNTIL “YOU” FOLD. So be it. GOD WILL GIVE YOU NOTHING MORE OR BEYOND WHAT YOU CAN HANDLE—KNOW IT; BUT HE EXPECTS YOU TO ACT IN WISDOM AND GOOD JUDGEMENT!

When “idea” becomes the “ideal”, be careful, students, that the “idea” is not simply that which brings comfort to the EGOs involved.

When ones come within recognition and have a full lifetime of negative experiences—it takes long to bring about healing and restructuring. Have you allowed that time of healing and maturing? Or, have you created more difficult burdens in your wish to love and nurture? Love and nurture? No, it is a physical expression that you attend, and usually without considering, adequately, consequences of your actions. In that same expression you take it out of the hands of us to do more than, from the fringes, assist. This does not mean that the outcome will not be the most wondrous and spiritual expression given unto you—but it does mean a long and hard trek down that pathway toward balanced experience.

The next inquiry will be, “Should we run this in the paper?” Why not? Why do you not feel you can discern? Are lessons not for all or do you hoard them unto your own perceptions and deprive them to the very ones intended to give them support and insight? I won’t answer you—for that is your task. I suggest you not go forth now and proclaim darkness and fear—any of you. I have simply reminded you of your accepted tasks. I wish you JOY and LOVE and LIGHT within everything, every experience you have as challenge or gift. Graduation demands that YOU have learned—not the Teacher.

Dharma knew well that this journey would be hard, but she bends her head in an expression of, “But I didn’t know it would be this hard.” Oh, babies, how can I be a good parent if I fail to take responsibility for same? Be I your brother or your FATHER, I must bear that which is Truth and Responsibility of self. If you feel pain at my words please know that it is breaking my heart for I have no alternative in allowance to turn away and blindly go where the destroyers of Mankind push and shove thee. I KNOW; AND THEREFORE I WILL NOT, NOR SHALL I, TURN AWAY—EXCEPT WHEN YE SEND ME FROM YOU IN PREFERENCE OF YOUR OWN BLIND IGNORANCE OR REFUSAL TO SEE AND HEAR.
Love, Dad

Indeed, as with precious Nora and her P.S.s: There will be forthcoming a lot of stuff from “Dad”, for you may as well begin NOW to accept the fact of it—I AM ATON. I have never been otherwise nor shall I ever BE otherwise.

P.S. number 2: Do not give me the old “shocked” bit. You have each been thinking on these things constantly so why do you pretend you have not and have somehow blundered into confusion and lack of wisdom? B.S.!
“Early” came very early this morning in this place, with a gentle shifting of the earth beneath the house and a bit of shiver ran through any awake early enough to feel it. Never mind, readers, what will be is going to BE!

Dharma silently pleaded to God that the rest of my predictions for possible long-weekend happenings would not come to be and refused to turn on the news boxes to find out.

Since it was almost dawn, it seemed wasted time to try to return to sleep so the furnace was turned up, the coffee stirred and a bit of warm thoughts crept in to establish the fact that memories of the children from just the night before in their scurrying about rather filled the empty places of older memories when the parents of these children were themselves the ones scurrying about on Christmas Eve. They were at Diane’s and Jack’s home and rushes of nostalgia swept over as it seemed, like to all of you “mature” parents, that somehow the very watching of the child prepare the meal and celebration, was a blunt reminder of the child having grown to an uncomfortable (to the elders) age of near mid-life. Have you noticed, beloved ones, that the heart remembers and even grows to accept the things not understood, and time softens the hurts, anger and distance between the generations? Then, life again takes the reins and the harness is affixed and we turn back to things of the moment.

The ground rolled around for only a brief moment and then there came a comfortable feeling of, “Dad is at work to balance this underlying fault line to protect the crystal and keep us intact.”

Then, looking out to the aviary, she noticed the little doors in-and-out of the bird houses were forgotten to be shuttered last evening in the goings and comings of the evening. The houses are warm, so came the thoughts that the birds, at least, would be smart enough to roost in the warmer side of the rooms. Or would they? While pondering the circumstance the little wild birds had begun to gather for their panhandling expedition, and out of the blue came a hawk amongst them and got the little one that hit the window. Life just seemed hard this frosty morning. It was decided to wait to see if more damage had been done to the more fragile friends like the Rosy Cockatoo. And then, again, came the guilt of not having attended responsibilities.

Oh, students, this old teacher feels your frustrations and the longings to be free of this KNOWING which seems to only allow for having to absorb the negative things of creation in order to see and hear the necessary things of the journey. At a time when you begin to beat upon self, it seems that everything piles in to give you a dig, even little things like not doing the gifts for the local kids in time to get them given. Is
this important? Probably not, but she had begun to insist that they be attended and instead, the writing, already upsetting everyone, had to come first and so the moment appropriate had come and gone. The heart proclaims that others seem to be so kind and efficient, why not me? Why could not just these two things have been accomplished? Well, chelas, perfection is of God and God doesn’t QUIT, so why do you consider such?

Then we come to write and on top of the stack of cards was one from Lester of New Zealand, from last year yet. It reads: [quoting]

DON’T QUIT!

When things go wrong, as they sometimes will,
When the road you’re trudging seems all uphill,
When the funds are low and the debts are high,
And you want to smile, but you have to sigh,
When care is pressing you down a bit,
Rest if you must, but don’t you quit.

Success is failure inside out—
The silver tint of the clouds of doubt,
And you never can tell how close you are,
It may be near when it seems afar;
So stick to the fight when you’re hardest hit,

It’s when things seem worst that you mustn’t quit!

Author unknown

[End quoting]

How many of YOU will quit when we are so close to bearing fruit in our young vineyard?

The next card in the stack had been tucked away and came from Bob (Illinois), rendering a painting of “The Phoenix Bird”. This came with a short note on the postcard: [quoting]

Greetings to my fellow Bird Tribesmen. Great to fly free with the wings of GOD undergirding the journey.” [End quoting]

Living seems to be picking up better aspects and, now, perhaps we can speak of things with true meaning such as the brotherhood of GOD-MAN. Perhaps we can look again to our highest status, HIGHER UNIVERSAL MAN (HU-MAN), while again looking at the truth of the so-called Phoenix myth. The Bird can ONLY come and rise again after the ashes have formed from the living and dying.

In some of the sortings of the week, again surfaced a letter sent by Sandy Ence’s father at a time when battering was the name of the game for Ekkers and equal pressure from God and myself to disallow lies to
prevail. The letter reads that the Ekkers are so evil as to disallow him and his from further supporting or attending the work, word, or messages. It takes a while to get over these things, readers, and yet into knowledge comes the fact that this man in point passed on in March of this year and he passed in sorrow, unhappiness, in non-realization and bitterness. The family had torn asunder and the mother even sold the home just to get rid of it. This comes from someone who had remained friends with these people—back in Montana.

Readers, be careful, for you know not WHO might be your teacher, your angel, your friend, your lesson, or might be the full representation of our Creator.

The lashing out came from a father of a daughter married to Rod Ence. Rod, with her help, took much property from the Institute for which Ekkers stand responsible. The father simply reacted typically and called the Ekkers liars and evil for he could not face the fact that his own were lying to him.

Now, do we speak of forgiveness, or what? No, forgiveness is not in point for forgiveness came instantly for the statements could only come from someone who DID NOT KNOW AND WOULD NOT HEAR OR SEE. But when the seeing and hearing PROVE that he had chosen wrongly—the very realization takes the life from a person and most are simply too ashamed or too embarrassed to repair the broken understanding.

Who have YOU misjudged in your “goodly” intent to ONLY discern? WHO HAVE YOU JUDGED? It is good on this Christmas morning to consider this a minute for you may well judge actions and even make wrong discernments and conclusions—BUT WHO HAVE YOU JUDGED AND PRONOUNCED EVIL BY YOUR OWN OPINIONS IN IGNORANCE? To whom have you brought pain and hurt from YOUR expressed opinions IN ERROR. Have you rectified it—that error expressed? Now, a good one: HOW MANY OF YOU HAVE JUDGED ME? And yea, HOW HAVE YE JUDGED ME? HOW HAVE YE JUDGED THE CHRISTOS WHOSE VERY HOLIDAY CELEBRATION YOU CELEBRATE WITH YOUR TRAPPINGS OF SANTA CLAUS?

Oh no, dear hearts, I do not put you down, for recognition of greatness can only be reflected from the efforts to distract you FROM REALIZATION OF THE GREATNESS OF THE HU-MAN UPON WHICH THE RELIGION WAS FOUNDED. Note I said “religion” and NOT SPIRITUAL TRUTH. The MAN WAS TRUTH but the trappings are of Man, and from HIS very crucifixion came the proof of Man’s terrible need to kill.

Does GOD judge you for your beliefs and human circumstances? No, if there be judging of the soul and being within YOU, or any being, it is by self. GOD, HOWEVER, HAS JUDGED ACTIONS AND HAS HANDED DOWN HIS COMMANDMENTS THAT YOU KNOW THE BOUNDARIES OF BEHAVIORS WHICH ARE SUITABLE TO THE BEING OF GOD CREATOR.

NOT VERY MANY CHRISTIANS

You will note that the Judean traditions and myths are beginning to surpass the trappings of the Christian holiday—even into the Oval Office of your President. If you are Moslem, what difference could it possibly make one way or another? Get some balance, people, and look at what is happening, because what you
comment upon is often not the real point you see before you.

There are only a third of the population of the globe calling themselves “Christians” and, of them the doctrines have held many lies instead of the Truth upon which GOD can ONLY be placed as foundation. In all the RELIGIONS of the world comes the “defense” clause which allows for murder, killing, wars and destruction—under the guise of the doctrines of man SPEAKING FOR GOD.

Something might well be inserted at this point for how else will children grow to learn Truth once the parents and society only live in the lies of false teachings? Is the message of God, from God through man, more Truthful from an edifice built to self like the Crystal Cathedral—or from the curb to the down-and-out in the gutter? Is money raised to build a temple to the builder as IMPORTANT as money raised to feed the hungry? How much does GOD GET from your contributions to this or that preacher or church?

Do we blame Schuller? How can you BLAME anyone? He does what he knows and accepts to do, no more and no less. And further, if you envy his accomplishments and wealth, YOU ERR, for you may judge him not, nor may you covet that which he has.

If you wish to build upon TRUTH, then you must BUILD upon what is, cast aside that which is not Truth within self, and keep right on keeping on without QUITTING! THE PROOF OF OUR TRUTH SHALL BE IN THE ENDING CHAPTER, WON’T IT?

I do NOT wish you to evade expressing love in any way you can, and thought forms during the Christmas celebration, or any HOLY celebration, are noted to be a kinder-gentler polishing of the goodness within mankind. Self flagellation is also a stupid thing. It does not prove prowess or humility for it only further puts down the soul’s esteem for self and humiliates all who watch such behaviors. LOVE SELF OR YOU CANNOT LOVE ANOTHER. And I’m sorry, brethren from the tribes of proving manhood—fishhooks in the skin hanging from a pole is stupid, not honor, to a child of GOD. Can you not see and hear how RELIGIONS have degraded the very perfection of HUMAN? Further, any person (human) who would abuse an animal in some gross attempt at driving evil from himself is degrading to the point of pulling so much evil unto himself for the act that it cannot even be measured.

By the way, you will always make some hard times to fall into your pathway to test your own believing and push God to the edge—OF YOUR CONSCIOUSNESS. IF GOD DOES NOT FIT YOUR MOLD OF EXPECTATIONS, THEN “HE MUST BE FALSE” BECAUSE, AFTER ALL, “HOW COULD YOU BE WRONG?” This is a dangerous conclusion, friend.

7-1/2 AND 3-1/2—YEARS, THAT IS

Dharma actually has had a bad few hours for in our writing on these recent topics, and most especially prophecies, etc., it is that realization and conclusions must be shared and some things are harder to accept than are others—so, we have to make it add-up properly. This is a fact of the “time” involved in prophesy and actual time elapse in your perception. Calendars have failed over the ages and clocks weren’t even invented, so to expect no errors in Man’s calculations regarding “time”, which does not exist in higher perceptions, is foolish indeed.
It is a FACT that even the one you claim as the Jesus Christ (but actually the Messenger) was birthed in late summer [August 8] of 8 B.C. Now, quarrel if you must but even MSNBC made a statement yesterday in their presentation regarding Christmas and this “Jesus Christ” that he was born in about 7 B.C. So let us compromise and place it at 7-1/2 years before what is now called, erroneously of course, the Common Era, dividing the time into before Christos and after Christos.

Now turn your attention to the prophecies of THIS TIME in events where the projections are a period of 7-1/2 years of leading up to Plan 2000 plus the 3-1/2 years of tribulation and transition into this END expected—just by your errors you add up TIME to be actually around 2008 A.D. Thusly, continuing your arithmetic, the PLAN 2000 came to bear its terrible fruit of finalization for Satanic forces several years ago and in your perception you have to realize that your counting, as in “year 2000”, does not actually leave you time for “getting ready” for it has already transpired. When you come to year 2000 in your counting—you will be into year 2011 and that is when the explosion of photons are due to recycle upon you. Do you see how just a little bit of disinformation can screw up the entire basis of mankind’s accounting?

I am going to, at this point, repeat something very important. I AM NOT GOING TO BE YOUR FORTUNE-TELLER FOR YOU MUST LIVE WITHIN AND BASED UPON WHAT IS AND NOT UPON WHAT IS PROJECTED FROM WOULD-BE PSYCHICS AND SEERS. YOU ARE ON A FREE-WILL PLANET WHERE WE ARE MAKING A LAST-DITCH EFFORT TO CHANGE THE CONSCIOUSNESS OF MAN BEFORE HE GOES AND WIPES HIMSELF OUT! Every effort WE make is toward the one hope of CHANGING those attitudes and the very fatal recognition of wipe-out. The wipe-out will actually be a mass killing off of human residents—not some so-called Rapture to cover the conscience of false teachers who promise you God will getcha on the clouds and you will dwell forever at the Right Hand of Creator. No, you will NOT!

Will THAT teacher return, then—ever? Of course, for HE SAID THAT HE WOULD, but he is not going to come to whisk his wayward, disinfomed and misinformed people away to some Heaven of irresponsible reward. HE HAS TOLD YOU THAT THE WORD OF TRUTH WOULD BE SENT FORTH FOLLOWED BY HIS COMING AGAIN TO ALLOW MANKIND TO KNOW TRUTH—SHOULD HE CHOOSE TO RECOGNIZE SAME. Man has become worse than sheep in that they do and think whatever is fed into them. Even sheep will look up and not usually run off the cliff (or to the stores to buy that which they have no resources for having).

You do not need to have poverty for God is NOT poverty but, rather, ABUNDANCE. You limit self and, believe me, credit cards are NOT abundance. Those are simply methods whereby the Elite gain everything, and more, that you have. The same works on a far larger scale in the world arena. Korea just signed away Korea. There is NOTHING WITH WHICH TO PAY BACK LOANS, and now you will note that yesterday it was announced that the bonds of Korea are now recognized officially as “junk bonds” and of no value whatsoever. There is no economy for it has now collapsed totally, and there are no jobs, no food, and guess what—the “getcha” of the wolf is at hand for those little chickens in that hen house.

Why do I have to point this out on Christmas Day? Because by the time you get this information into the hands of the masses it will no longer be Christmas Day—but the credit card payments will all be due—in addition to 12 to 18% (minimum) interest payments.
The newscasters and merchants were having a rather bad buy-sell season BECAUSE IT IS STATED THAT THE CITIZENS HAVE “MAXED OUT”—PRIOR TO NOW—ALL THEIR CREDIT. THIS IS WHAT SANTA CLAUS HAS BROUGHT YOU, BELOVED ONES.

Now, you would wish me to further distract you and soothe your sweating brows and tell you things of good cheer and put gold linings on the clouds dripping upon you. No, if you want gold linings—get busy and put it there and recognize your own possibilities.

“Well, you aren’t a very nice leader,” I get shoved at me constantly. My job is NOT TO BE NICE—IT IS TO BE TRUTH! Man cannot seem to learn and must, it seems, experience loss and pain to understand, and finally SEE the LIES.

How do I “really” feel? I feel HOPE because some will realize the lies are empty and LOOK AROUND THEMSELVES. In “seeing and hearing and realizing” there will be a searching for better ways and in those better ways with each NEW YEAR in your perception of time passage we can move forward in new phases of understanding and activities. When will you realize that less than 1-1/2 to 3% (at most) CONTROL your entire world? Cannot mankind change directions into Light and abundance by simply unifying and moving aside the tiny handful of controllers and grabbers?

Many citizens will simply file bankruptcy for they cannot pay their bills but, what does that little expense do to all the rest of you consumers and the prices of goods? Oh well....

Well, why don’t we just use your buffer funds, is asked of me. Let me explain something to you-the-people. The funds ARE BEING USED but they just are NOT showing up in your pockets. They are being used to attend the very foundation of the Banksters’ game and to get YOUR property and you will never be informed about same. My funds? The nearest we can speak of “our funds” is from the agreed silence of usage without publicity—for it is demanded that the Plan not be stopped—or—there will be no helpful funds—FOR ANYONE.

By the way, don’t bother to waste time praying for funds to pay your foolish bills run up in total lack of accountability for it will not please God greatly that your prayers are for such shallow and selfish purposes. GOD IS ONE WHO LETS YOU EXPERIENCE THE CONSEQUENCES OF YOUR ACTIONS—GOOD OR BAD.

By the way #2: Satan birthed a wrong concept in THE BEGINNING so that you would come to this confrontation and move helplessly right into the trap of evolved enslavement. Satan saw to the writing of the guide-books and instruction manuals, and then he forbade you to study or read other principles of life possibilities, and you obeyed the puppet-master’s orders.

THIS BATTLE OF THE AGES IS NOT OF ONE RELIGION AGAINST ANOTHER, OR AGAINST THOSE WITHOUT RELIGION—IT IS BETWEEN GOOD AND EVIL CONCEPTS—GOD OR SATAN—YOUR CHOICE. But how long will YOU expect to “be around” on this not-so-cozy-sometimes place? Ah, 75 years? A hundred years? And, after a hundred years you are unable to do much of anything with your frail bodies! How many more “saviors” will you appoint and murder to fill your ritualistic sacrificial needs? How many messengers will you kill to get rid of the need to confront Truth and
Responsibility FOR SELF?

We just witnessed on the yester-eve such in-depth conversations among parents as “the schedule of the football playoffs”, the “couldn’t even remember” the name of the injured players, and the recognition of a paid-for Santa to come fool the children at 8 P.M., when the hostess had decided not to do that incredibly expensive and confused presentation. How can the responsible parties then sit and act like there is great value in such self-appointment when the top of the list of “good things” is an earthquake—which would produce need for repairs—and after all, the pockets of construction people need the reappllication of money.

Is this type of conversation unusual? NO INDEED, it is THE USUAL, and YOU WHO WOULD PRESENT OTHERWISE are the ones out of step, for every one of the all-knowing individuals to pro-claim. Scares you, doesn’t it? These people are presenting millions of children with the same attitudes into the world with illusions of what IS that will only destroy their systems of beliefs. Do I object to some saintly being who gifts without need for recognition—NO, I WISH YOU WERE ALL SO GIVING. Does that man pretending to be Santa have more, or less, input to the general population than does the “Babe in a Manger”?

When are parents most pleased at Christmas? Is it not when the child remembers to say “thank you” in response to a gift instead of throwing it in the face of Santa or pouting his way back to his room to have his tantrum so he can’t disturb the other “guests”? This is the way of it, readers, and it cannot change until parents change and values change and traditions are reconstructed. Haven’t you taken enough away from your babies? Even the children learn to deceive for they know it is far better to “believe in Santa Claus” than to express their disbelief to parents pretending to be “whatever”. Treated like a game, it is simply a game, but treated through lies and deceit, it becomes the reality and the game becomes the tyranny of next year.

Can a parent not gift a child with a longed-for object and simply say “I love you enough to want you to have this ——”?  

I can promise you something, readers, that I must face every moment of this holiday time of goof-off: That is the full knowing that the Arabs are NOT playing games, except over your distractions, and indeed, war looks better and better to them as a WHOLE and, by the way—they call it a HOLY war. Is YOUR “Holy” more important somehow than their “Holy”? And then there are the Chinese—who don’t have patience with YOUR Christian “false” stuff, “silly puppets”. Beware when all the enemies have gained force against you, you who continue to believe half, or no, truth, and simply affix yellow ribbons to your chest and claim God will Fix It because you are so “goodly”. Well, the presenters of the ribbons for your consumption are the devoutly opposing enemy of you-the-Christians—by whatever name you use. And, further, the SHEEP of those religions and political strategic leaders—are as IGNORANT AS ARE YOU-THE-PEOPLE of any other religious ORDER. Do you not think the developers and creators of the prophecies are bright enough to make sure IT HAPPENS?

No, I cannot rest while I see you going hither and yon in deliberate attention to the ways of your enemies who are sucking you dry. I can appreciate your need to play in the game and I urge you to enjoy all that you do—but make sure it is being ENJOYED and not simply done because somebody told you it was
necessary.

I cannot sit on my own back-side and watch you move about during a time of total danger because the adversary always strikes on holidays, when people are not watching or paying attention, and he has learned that you will be preoccupied at certain structured times, and when best to make a play for the goal. How better a time to take out the players of his opposing team? How better a time to take the ball, and the game?

You who claim to be on God’s team had best look more closely at that which you think and do, for are you possibly not actually helping God’s enemy in the skirmish? GOD will win the game—but will you be around to reap the GLORY? All it takes is honest appraisal and observation. I am even giving YOU directed instructions which are STILL ignored because “I”, somehow, “am different”. I realize your dilemma as you try to decide just WHO that message might target. Oh well. If I can even make you stop briefly and THINK, I will have done something positive. But you who will think “nothing happened” on the long-weekend—KNOW, DECIDING FACTORS OF YOUR VERY LIFE SURVIVAL ARE, AND HAVE BEEN, TAKING PLACE TO BE USED AT THE MOST PROPITIOUS TIME TO SUIT THE SLAVE-MASTERS. You had best get rid of the narrow view of experience, turn on that TV to the idiot stations and GET INFORMED. I don’t have time nor inclination to feed you by silver spoon because a guru told you to not bombard self with disquieting garbage. How else are you going to KNOW anything than by knowing truth and see what is being fed to you instead of that truth. Meditation in bliss is wondrous and will also get you deaded deader than anything else afoot because YOU WON’T BE PAYING ATTENTION AND YOU WON’T KNOW WHAT TO DO WHEN THE STUFF HITS THE FAN. Will you sacrifice the physical security of your children because YOU did not take responsibility for finding out what might be their mission and learning and participating enough in the world in which you live—to know what to do on “black” Monday or Friday? On a very mundane level, would it not be wise to know that the bank in which you carelessly and unknowingly tossed your only money—would close tomorrow? Wouldn’t it better to have known last week? The adversary ALWAYS tells you how it will be and sends forth his codes and game plan—TO HIS OWN.

The Illuminati SEAL shown a few days ago as the logo of CNN Headline News “Dollars and Sense”—has been removed from the airwaves—now, THAT is the MOST VALUABLE SIGN OF ALL. It will be appropriately inserted when necessary for the next similar messages abroad and to the inside players.

Watch the players in that game: note that Turner (Ted) gave his wife and her children, as a gift (TAX FREE OF COURSE), a FOUNDATION of multi-millions of dollars—to do her good work. Now, THAT would be Jane, of course. Are you actually as stupid as THEY MAKE YOU OUT TO BE? SHAME ON YOU, CHILD OF GOD.

God is LOVE; God is TRUTH; God is ABUNDANCE, and GOD IS! Anything lesser from you of HIM, is unworthy, even in concept. Management of that abundance in a worldly manner is called Stewardship, and therefore if you would be a good steward—I suggest you pay attention so that you know HOW TO BE SUCH. Escaping into Nirvana (Def: State of blissful oblivion) may allow you respite from consciousness—but it won’t solve anything unless you move out of oblivion and bliss and into the instructions for action to get through this time of non-bliss and oblivion of these days. For unless God shortens the days upon this place, “...all shall be destroyed and no living form will survive.” It has happened before and it can
happen again—at any moment of your assumed perception of living.

By the way, WHO will miss you when you are gone—if you are gone all the time anyway? If God is calling you in your dimension of experience and you are gone to another—you will miss the call, my friends. You did not come to this manifestation simply to present in another to keep self shielded from that which you came to experience. Kiss the trees, in addition, if you like—but don’t expect the trees to respond. A tree has a purpose and you have a purpose, and kissing the tree is not one of your purposes. APPRECIATION of the tree, and every life-form right to the grains of sand, is a purpose worthy of note. Hopping around like rabbits on the bunny trail to kiss every twig will merit you painful chapped lips and people to call you “nuts”.

Do I now mean that you may not express the pure joy of BEING? No, but do you actually kiss the tree for yourself in expression of joy—or for those who might be watching your performance? There is a great and important difference!

I can only actually teach you through examples you can hold in a relationship to self. I must use parables in order to make example of meaning, for words have become distorted and languages totally deranged and many. There is a physical life and a spiritual life—BOTH ARE SACRED! When you cop out or cheat on either expression, you have CHEATED SELF.

You want to celebrate Christ on Christmas? Then get with Truth and realize, in responsibility, the CHRIST TEACHINGS and stop replacing him with Satan Claws. However, your experience is of YOUR choosing—but so too is the choosing of God and Hosts for crew and team. Blast me if you will; it shall make no difference whatsoever. I AM TRUTH and therefore KNOW TRUTH—you are blinded by that which MAN has pronounced upon you in trained response. So be it.

May your Christ-mas be a realization of the CHRIST in this equation. Anything less is truly unworthy of the greatness you ARE.

Thank you, to each and every one of you, and appreciation is without limits to you who have shared, supported and offered love and, yea, things, unto us in our time of disappointments and lack of “plenty”. The warm sweater that wraps the body in beauty is also a blessing and warmth to the SOUL. The chocolate, candy and cookies? Well, it is a blessing to the body who thinks the soul needs it. The time and thought in the offering is that which touches the heart and sings with the angels while the lips and tongue can only reflect the appreciation of the sharing. I cherish you each above and beyond any expression of words—and ye shall be protected for you are a living part of our own selves and being. Respect, esteem, and appreciation are the ONLY humble offering we can return unto you—UNTIL, and yea it shall come to pass, we can offer more. There will never actually be “more” than love and respect—but there shall be better ways to present that love in the return of God unto you, although it may not be in the form of chocolate ambrosia; it will be HIS promise fulfilled of reaping that which is sowed.

I come in the Light of Radiance and remain in that same Light. May I never sacrifice this Truth for a moment of popularity in a wish to please my audience for I will have, in that moment, betrayed my very being and Creation.

I AM ATON, OF SOURCE, IN THE ONE LIGHT OF CREATOR-CREATION.
And indeed, may your holiday(s) be overflowing with gladness and happiness and yea, even “merry”, for we ARE the fragments of God and in these positive aspects shall we be recognized. See the goodly things in all things great and small. Perhaps with your sharing or gifting might you touch a heart which sparks greatness—but never can it be so if you only realize the negative aspects of living in either the physical OR THE SPIRITUAL.

Therefore, Salu—and please have a Merry Christmas and a most happy New Year. We shall create that which we need to prevail in God’s Light, and never doubt it. We, who serve Creator, can create, and so we shall. Good morning.
I must call attention to my local people in this location who have travel plans for health reasons, or any reason, to some of the more unstable regions of the West Coast. When things get serious enough that even your geologists speak out in warning—LISTEN, PLEASE.

TWO things on the last evening’s news were SERIOUSLY IMPORTANT. There was talk of using hyperbaric chambers to better supply oxygen to damaged systems in coma victims (Charles, listen up) and the other had to do with West Coastal quakes. (Nora, listen up.)

The geologists’ report came loud and clear regarding the IMMINENT EXPECTED RUPTURE OF THE HAYWARD AND SAN ANDREAS FAULTS, TOTALLY TEARING UP THE SAN FRANCISCO AND OAKLAND AREAS OF HEAVIEST HABITATION—RIGHT UNDER BOTH CITIES—WITH A MINIMUM 7-POINT UPHEAVAL WITH HEAVY life taking. How much was THIS message heard? Obviously not by many and it is shocking to me how this could be. Is no one watching or listening, or are these things pulled from the networks to stop panic or recognition? And, YES INDEED, it goes hand in hand with what I gave you last week when I asked you to STAY HOME! IT IS NOT SAFE OUTSIDE YOUR BUBBLES. MEDICAL TESTS BECOME TOTALLY IRRELEVANT TO A DEAD BODY!

This was not a selective subject, however, JUST FOR THE AREA IN POINT, for it was broadcast from network stations in Southern California locations having no hook-in to either San Francisco Bay Area specific faults.

Mammoth Mountain shakes constantly and there is more activity in the area of the Pacific Plate around Japan than ever recorded. It is serious, people, and what with political possibilities—attend yourselves if you would stay alive and partially healthy.

I simply cannot sit by, when danger is directly in YOUR pathway, for scattering hither and yon. And when you act to please children or relatives because they “don’t understand you or your purpose”—you have just fallen into the trap. After this, however, I will refrain from individually warning ANYONE who chooses to ignore input. So be it. Your personal security is NOT MY MISSION—getting our work done is our mission.

Some have to travel into areas not secure but, to accomplish the steps necessary for our good conclusions, must take the risks involved. We will more closely look at possibilities on Monday when final travel
decisions have to be made regarding court demands and appearances elsewhere. I remain totally appalled that attorneys can’t handle such ridiculous matters but we have watched our cases go down for lack of defense.

When you are sold out for a few pieces of gold or a few dollars more—are you not overwhelmed with sorrow? It seems we had that kind of betrayal by the greed-mongers a long time ago and GOLD seems to bring out the very worst attitudes of any man involved. It will be interesting to see how THIS ONE works out, won’t it?

By the way, if Leon Fort thinks for one single moment that he will somehow get paid—he is whistling in the wind for his debts to “his” friendly attorney Abbott (who is unlawfully now wedged into the case) are so much greater than even the amount of the entire package of gold as to shock any observer and Leon is now being used as THE PARTY in point.

Horton and Abbott have JUST TOLD THE NEVADA COURT that they have formed a coalition with the new [opposing] Texas attorney in the case and have arranged to stop action of the rightful expectations of the owner of the estate. Even George Green stole the gold while he was a DIRECTOR of the Institute and took it while saying it was a gift for the Institute in which he decided to simply act as trustee (by burying the loot under the snow in his secret hiding places).

The Texas attorney met in conference call a few days ago—ALL MORNING—with Horton and Abbott—according to yesterday’s filed statements. Hummmn? Is this Kosher? Does Mr. Fort KNOW what they are doing to SET HIM UP? It makes me quite sad that nobody seems to go tell the man of his serious plight and abuse at the hands of these cheats and liars. These actions would indicate a petrified last desperate effort at gain with the real danger of getting both disbarred and sanctioned by loss of rights to practice law. Fine, go right on for we have long ago ceased to count anything from those assets—but the thing is WRONG; MORALLY WRONG, what is taking place, and we shall continue to do battle until it is all used up if necessary. These are such misfit attorneys as to have lost any respect other than blackmail possibilities hitting hard on the backswing that it is pitiful in its ongoing public display of insipid and degrading performances. Lessons and education are absolutely pricelessly gained, however.

WAR FEVER

While you “Judeo-Christians” have been spending the time seeing who can take on the most outrageous debts to celebrate whatever you call the NEW Christmas insanity, a whole new “Axis” has formed against the US. This means that you of the US had best be realizing who are your ALLIES. The subject is NOT “CHRIST” in either quarter, dear friends, and YOU ARE OUTNUMBERED THREE TO ONE!

As we write this day, again, the meetings are TAKING PLACE. Even you cannot deny your own news bulletins no matter how the mouths try to deceive you. There have been two major cargo Christmas flights, from Russia with LOVE, into Iraq within the past couple of days. The Axis alliance is made up of what you might consider strange bedfellows, but forget that old thought trap, the Axis are a coalition of the other two-thirds of the world from your little alliances with “their” enemies. The ALLIANCE HAS ALREADY BEEN FORMED AND ONLY THE DECISIONS ABOUT WHAT TO DO AND WHEN AND HOW TO DO IT ARE BEING FORMULATED.
In that Association you will find China (WOW), North Korea, Chechnya, Serbia, the Taliban, Sudan, Pakistan, Iran, Syria, and Libya, and then of course, Iraq. These are only the ones already with signatures on the alliance. By today you will have another dozen or more players who are all HEAVY DUTY players.

And, while you focus on gold, what about silver? Is anyone paying attention? How about that place called Chaostan? Never heard of it? Oh my!

Another notice I would like to point out to you is that, when the talk turns to assassination of Hussein as if he were the only bad kid on the block, you are sorely misled. KNOW that if Saddam Hussein is killed, he will be replaced by someone far worse in intent and actions than is Saddam. And what of Iran’s Khomeini and, for that matter, every or any other ruler in the Persian Gulf? The hatreds of, now, generations, of being burned by you Judeo-Christian Satanists, have soured any possible reconsiderations when you move outside the leaders who have been receiving wealth from your greed plays. They have now been deceived and plundered by this Bankster-Gangster Order to the point that they will destroy the world if necessary to avoid allowing these criminals to take much more from their people and nations.

Now, readers, you can toss this paper or you can pay attention for your only protection is in possibly knowing what is under way. You are now in a nation (if in the U.S.A., Canada or other British slave states) that will be going down—HARD. You are NOW recognized as the homeland of the Jews who are noted for commercialization of EVERYTHING and who, as THE Banksters, have ruined every economic structure in the world. The British-Israeli empire dates back all the way to where history began to be recorded. You will note that this Christmas your nations were turned over to those Talmud entities. Oh indeed, there was talk of the Torah—but the Khazarian commercial leaders do NOT use the Torah. I suggest you go find out what is IN THAT TALMUD.

You have gotten prayer to Christ-God removed out of every public place and replaced it with Luciferian commercialism and the symbols of alien takeover. These are NOT aliens from space, they are spaced-out aliens right from communistic training and British-Israeli structuring. War is at your door!

Now, listen closely: those great and grand freedom things and lack of Cold War with the Soviets are not what you think. The economic reforms in that former Soviet empire have turned out to be basically nonexistent—but the war machines continue to build and grow. What will happen when all these “allies” form a coalition against you? It is already basically finished—while you munched on turkey and pie, and chocolate in the image of gold coins, as is prevalent through this Hanukkah celebration. While you maxed-out your credit cards—this Axis powers in coalition is maxing-out it’s potential—to win a major war.

How many of you citizens here in the US realize that your oil reserves in the US have been sold out to the British-owned oil companies? Yep, even the Elk Hills reserve right here in nearby Bakersfield is gone and hundreds of workers are right now, at Jan. 1, losing their jobs.

And, the US reserves of gas and oil are second to the bottom of the list of “holder” nations. You have given it all away, or you can’t longer get at it.

How many of you shoppers know where the Hormuz Strait is located? How many of you know the
VALUE of that particular location? Well, you had better get informed because the new Axis alliance is just ready to now close it. How long do you think, at most, you might have to pull off starting this oil war? Well, Clinton has three years, so expect it well within three years. Oman is AT THE Hormuz Strait and just recently, in November, Oamanis announced they are very unhappy with the US Government and plan to close the oil network at Hormuz.

There is only one remaining plan for the US Government to strike to erase the Iraqi and Iranian threats. It can use nukes, or invade and occupy their countries. Well, the Saudis and other U.S-backed rulers NOW believe the US will do neither, so their only choice is to be overrun, or join the other side. This expands the new Axis by at least 17 nations.

It is now being pressed by the leaders of these noted nations to join together to throw the US out of the Persian Gulf. So, readers, a US retreat from the Gulf is most surely going to come up shortly, for the US is getting to the Chicken Little laughing post of the areas involved. BUT REMEMBER, THE ONLY EXIT FROM THE PERSIAN GULF IS THE STRAIT OF HORMUZ. IRAN OWNS THE EAST SIDE, AND OMAN THE WEST. OMAN “WAS” ABOUT THE ONLY ALLY FOR THE US IN THE GULF AND NOW THEY ARE DEMANDING A WITHDRAWAL OF US TROOPS.

Oh yes, and about that nuclear scare: ON DECEMBER 6, ONLY DAYS AFTER CLINTON’S NOVEMBER HUMILIATION AT THE HANDS OF SADDAM HUSSEIN, THE WASHINGTON POST REVEALED THAT CLINTON HAS ORDERED THE PENTAGON TO DRAW UP PLANS FOR THE USE OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS ON SMALL NATIONS.

GOOD LUCK, WORLD.

Without going into the Chinese circumstances, which are even more disquieting than that of the Persian Gulf, I would like to share with you, with great gratitude, some observations in a short letter from Richard Maybury on the topic of the Gulf.

[QUOTING:]

In 1973, investment markets were blindsided by calamity in the Persian Gulf.

In 1979, investment markets were blindsided by calamity in the Persian Gulf.

In 1990, investment markets were blindsided by calamity in the Persian Gulf.

Notice a pattern?

Many investors suffered losses, but those who saw the trouble coming earned fortunes.

Let’s face facts. Events on the other side of the world affect us more than those in our home towns.

This is one of the most important letters I have ever written. In the past 90 days, global political and economic conditions have changed drastically. I will share a few of the 1998 forecasts and here are some
points:

What could be worth $100 BILLION dollars?

This question should be the headline of every newspaper and topic of every talk show, but I am one of the few places you will hear it asked.

Since the Iraq-Kuwait war ended in 1991, the Iraqi Baathist regime headed by Saddam Hussein has been forbidden to sell oil until United Nations inspectors say Iraq has no nuclear, chemical or biological weapons. The Baathists have refused to cooperate, and so have foregone $100 billion in oil revenues. Why? What are they hiding that is worth $100 billion to them?

Whatever it is, it is probably the most expensive thing any government ever bought. Even in the US, $100 billion would be a shocking amount of lost income, and Iraq’s economy is smaller than that of Connecticut.

Something else you won’t hear discussed is that, in 1990, George Bush stabbed Iraq in the back. Kuwaitis were stealing Iraq’s oil, pumping it from the Ratqa sector of Iraq’s Rumaila oil field. Bush backed his buddies the Kuwaitis [for the British interests]. Today the UN has granted Ratqa to Kuwait, and Kuwaitis still pump the oil. Iraqis are bent on revenge. The UN has made another war inevitable.

Another fact is that the US taxpayer is not the only person who is endlessly swindled by US politicians. The whole world is.

Who started the Vietnam war? Roosevelt and Truman in the 1940s. FDR told the Vietnamese that if they helped him fight the Japanese they could be free after the war. In 1945, Truman reneged, saying Vietnam would remain a possession of France.

Iranians, too, were stabbed in the back by a whole parade of US presidents.

The Iraqi and Iranian regimes are evil and ferocious. They hate each other, but now they hate us more, and I think they have formed a secret alliance. Their countries are huge and mountainous, offering limitless hiding places for weapons.

Clearly, Iraq and Iran plan to take back the oil-rich Persian Gulf. The only question is when.

I think the most likely date for them to strike is January 1, 2000, when the Y2K computer problems hit the Pentagon.

Am I right? We’ll see.

RICHARD MAYBURY

[END OF QUOTING]
Will it wait for year 2000? I wouldn’t count on it quite as much as Mr. Maybury. You are going to find, however, that even if this New World Order Bankster organization would have you believe the opposition are just dumb camel riders—perish the thought. The most bloody, shrewd tacticians and dedicated killers come directly from the Arab-Asian world. Many of the “insider terrorists”, however, have been upgraded by being trained by the Israeli Mossad Intelligence Service groups who “take no prisoners”.

It is obvious that when a coalition of two-thirds of the world’s population joins ranks there will be an imbalance of more than three-to-one or higher. Brute force may well simply sweep over the nations like the high winds of the desert. The main thing, however, is to realize that these NATIONS ALSO HAVE NUCLEAR WEAPONS AND STILL HAVE FIRST-STRIKE CAPABILITY WHICH WILL REACH TO THE HEARTLAND OF THE AMERICAS.

There are now weapons IN USE that can take out whole cities or pinpoint specific sites—even underground. These are already perfected and YOU IN THE US DO NOT HAVE THE GREATER NUMBERS OF THESE WEAPONS IN YOUR ARSENAL. Your reserve stations and depots, along with your political centers, can be taken out while you still are talking about firing off nuclear missiles. The assumption that YOU (if you are of the US, Britain, etc.) hold these weapons of MASS destruction and vaporization is in gross error for YOU do not! While you enhanced your arsenals of hardware and atomic destruction—China and other places in Russia have built the most incredible space-piercing light and particle lasers your world has ever imagined.

And, as for “money”, that becomes a totally laughable hoax on you-the-people. I can’t even get my own team to really understand what is taking place but the important decision-makers do and act accordingly. I offer this information to help support their patience during these lean times of structuring viable methods of getting some of our projects done and our security built to some greater extent than would ordinarily be recognized by the “everyday citizens”.

To do this task most easily, let us consider some of the contents of writings of **EARLY WARNING REPORT** for which I have the greatest respect for insight and vision in understanding what IS instead of what one would “like” to see and believe.

[QUOTING:]

**FEDERAL RESERVE**

The Federal Reserve, or the “Fed”, is the central bank of the US (US Government). [H: Yes I DO know that it is not supposed to be, Constitutionally, but we are speaking of what IS and not what no longer exists.] The Fed’s statistics show that to end the 1982 recession, officials began injecting money into the economy. They haven’t stopped. Since 1982 they have injected about 600 BILLION new dollars.

This money does not go to everyone uniformly. Some get a lot, others get little or none.

The recipients of the money spend or invest it, usually in whatever happens to be fashionable.
So, the new money does not descend on the country in a uniform blanket, it goes into specific areas, like thick molasses poured from pitchers, filling a bathtub.

Imagine inverted cones of dollars. The bathtub is the general economy, and the cones are the fashionable hot spots where the money is poured.

In the 1920s, stocks were fashionable, they became the cones, and we had a great stock market boom. In the 1960s, stocks became fashionable again, and in the 1980s, stocks became fashionable again, and in the 1980s and '90s stocks were cones once more.

Money responds to the law of supply and demand just as everything else does. The increased supply of dollars causes each individual dollar to lose value. Prices rise to compensate for this loss. As the molasses, or dollars, fill the bathtub, the general price-level rises.

That’s inflation. It’s an increase in the amount of money, and it causes each unit of money to lose value, so prices rise.

My key point is that the rise is not uniform. The hot spots, or cones, are where prices—and profits—rise most. Firms and investors crowd into these cones to tap into the flows of money.

These inflationary cones are unnatural, unhealthy. They’re not investment, they’re malinvestment. If governments were not creating them, less investment would occur in these areas; it would go elsewhere.

All economists and financial advisors study investment. I spend more time on malinvestment; it’s more revealing. In my new book *THE CLIPPER SHIP STRATEGY* (Maybury), I explain malinvestment and show you how to profit from it by doing what clipper ships were built to do—follow the cones. [Book: $15.95 + $3.90 shipping & handling, Henry-Madison Research, PO Box 84908, Phoenix, AZ 85071 (1-800-509-5400)]

Incidentally, on the Internet I did an Infoseek search for investment and malinvestment. Infoseek found 579,341 pages mentioning investment, and 22 pages mentioning *malinvestment*. If you want to be ahead of the pack, study malinvestment.

When fashion changes and money stops flowing to a cone, the firms and investors in this cone are left high and dry. The cone crashes. Remember the great 1929 stock market crash. The malinvestment was shaken out.

In the 1970s, fashionable investments were oil, real estate, precious metals and raw materials. Their prices soared as the Fed increased the money supply.

In 1979, the Fed restricted its inflation of the money supply, and these cones crashed.

Then in 1982, stocks became fashionable again. An unknown but certainly very large portion of the 600 billion new dollars the Fed has injected since 1982 have gone into stocks, and the stock market has become a GIANT CONE. The Dow rose from 777 in 1982 to 8,259 on August 6, 1997.
It’s world wide. Just as in the 1920s, governments have been inflating their money supplies, and the money has gone not into consumer items but into stocks.

However, governments have redefined INFLATION to mean not an increase in the money supply but an increase in consumer prices. Since stock prices are NOT considered consumer prices, consumer price indexes have not been rising much and everyone has been happy; they think we don’t have inflation. This has been one of history’s most successful and widespread hoaxes.

[H: I am going to skip the examples of some malinvestment programs such as massive amounts of water moving into Southern California’s Los Angeles basin for I want to particularly point out to my managers some VERY IMPORTANT INFORMATION TO NOT MISS.]

Another example of primary malinvestment is limited liability corporations. Invest in a proprietorship or partnership and you are fully liable for any harm the business might do. INVEST IN A CORPORATION AND YOU ARE LIABLE ONLY FOR THE AMOUNT OF YOUR INVESTMENT. [H: This is a general rule of thumb so if my people in corporations in Nevada are prone to shift around a bit—DO NOT!]

By this artificial legal privilege, corporations are able to attract far more of the limited supply of savings than they otherwise would, depriving proprietorships and partnerships of this capital. One result is the giant, highly wasteful corporate bureaucracies depicted in the popular “Dilbert” cartoons. [H: Just know that if we have capital we will only do business with corporations—period.]

Another is that stock markets are distorted. Stocks should be the most carefully traded investments; they are the most complex. Instead, shielded by the limited liability privilege, stock markets have become casinos. Millions who haven’t the foggiest idea how to evaluate a company engage in orgies of get-rich-quick speculation.

[END OF QUOTING]

This article goes on and on but I have inserted the portions that are so very important to our own possibilities. We note the reduction in services of the HMOs and yet the cutback at the same time of Medicare, not to even mention the now new additional premiums for these services and medications.

The government has you right where it wants you, by total dependence on those “great gods” of manipulation, who now have trapped you into no income, welfare shutdown, job unavailability and now, total malinvestment manipulations.

A bright future for you-the-people? No, and to that you can add that you have no military defense IN THE UNITED STATES AT ALL. At home in the US you have only United Nations Charter rules and regulations and a force which is answerable only to the UN. Your financial cabinet members and political hierarchy of those positions are EMPLOYEES and SALARIED EMPLOYEES of the International Monetary Fund which functions under UN mandates and works through the Central World Bank.

You can bet, however, that the Fed will print more money and you can bet that they are counting on use of
the “Superfund” to give some modicum of collateral value base to the printing activities.

I wonder how many will even notice? You will follow the piper despite the fact that he can’t play a tune. Perhaps this is why you invent such as “Rap” and non-music so that you not even notice that you have no tune and no dance.

How many of you will just wait to see if I can find the tune or our people locate the sheet music? Well, there are a lot on our team, readers, who have seen and heard—AND HELP any way they can assist. Many are elders now but that is simply because THEY LIVED THROUGH TIMES WHICH ARE DIRECTLY REMEMBERED AND THEY SEE IT COME AGAIN UPON YOU. Remember that Satan NEVER HAS TO CHANGE HIS PROGRAMS for they work as they are, EVERY TIME, if enough time intersperses the sequence.

If you are not just a bit panicked, then you certainly have not and DO NOT understand the seriousness of your circumstances.

Good morning and Salu. May the insight of Radiance shine upon you that you may see your way.
FROM DORIS:

Please, let me take a few minutes to thank you wonderful friends who have remembered us with everything from lung herbs to chocolate-nut fudge. Guess which I liked best?! I was, however, asked to pass around the fudge and did so in order to live with my conscience.

Believe me when I say the paper crew needed the love and nurturing far more than I during this past week.

I lose track of time so I think it to have been last Friday that Jack T. found water running out of the meeting room door. That only classifies the room in case you have been here. It is where the paper gets done, the paper gets STORED in a thousand boxes from floor to half way to the ceiling—and other events take place. Water was also running down the back storage area where so much stuff is stored that the heart skips a beat as to what kind of damage confronted us.

We have to realize that the temperature got pretty cold a couple of days last week, BUT since it was 55 degrees at nine o’clock last night and even the trailer lines have not frozen, there is a bit of nasty possibilities afoot. We will, for the record HERE, assume the pipes froze and burst. However, Charles says he believed the pipes were “broken” in more than one place and that smacks of other than the “natural hand of God”. Oh well.

The bottom boxes were, of course, destroyed, carpets either wasted or we have to see how they fare after drying. The whole thing has required so much work and now half the people here are sick with colds and flu from being in frigid water mopping. Our hearts go out to flood victims even more generously than before.

A lot of damage was done because the complex is an L-shaped mini-mall, but it appears the damage was confined mainly to the mid-section, which we pray, will only damage papers, books, products, and hopefully not have permanently damaged electronics, etc. It appears no other businesses were damaged, which is a relief IF the wet wires haven’t shorted out electric circuits.

Our team is so thoughtful of our own problems with court battles weekly that “somehow” E.J. and I were informed only after the fact. However, we note that the dampness and chill will probably keep us from any meetings for a couple of weeks and, therefore, I am taking this opportunity to write instead—just in case.

People sometimes do terrible things when they think they won’t be caught because of good cover-up sheltering and, yes, it would be easy for those who have been with us to meetings, worked in the building,
or any other set of circumstances to get something like this done. Usually it is a “burning” that happens to the Word of God or in Patriot Games, but we wait and we WILL FIND OUT—WE ALWAYS DO, AND IT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE THROUGH ANYTHING MYSTICAL OR INVISIBLE.

We have had some friends write and ask if Dharma is able to do any writing at all. Oh yes, the facts are that I have done MORE writing than even early-on. It, however, must be from the instructions to the immediate involved financial people, to whatever can go into the paper and/or Journals. We have global involvement these days and the privacy factor is great indeed. We have some extremely good receivers filling in Korton, Soltec, THE Masters of the Seven Rays, and short messages from Cmdr. Hatonn. Esu Sananda (The Master Teacher recognized most often in current days as “Jesus”) is writing daily and sometimes many times daily as we get closer to happenings days. This, of course, is with Thomas and we are caused to realize, or at the least be reminded, that things are coming to a heavy broil and HE, after all, (Esu, not Thomas) is the Captain of that intermediary ship of God’s State. We witness things happening in and of the sky and it is quite unnerving, even if you know what is going on. But it is getting more and more widespread as to witnesses so we attend our business, mostly, and therefore miss most of the action. However, from time to time we are in the right place at the right time and can’t seem to miss the events.

We were driving back from Reno, Nevada (a 9-hour drive) from court night before last and we watched as a blue-ish, green-ish ball of energy was literally loosed from somewhere up there to a very fast and hard down-thrust to Earth. It seems that there were many of these witnessed and during the two hours following the events there was a breakdown of the 911 Emergency services—during the most incredibly busy time of Los Angeles. The outage was widespread in Southern California and we don’t know how much farther it encompassed. We were at the area of China Lake Naval Weapons Center on a major freeway between L.A. and Mammoth Lakes, Tahoe and, of course, Reno, Nevada.

Something else that was so disquieting that I could not imagine people pouring into some of the areas like Mammoth and outside Reno where there were literally massive vents belching volcanic steam from cracks right through the ground. We have been there many times—but this time the steam was pouring forth and you could, in a closed car, smell the fumes so badly as to want to cover your face. “Oh well,” came the skiers’ response to, “Aren’t you nervous”? Or you get something like, “We don’t care, we got the kids snowmobiles and we are going to die having fun if that’s what it means.” And nice deal to go with it—probably a breakdown in the Emergency Services systems and there will be NOBODY to even hear the cries for help.

Last week came through a MAJOR statement by one of the CBS network’s local daughter stations. The word from San Francisco geologists was that there was a probable quake to hit on the Hayward fault (Oakland) cutting under both San Francisco and the Bay area. Massive rocks had been shoved up through the fault intersections and an early WARNING went out that a 7-point, or larger, quake was expected ANY MOMENT. This was repeated ONCE and Dr. Young, who monitors the quake maps like superglue—could actually find no mention of it even the following day. What goes on? EVERYTHING. It is, after all, Bowl Time and Parade Time and “WE DO NOTHING TO PANIC THE PUBLIC TOURISTS”, came down the word. Fine, just dump millions of people in the rubble but don’t panic the people? Happy New Year!

JOY IN FEDERAL COURT!
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There is so much going on in the courts that drag us in and out until we can’t seem to keep even the court of the day in mind. However it is hard to forget a major hearing set for December 30! This is a tactic of attorneys and our first hearing of any kind was Dec. 28, 1988, starting ten years of Hell. [9 of which are behind us—don’t ask me how she knows there are 10—EJ]. But, BOY, have we learned a lot not taught in schools.

We had about decided not to attend this particular hearing since it was so “cut and dried” in our favor—but that alone gave cause to go into shock, so the better part of wisdom—even if inconvenient and miserable—was BE THERE. It was worth it.

George Green’s attorney Horton came with his objections but didn’t bother to bring Green since he “had it sewed up” to simply bury the case and get a major continuance. He went blank when he saw E.J. and me sitting across from him. It got worse—FOR HIM. He said he had filed an “opposition” paper but somehow it “must have gotten lost around the court during the holidays”. The Judge checked and no, none had been filed and even the one loaned to him at the bench by Horton HAD NOT BEEN STAMPED “FILED”. In other words, this dirty bounder was lying one lie after another and this time the judge nailed him. The judge went back through the cases and found that “on the eve of trial” Green and Horton had filed their first bankruptcy and now, they had “done it again”. The judge was not amused!

Since the trustee was not present, the long and short of the outcome, since we had come such a long way, was to remove the stay of process SO WE CAN GET THE CASE BACK INTO STATE COURT AND GREEN AND HORTON, ALONG WITH ABBOTT (WHO HAS NOTHING TO DO WITH THE CASE EXCEPT BUTT-IN) ARE IN HOT WATER. We expect other games but it appears the games are getting rougher and harder ON THEM EACH TIME THEY DO SOMETHING LIKE THIS.

[From EJ: To clarify, Horton had served his opposition on Elley but didn’t send it to the Court, relying on the good nature of the Court to give him a continuance to send in another copy, easily wasting another 30 days. Two things tripped him up: We were there, and Elley said, “Your Honor, my clients drove all the way up here from Southern California. If you give Mr. Horton a continuance I believe it appropriate that he pay ‘sanctions’ to my client since it will necessitate another trip.” In summary His Honor said, “It appears this bankruptcy was not filed in good faith and therefore I am going to grant your request for release from the ‘stay’. Also I note that Mr. Horton’s opposition was not filed timely which is further reason not to delay your action in State court.”]

Will “justice” prevail? Well, it would be more like: “Can justice be rebirthed, even handicapped?” Let us not expect too much from those Nevada court judges who have totally compromised themselves for the past 5-6 YEARS. Now their corruption and lies have slopped over to the Texas system [which doesn’t seem to need much help].

Abbott and Horton have been caught with the lies in their mouths—THIS WEEK. The court has been notified as of a filing yesterday in good old Judge Gamble’s court in Minden, Nevada. We know because we filed the papers for Mr. Elley as we went through town.

Now we ask you: Who could possibly be having more fun? God said have JOY and seek not revenge—but he did NOT say we couldn’t enjoy a bit of return for lies rendered in the reaping as the sowing was cast
forth.

David Overton, of the infamous gold stash, was already heartbroken over the pressures applied to further steal his property. Let us always remember Dave as offering us the best in education possible and who allowed us to learn in a way unsurpassed as God always teaches BEST through example. Through that connection, and me being an old Texas girl, we have made such contacts as Cal Burgin. He was the very one working with Dave at the very time of Dave’s death. Cal had set up appointments with a Notary and was a special and good friend of Dave’s—Dave having bought the gold in the first place from Cal and the gold dealer, Larry Spence. Want an interesting bit of information out of all this? Abbott and Horton are the ones trying even harder than George Green to get their dirty thieving hands on those coins. Is this despicable or what?

We are being provided A WAY to eventually get our projects done and long ago we stopped thinking the “gold” would help us according to Dave’s wishes. So, we trust and work and the trees are about ready for harvesting the first perfect fruit.

YOU, OUT THERE, HAVE PROVIDED THE WAY TO GET TO HERE FOR WE SEE NO OTHER WAY IT COULD HAVE BEEN ACCOMPLISHED. Mark GilBoyne (Gil Boyne), the noted Master Teacher of Hypnotherapy, said, as he physically took on a nasty and adverse heckler in a class graduation, that sometimes you have to meet the adversary and Evil “head on”. Now readers, Gil has to be in his seventies and this nerd was probably 40-something. Gil THREW this man bodily out of the room. This was over a decade ago and only NOW do I realize what happened in that room—THAT DAY! It took three men to just separate Gil from this blowhard.

Pogo once said in the funny-paper that “I have met the enemy and it is me.” Well, we have now met our own enemy—AND IT IS NOT OURSELVES, so the choices become less and less difficult to discern and judge.

I just wanted to briefly catch up with a few items that many of you ask about as in “where are we?” I expect we will be getting more information on that topic as these change-over days continue so I, like you, will have to wait. I know a lot of things are “working”, and probably better without us, so we can only reach out and thank you for all you have done to share with us and we hope you had a wonderful time through the holidays and have renewed hope as we step into this New Year.

With great love and appreciation, Doris.
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THE INCREDIBLE BEAUTY OF A NEW YEAR

Please do not miss the major positive information coming from your “days of counting” and the seemingly passing of cyclic dates and days. We may well not have interest in such days and hours passing and only attend sequential events which impact our purpose—but remember!!—on Earth and within the human experience of physical planning and expectation—EVERYTHING is based on that old clock and calendar. We can thereby watch and monitor progress or seeming set-backs and move right on with realization of how it REALLY is going beyond the propaganda-scattering of controllers upon a world in confusion.

CHICKENS IN HONG KONG

Needless killing of ANY of God’s creations is a cause for sadness and the slaughter of the Hong Kong Chicken (and all market fowl) is abhorrent to our senses. Then we watch with both amusement and amazement at the fact that the “church” religious leaders did in fact have a special prayer meeting for the “souls” of these murdered animals. Did I find it amusing? NO! I did not, for there is a consciousness within all living things, and to wipe out millions of any living creature is without conscience. The action was a political move, and flu viruses didn’t have anything to do with it, but now think of what will happen to the massive market for food supplies! Hardship comes most treacherously from the “pecking order” of political manipulations.

Two things stand out above the obvious, and one is that a cooked chicken IS SAFE without ability to pass on the virus. Could not the dead chickens have been processed into food, at the least for needy and hungry masses? This has been a typical show-and-tell of the media, politicians, and World Health Organization. What is going to be the NEXT thrust? Well, if according to prior habits, there will be a vaccination program wherein every person in Hong Kong and, eventually, in the world, will be inoculated—WITH THE SHORT-LIVED VIRUS WHICH WILL THEN MUTATE AND INDIVIDUALIZE AND YOU WILL HAVE SOMETHING AKIN TO ANTHRAX. HAPPY NEW YEAR.

What was appalling is the fact that a spiritual practice and tradition was not only scorned, but became the ridicule rally-point of the media. The Natives of every nation, in their appreciation for the fruits of a world for their use ALWAYS gave, and give, appreciation to the animal of lesser stature than man, for sustenance. What are you going to do, citizens, as most little city children only recognize Kentucky Fried Chicken pieces and have no idea of living entities which give eggs and healthy meat. This does not even take into consideration the feathers which pad your pillows and your beds in some places that you might lay your head upon softness instead of the stone from the pathway.
I spoke a while back on the book entitled *ALIEN ENCOUNTER* which was being featured on the Trinity Broadcasting Station (recognized somehow as the Christian network). I had no information, but in the wee hours of one morning Rick happened to see a rerun of the program and jotted down the contact number for your use. No, we don’t have the volume but I can say that Rick was stunned as well as were others watching the misinformation play right into the hands of those who would have you “good Christians” throw away your lives, both here and “there”. If you want the volume, then you will have to get information from (714) 731-1000.

I find it interesting that Rick used, as a note-pad, a copy of *The Final Call* from our friends, Farrakhan, et al. And, on the front cover is reference to inside material wherein the headline reads “CBC [see below] seeks Ron Brown death inquiry”.

For you of short memories, which is all of us, we have to remind you that Ron Brown was a Presidential (U.S.) Cabinet member and was killed, supposedly when the plane within which he and other passengers were riding collided with a mountain. There were DAYS of mourning and homage-paying to this man who all along the way was MURDERED. Now facts have it that this man actually died of a gunshot to the head. This passed through, and out of, the news lately and now an investigation is demanded. Why? The body is gone; the lies are told, and what else is new?

By the way, the CBC is *Congressional Black Caucus*. The Blacks are finally beginning to stop overlooking everything. But, they are not the ones breaking the news of this story. The facts are that in December there were major media reports which raised questions about the death of the Commerce Secretary (Ron Brown). *The reports surfaced first in the Pittsburgh Tribune Review, based on statements from TWO Air Force MEDICAL EXAMINERS about a bullet wound in Mr. Brown’s head.*

The location of the “possible” bullet wound was located in such strategic placement (execution style) that it is highly doubtful if Ron Brown was doing his usual jogging and speech-making WITH THE THING IN HIM.

Ah but—the pictures proving the bullet hole and lead fragments have “mysteriously disappeared”. Oh, by the way number two: Photographs showed the black-box recorder being found and removed from the scene. The public was told that there was no black box and nothing was recovered.

I am presenting this brief notation because you people who read *CONTACT* have the best information resource ON THE GLOBE! Because it is the best resource, we will not ruin that ongoing resource by telling too much, but you can go back some year or so and you will find that even our beloved friend Cal Burgin wrote a major paper on this happening, as did such as Gary Wean and MYSELF.

The published information showed that each story, of which there were many, changed with every telling and presentation. When proof came there was not bad weather—change the tale and thus and so. The people involved, such as the Medical Examiners, WERE PLACED UNDER GAG ORDER FOR A MINIMUM OF A YEAR-AND-A-HALF AND THAT BEING UNDER THREAT OF TREASON AND IMPRISONMENT. Would you have released such information? Be sure about that because
would you really? This is a hard world, readers, and one in which death is as easily contracted as a bad case of headache.

THINGS TO NOTICE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

LOUIS FARRAKHAN’S TREK
TO THE HOLY LANDS

Why dwell on Louis Farrakhan any further? Well, why dwell on Clinton, Arafat, Saddam Hussein, Billy Graham, Hal Lindsey or any other “important” person? For THAT very reason: “He is important!”

Mr. Farrakhan made a trip to help, if he could do so, bring some negotiations and assistance to the plight at stalemate between Israel and the Palestinians. BUT, AS USUAL, THE ISRAELIS REJECTED ALL PROPOSALS AND DENOUNCED, ALSO AS USUAL, FARRAKHAN AND ARAFAT.

But you Christians don’t abide the Muslims? What do YOU know about the Muslims? What of Islam? What of the TRUTH of your own so-called RELIGION? Note: I did not say, “Spiritual Path of Truth”—I said: RELIGION!

The Master Teacher, at his own condemnation day a very long time ago, warned the Jews (Pharisees, as they were called in that day) that a Man would come along and he would also be misunderstood and his messages twisted, but that he would bring unending and eternal trials and sorrow unto the people who would do this dastardly deed. IT IS SO! It was said then and I will refresh your memory: “His name will be Prophet Muhammad (by any spelling you wish).” This Prophet said in his many teachings that “...one is not a Muslim, one is not a righteous person, until one loves for his brother, what he loves for himself....”

I am not writing here to give you your religious or non-religious lessons—YOU KNOW THE RULES. However, it is important to realize how “Holy” wars come into being and this is how—one dirty move following another pushed off on the masses while property and rights AS HUMANS are taken away. Therefore the “people” do whatever is allowed within the religious guidelines as by other human manipulators and “prophets” to distract and move you into physical violence. It is coming, beloved friends; my goodness—is it ever coming, and it will be a confrontation beyond all prior times.

I want to point out that you are in the midst of the HOLY DAYS of Mecca, recognized as Ramadan. As these visits as above are joined within major leadership “summits”, you will likely find a lot of decisions coming out of the meetings during this time of unification of the people in that area of the Middle East as confrontation of circumstances are met and plans laid forth. May GOD have mercy for when the major entities clash it shall be hard—and many, many will die.

Could so-called “freedom” and progress be attained through non-war? Yes, but it is not according to the religious teachings that such should come totally to pass.

Will this suck in the Blacks around the globe? Yes, and that will, even if not in the line of fire, take in the Nation of Islam. It is a hard time for MAN for he has been told and taught WRONG concepts. However,
it IS the way of mankind and so shall it be whatever mankind decides to choose as to direction for his journey. 

Did Farrakhan, as touted, go right into Iraq? Of course—WOULDN’T YOU AS A PEACEFUL LEADER GO INTO IRAQ? Oh, FEAR keeps you from going and doing that which is RIGHT? Then don’t complain about anyone else until you have DONE WHAT IS THE RIGHT THING TO DO!

Farrakhan is simply on a world friendship tour to 50 nations. It is not a political or military journey and is it not worthy to go on friendship tours and go beyond the hype and lies of media disinformation?

I want to share with you some of the speech given by this honorable man in Baghdad, Iraq, and see what YOU find wrong with it.

You will note the approach of lifting the U.S. (stop lying to self and calling it U.N.) sanctions which are murdering in massacre numbers, the innocent VICTIMS of your dire and hideous death-dealing politics of this New World Order of the Elite and GODLESS (except Satanic Luciferian) ORDER.

This is shared with us by THE FINAL CALL, December 23, 1997. The speech was offered on December 10, also 1997.

[QUOTING:]

BLOOD OF THE INNOCENT

FARRAKHAN CALLS FOR LIFTING OF IRAQI SANCTIONS by Louis Farrakhan

In the Name of Allah [H: Sorry folks, also recognized as “Aton”, ʰATONʰ, THE One Light, and GOD—WOW!], the Beneficent, the Merciful.

AMERICA IS LEADING THE WORLD today in a campaign against terrorism. Terrorism is described as acts of violence that take the lives of innocent men, women and children for political purposes. Those who engage in acts of terrorism do so because they see no redress for their grievances in the halls of justice that have been set up to give justice to those who are aggrieved.

All acts of violence for political purposes against the innocent must cease. If the Muslim world unites, then our voice will be heard and there will be no need for any Muslim individual or group to engage in such activity. If we become the voice of all who are deprived of justice, they will have no need to engage in the killing of innocent people to achieve political ends. Our unity on the basis of the Holy Qur’an is the end of all acts of terror.

In this regard, sanctions are a weapon of mass destruction and should be viewed by the nations as the greatest form of terrorism, for sanctions kill the innocent people to achieve a political end. Since the conclusion of the Gulf War, 1.4 million lives have been lost in Iraq. If you take the total of lives lost as a percentage against the total Iraqi population and compare that loss, percentagewise, to the population of
America, if similar sanctions were imposed on America, her losses would total 18 million people. How can we remain silent in the face of this slaughter? What nation has suffered more than 10 times as many losses after the war was over than during the war?

Would any Muslim like to be charged by God with being an accomplice to murder because we remain silent in the face of this slaughter? Allah says in the Qur’an: “Persecution is worse than slaughter.” Therefore, all civilized nations must reject terrorism in all its forms as evil, and the Muslim nations must forbid what is evil and guide to what is best! Therefore, we are asking the representatives of the Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC) to call on the United Nations Secretary General Kofi Annan to urge the lifting of UN sanctions on Iraq, Libya, and the Sudan, and to call on Britain and the United States to lift sanctions against Iran, Nigeria, Cuba, and North Korea.

The OIC must demand of the Secretary General of the United Nations that the two Libyan nationals charged with the bombings of Pan Am Flight 103 over Lockerbie, Scotland, be tried in a neutral country, that their guilt or innocence may be ascertained. The families of the victims deserve closure to this, and certainly the Libyan people should not suffer if there has been no proof in a court of law that her citizens are guilty of such an act. Sanctions should be lifted from Libya because innocent people should not suffer these acts of terror for political purposes.

The UN must not be the instrument of the foreign policy objectives of the only remaining superpower. If the UN fails to respond to the OIC, then the Muslim world must act and defy these sanctions. Some may say: “But the West will use its power against us.” But, there is a verse in the Bible that says: “Let the Kings of the East dry up the River Euphrates.” The Kings of the East cannot dry up the water in the River Euphrates, but there is a river that the West depends on, which the Kings of the East CAN dry up. [H: Oh precious readers, the “Kings” can dry up the river waters because all it requires is the turning of closure valves at the now famous dam ON THE EUPHRATES. The Kings would have to get their henchmen within the country to accomplish this feat, but indeed it can AND WILL be done. Don’t you EVER underestimate the power coming now from the FAR EAST! I do, however, concur that there is a more immediately important “river” that can be dried and it would toss such a cog in the spokes of the Western wheels as to rattle your brains.]

I call on the world, from this Cradle of Civilization, to cry out against this reign of terror. Member nations of the OIC should contribute to build a center in Mecca that features an Institute For the Resolution of Conflict among Muslim states and organizations that never again should Muslims shed the blood of Muslims.

As America and the West are entering the Christmas season, where the celebration of Jesus Christ as the Prince of Peace is heralded, the theme at Christmas is “Peace on Earth, goodwill toward men.” As we, the Muslims, are entering the Holy Month of Ramadan, where we sacrifice things that are natural—food, water and sex during the daylight hours—to attain closeness to God, what better season to appeal to the nations for peace?

The American people stood against the killing of children in Vietnam by United States forces. [H: Well, sort of.] Some even sang in the streets of America: “Hey, Hey, LBJ, LBJ, how many Vietnamese children have you killed today?” President Clinton, in your youth you had the moral courage to oppose the
war in Vietnam. Would you want history to write of you as the killer of babies through sanctions? Where is your courage today? [H: Was THAT courage back then or purely cowardice?]

I believe it is time for the American administration to sit down with President Saddam Hussein to begin a dialogue. Knowing that each party has terms for peace, sit down and reason together and determine what is just. If we follow the course of justice, peace will surely follow.

The 21st century can be a century of peace, if we move back the clouds of war. President Clinton said he wanted to build a bridge to the 21st century. Will it be a bridge over a river of blood, revolution and war; or can we build a bridge over these troubled waters toward peace?

If you, Mr. Clinton, cannot hear my appeal because I am a Muslim, a descendant of slaves, and Black, will you listen to His Holiness the Pope, who has called for a political solution to the problems of Iraq and has called for an end to sanctions? I hope that as His Holiness goes to Cuba, that the bridge of reconciliation that he builds will affect your policy toward that nation.

In closing, let me say to the Muslims from the Qur’an: “And hold fast by the covenant of Allah, all together, and be not disunited. And remember Allah’s favor to you when you were enemies, then He united your hearts, so, by His favor you became brethren. And you were on the brink of a pit of fire, and He saved you from it. Thus, Allah makes clear to you His Messages that you may be guided.”

TO THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, I know that some of my country will say: “Farrakhan is a traitor, and we should try him for treason for giving aid and comfort to our enemies.” However, if Mother Teresa or Lady Diana came to Baghdad and went to the Saddam Hussein Hospital for Children, and cradled a baby dying for the lack of medicine due to sanctions, you would call her a Saint. But because I am a descendant of slaves, because I am a Muslim, and because I appear to be defiant, some will say that I should be dealt with harshly.

I am not defiant. I am obedient to God’s command. I feel the pain and the suffering of my Muslim brothers and sisters, wherever they suffer on this Earth, and I feel the pain of human beings wherever they suffer. As a servant of God and an emissary of peace, should I not feel the pain of those who suffer and visit them and offer them comfort?

Sometimes the most patriotic citizens are those who love their country enough to stand against the will of their leaders, if they believe the will of their leaders is wrong. A Canadian woman stood up against the destruction and maiming of innocent life by land mines. [H: And of course, Diana died because of her pleas for stopping the insanity.] A few days ago, 125 nations signed a treaty against the use of such weapons. [H: But the United States of America DID NOT SIGN THE TREATY.] As a citizen of the United States I have a duty to America, but my FIRST DUTY is to GOD. I have a duty to all humanity, whether they are Muslims or not. As it is written in the Qur’an as a command for me and for all Muslims: “Keep your duty to Allah as it ought to be kept, and die not unless you are a Muslim.” [H: And wow, we were doing so well until we put on the restrictions of one sect against another!]

* * *

The new century can be a century of peace. May Allah (God) grant the President of the United States...
the desire to please God. May Allah grant the people of Iraq and all those who suffer under sanctions to remain steadfast in faith, and remember that after difficulty comes ease. May Allah grant us the ability to remove the scales from the eyes of the spiritual leaders of the world, that we will give direction to the Caesars of the world, that we may render unto Caesar what is Caesar’s, and render under God what is God’s. [H: We lose him here also for EVERYTHING is GOD CREATOR’S.]

As I return to the United States in the future, will you receive me as one who has grown up in your midst by the Power of God to bring peace to your land and to the world? Will you see me as a great emissary of peace, born from you, and blessing to you from God? Or will you receive me as a villain, and enemy? Will you receive me as some wicked person and deal with me thusly? The choice is yours.

Whatever is your decision, I will come home to face it; but I say, with all humility, God and the nations are watching how you act.

[END OF QUOTING]

I want all of you to realize that every important or great man has to walk the gauntlet of these hazings and castigations. So, as a MAN grows into manhood, what has he with which to base his life directions as he seeks God and Truth? He has whatever he has—and nothing more. Are YOU willing to place your righteousness on the line and stand forth to possibly be hanged or shot for treason? NO, YOU ARE NOT OR YOU WOULD HAVE NEVER ALLOWED THESE ATROCITIES TO HAVE OCCURRED IN THE FIRST PLACE.

I would remind all of you, for about this time you begin to question me and our team’s commitment to WHATEVER. Stop it. We bring Truth and we acknowledge errors and we do not go to war against anything for our purpose and our mission is to BUILD AND CREATE UNDER GOD A BETTER WAY. DESTRUCTION THROUGH WAR OR CONFLAGRATION IS OF EVIL AND NOT OF GOD, ALLAH, ATON OR ANY OTHER BEING OF LIGHT AND TRUTH. Therefore, we proceed with the gifts from and of God that we can find that perfect passage within HIS pathway and allow HIS other creatures, great and small, choices of their own acceptance. And, YES, we CAN find that inroad to positive experience and expression—obviously while the adversaries make war and bring conflict and pain one upon the other.

I do NOT have any dragons for the slaying, for the dragon, at best, is only a man-conjured symbol of danger and evil while long forgotten as a wondrous creature of the living world of physical manifestation. No, I do not kill dragons, nor chickens, nor do I kill people, animals or any other of God’s magnificent gifts to the physical experience. Sorry about this new look at Saint George and his sword-wielding dragon-persecutor. And, do you really think killing a lizard would make one a “Saint”? Perhaps going into persecution territories and bringing love and peace might qualify for a dignified recognition but certainly not slaying lizards. It is the CONCEPT which is at point and not the bloodletting. The evil of any species or race, creed or color shall kill itself, for nothing evil can prevail, ultimately, in the perfection of CREATOR’S PLACES.

How many of you are actually aware that Princess Diana was in the process of becoming Moslem? So, wasn’t that a “dainty dish to set before the King/Queen”. Are you beginning, readers, to realize the
ENEMY? Oh indeed, the enemy is not only among you—HE IS CONTROLLING EVERY LAST DETAIL OF YOUR LIVING EXPRESSION.

I would like, please, for you to ponder upon these things and come to KNOW what is taking place, for ignorance is the thief of freedom.

I realize it is also difficult for you to realize the different designations of, say, Islam and Muslim and other similarly-sounding definitions of some of these RELIGIONS. Let me be specific as to, say, Nation of Islam as is encompassing of such as Farrakhan. You will have to do some research for I am not going to do your homework FOR you.

Just as the current-day self-proclaimed Khazarian Empire Pharisees and now-called Jews have now declared the United States of America to be the new Israeli homeland, so too does the Nation of Islam claim the United States of America. Now isn’t that a stand-off?

The triangle area which forms the Base of the Lost-Found Nation of Islam in North America, is Milwaukee, Detroit and Chicago. These are all cities which are now accepted under Islamic leadership as “the” diagram of the focus of this “nation”.

Do I agree? NO! The entirety of the lands of America are the heritage, now stolen, from the aboriginal people of GOD. No matter who you might claim to be or what property which might be CLAIMED erroneously “purchased” has no meaning in REALITY. You can fight over, thieve over, kill and maim over—whatever you choose, but it does not make it SO.

Is God reclaiming HIS lands in this “second coming” by whatever your chosen label might read? NO, HE IS COME THAT HE CAN GATHER HIS PEOPLE AND CLEANSE THE EARTH OF THE RUBBISH YOU HAVE THRUST UPON THE PERFECTION OF HIS CREATION.

And, furthermore, the Hosts of HIS Truth shall be the ones coming among you as Captains of HIS ships—whatever you wish to call them, as well. But never mind the angels, ships, and other perceptions of the old yin-yang theory of confusion. All you need is TRUTH and within that truth shall you accomplish FREEDOM. Do we know the WAY? Yes indeed.

Good morning, Salu, and Happy New Year for it should be a real zinger.
Like anything else of which we might speak there are often many facets to what is ACTUALLY taking place. When we talk of superfunds, what would that possibly mean? Well, obviously it is larger, bigger, more important, or more set-aside, more flexible, etc. than a “fund” of some kind.

We have spoken often within the past three years of George Bush’s “Superfund” and that, of course, was/is based on a Bonus Gold Certificate/Contract originally from Peru. Also, during the Iran-Contra fiasco, there were billions of dollars stashed in “Bush”-type accounts and those were mostly located in the Cow Islands. You know, that old coalition between factions of the British mob and the Bush mob. So, there are many resources from which to set up and draw from a “Superfund”. However, the specific Bonus Contract in point is a more interesting endeavor than most “secret” funds because it is legitimate and the structuring party, registering party, controlling party, was none other than Russell Hermann-Herman who was Bush’s PARTNER.

My point is not to speak of contracts, Herman, or Bush, so let us consider what I might have in mind when I choose to speak of current events and such funding resources. We don’t have any way, nor do we intend to make any effort, to shut down these Elite Wheeler-Dealers (with your lives and freedom) for if you want these things changed into some truth and honesty—YOU HAVE TO DO IT.

Since the United States of America declared bankruptcy in the early 1930s and the Federal Reserve was formed in the early part of this century now drawing to a close—there had to be money poured in to use as power and control.

Within the past five years the U.S. Congress had to AGAIN ANNOUNCE BANKRUPTCY. What does this mean? Well, it means the United States as an original nation under the original Constitution no longer would function as a free nation. People would be taxed, loans made from the NEW ORDER of the Federal Reserve, International Monetary Fund, World Bank, etc., using THEIR RULES AND REGULATIONS. It is a very simplistic plan—they get everything, including YOU. YOU, the PERSONS within the U.S., are NOT FREE. If you have even one piece of anything for which you are taxed—be it sales tax, property, auto, or whatever and/or it can be seized at the whim of the police for suspected unlawful activities, you are a bondage slave, no more and certainly no less.

Ah, but Grandma V.K. Durham, who claims to be the widow of Russell Herman, or at the least, his PARTNER and co-owner of the said “Bonus Contract, OWNS THE VALUE IN THAT CONTRACT? Has not V.K. written volumes on this topic and tried to buy or threaten her way through Congress and the
U.S. Big Boys? Yes, she has, and it has brought her zilch other than a lot of animosity and a refusal of anyone hearing from or of her to announce that “if that woman is in any deal, we will not even talk about it”. And they finished one very high-level discussion by stating flatly that they would consider working with someone with a level head and reasonable approaches to such a massive fund THROUGH the side of Russell Herman. Great, you couldn’t ask for a better and more reasonable approach. This would allow the Fed, the IMF and the Banksters some modicum of reasonable allowance to continue to use what they are ALREADY utilizing. The last part of that statement above would curdle the heart however: “...we’ll just let ‘er die.” The obvious point would, of course, be the contract as held by this person—not the person herself—but KNOWING how “they” function, it would include letting V.K. just “fade away” by never giving her the time of day or funds for even her most basic care as a U.S. citizen.

But how do we know that there is still a big Superfund? That part is easy because other investigators who do not even acknowledge any such certificates, contracts, or other values around—know of and speak about “Secret Funds”, “Superfunds” and “Confidential Funds”, “Black Ops” and thus and so. Remember something, readers: you do not need become your enemy to get truth and confirmation from their activities or attitudes.

Can I give you an example to clarify this position? I think so and one that will make “current” sense in the telling. Let us just consider the “Asian Crisis” where the big boy corporations and industrialists are buying up businesses by the dozens as they fold in every Asian location in the news. The IMF is in there thrusting off money as loans to these nations who THEY KNOW WILL SIMPLY MOVE INTO DEFAULT AND LOSE THE ENTIRE NATION IN RECEIVERSHIP. Oh, you nice taxpayers won’t realize the switcheroo, but it will, nonetheless, come to be as the New World Order sweeps the available world if the available world allows same. Moreover, the WAGS AND WIGS in Washington want YOU to finance the Asian bailout so those fat cat speculators and banks, as usual, won’t feel any pinch or slowdown in gaining everything there is to vacuum into their little nest-pots.

Do YOU know about Alan Greenspan’s (that guru of the Federal Reserve) “Superfund”? No? Oh my, we do get behind with our homework, don’t we? No, it is not a secret, really, just not known. Moreover, for every dollar publicly recognized, there are about 10 available. Those numbers get very big and they get very big very quickly. You have trouble believing that which we put forth for your attention so I always try, when possible, to offer something from somewhere that can allow you to accept some of the material, and then you can begin to do a bit of personal listening, watching and research and piece the rest together nicely.

Let’s try on for size a reference to Greenspan’s closet funds as were quite openly discussed by Warren Hough on the front page of The Spotlight on December 22, 1997. This goes with other recognized manipulations for the acquisition by the wealthy Banksters of all property possible in these Asian nations. The funds, however, are not restricted in use and never seem to run out, and we find a bottomless pit of assets. Of course, for one thing, the Fed can simply affix a value to a “note” and print as many as are necessary for their needs at any one moment. However, there always needs be a BACKUP collateral upon which to BASE SUCH PRINTINGS—real or imagined, so you play judge.

[QUOTING:]
THE GLOBAL PLANTATION IS TAPPING U.S. COFFERS TO BAIL OUT WALL STREET—AGAIN

[H: Please note the change from Asian focus to WALL STREET. One would think this to be a different topic but don’t fool selves—it is the SAME THING. Remember that all the tentacles of a Giant Squid, make up the whole of the squid and the “whole” finds it functions quite well interchangeably and can grow back its tentacles with each damage perpetrated on any one of the limbs.]

According to the official figures, American taxpayers contribute some $39 BILLION to the International Monetary Fund’s (IMF) total capitalization of about $200 billion.

“But the IMF is masterful at obfuscating and doctoring such data,” says Dr. Reinhardt Bodenhagen, an economic expert on global financial institutions.

“For one thing, here in the U.S. [Federal Reserve Chairman Alan] Greenspan has a confidential fund of $40 BILLION at his unrestricted disposal,” the economist said. “He uses it to ‘jump-start’ IMF bailouts whenever the interests of his allies, the Goldman, Sachs investment bank, or one of the currency funds RUN BY speculator George Soros require it.”

The secretive slush fund managed by the Fed, known to initiates as the Exchange Stabilization Fund, is “one of the largest unregulated cash stashes in the world”, says business writer Roberta Dunkin, who covers international finance.

For another, the Clinton administration occasionally requests “supplementary quota extensions”—that is, additional funding—for the IMF. This year, after endorsing a $2 billion extra subsidy for the IMF, Congress balked at approving a second handout of $3.5 billion. [H: Please note, in addition, that if “laws” get in the way you will find, I REMIND YOU, that the Attorney General AND the Secretary of Treasury (among others), are full-time PAID EMPLOYEES (paid DIRECTLY) by the International Monetary Fund—so where oh where has the money gone?]

The IMF is the lead bank in a bailout consortium that includes the World Bank ($16 billion) and the United States individually ($8 billion), according to James Glassman, a fellow at the American Enterprise Institute.

“But by hook or crook, Greenspan and [Treasury Secretary Robert] Rubin will see to it that the IMF doesn’t run short,” says Miss Dunkin. “With Asian economies on the rocks, they have some big bailouts to finance next year.” [H: Are you beginning to get the real picture? There is no shortage of “funds” so come into the picture the “Superfunds”.

According to the IMF’s accounts, it has undertaken to grant Thailand a $17.5 billion bailout, Indonesia has signed up for a $41 billion IMF refinancing and South Korea has agreed to a harsh IMF restructuring of its economy in exchange for what has been reported as a $57 billion rescue package. That’s $115.5 BILLION and counting. [H: Note “billions” are spoken of as you used to speak of amounts in
dollars."

“These numbers, however, merely represent what we call the ‘official story,’” says Bodenhagen. "No one really knows how much these salvage operations will really cost, although American taxpayers can already prepare for what will be at least a $40 billion bloodletting over the coming year.”

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, readers, what with the jobs decreasing and inability to continue welfare as established, Social Security as established, and NAFTA taking jobs totally out of the country, while aliens from the north and south pour into the U.S.—what could possibly be taking place? Come on, people, get those yellow ribbons and hate stripes painted over—for Saddam, et al.—and get with the program.

“But we hear that the Bonus Contract was black-balled.” Oh? How could that be? The Treasury Department checks regularly and, no, it isn’t. My dears, IF there was such foolish action as to “black-ball” (destroy, bury) that contract—it would blow the whole operation for the Superfunds themselves. Just because we have some possibilities here, there is no reason for the Goose to lose his own golden eggs but, rather, try to gather them into his coffers for his own singular use as the hassle and harassment overtake any lawful use of said documents.

Unfortunately, most of the unlawful “users” of said documents are as criminal in intent as are the Big Boys. But, they don’t have the clout to do more than simply rake off a bundle of Fed Reserve notes, retire the original false documents, and go away.

The only participants who can make a big difference have no intention of actually offending anyone or anything. Any projects in which we might find involvement would only increase the visible assumption of making the very boys in play look good. There need to be some projects, even if they fail, to back any visible input of funds or assistance in any measure. Therefore, any funds we might glean would be immediately and, hopefully, backed by collateral in hard substance. The Big Boys don’t need to worry much about such little annoyances because they have cornered the gold, etc., markets and product. We are demanding our help be based on loans against gold holding BECAUSE it is the only way to do business in this world of valueless foundations.

The unfortunate realization will come about one day soon when it is realized by the “Order” that TAKING away and taking away and destroying the very builders—will take away everything, finally, that is worthy of material note. God creates and gives and gives and gives some more and the abundance finally becomes without measure. Moreover, everyone practicing such good business ventures will reap greatly from any participation. Furthermore, good business shelters will strictly be accorded use. The Adversary always affords himself loophole-s and unsuspecting laws for protection of himself and his goods. So, if there be laws pertaining to business, we work totally, but creatively, within ALL of those laws. We do not break, nor do we ever intend to break, or even bend, any laws of the land OR OF GOD.

Will all the people who come within our circles be so careful and informed? No, but they WILL learn that it pays them not to act otherwise than as we agree to act within all those endless regulations laid forth by the crooks and criminals to protect themselves.
But, can we accomplish anything in this manner? Of course, we can accomplish everything in this manner which also creates a better citizen, community, county, state, nation, or global environment. The Big Boys will finally get so involved with their intrigues and Godless focus as to eventually wipe one another from the face of the Earth. This will not happen, however, until concerted efforts are undertaken to wipe everything goodly and suspect of Christ-ness away first.

You foolish people who believe that somehow a returned MAN is going to somehow rapture you to the heavens and place you to the right hand of God—are going to find it very DIFFERENT on that day in history.

WHAT OF CITIZENSHIP?

I note a lot of recent babble about citizenship, how to gain citizenship and a wish to get more and more control over and of the Native Americans.

Native Americans are not only citizens of their own Sovereign Tribal nations, but also are citizens of the United States of America.

I see several things happening: There is a push to increase police paid for by the Federal U.S. Government on Indian Reservations under the guise of “increased and abundant crime now out of control”.

I foresee a day when, if the Native Americans do not protect their sovereignty (already almost gone), there will be no Native cultures—anywhere—save in the primitive aboriginal outbacks.

I do, however, see that as those wishing to become citizens and workers within America and, more specifically the U.S., that there will be citizenship offerings through the Sovereign Nations to provide shelter for incoming “aliens”.

This would be ever so much the more useful than to have the often described method of gaining citizenship through arranged marriages which only further destroy family circles already in bad shape.

What would be required? Very little other than a registration department within every Native Sovereign Nation. From South of the Border you would find those natives most suitable to lineage to offer citizenship to those wishing to, say, be allowed to work or live within the U.S. national boundaries.

My greater problem with these circumstances is that if everyone from what might appear a less desirable placement, comes to this, or any other, nation—both become losers in the transition. The person making the change often forgets to go back to and bring forth a better nation of his own. Further, acceptance of lesser goodly ways of growth and citizenship become the accepted normal behavior and “the lie” becomes even more widespread. Do it RIGHT. Become a citizen of a Sovereign Nation and you can then become a citizen within the population surrounding you—or at the least, have papers which protect you from deportation.

You must be careful to not kill the golden goose with those nice golden eggs through abuse and misuse of any system. If YOU make a change, must you see to it that you overflood the very nation offering you
better opportunities with every other alien you can gather? It is already destroying the assistance programs, and when that system fails, so too will the opportunities for jobs and placements.

Moving across even the most unrestricted (NOW) borders will become totally unavailable in the near future. You can TALK a big game, but the ways of accomplishment of such ventures are going to lessen until the very effort will confront the perpetrators with international CRIME status.

What of marriages of convenience? Well, once again, if marriage means so little in the overall structure of a society, then I am not going to put a stop to it anyway, am I? My opinion is of little value either way.

I would note, however, that more and more attention is placed on this activity and more and more negative articles are being printed in papers while, yes, there still takes place a lot of CONVENIENT alternatives.

In the December 29th issue of The Spotlight, there is a small article on this very topic. It points out the negative side of these arranged coalitions.

[QUOTING:]

**ALIENS MARRY AMERICANS TO STAY HERE**

by Fred Blahut, Spotlight writer.

*Attention illegal aliens: Take a trip to the altar and get a bonus; a Lawful Permanent Resident (LPR) card.*

Some year ago a young lady of this author’s acquaintance was romanced by and married a foreign national. The months that followed were difficult for the young woman. Her new husband seemed less than ambitious, and she worked at menial jobs to support them both while he waited for his Lawful Permanent Resident (LPR; formerly green, now pink) card.

Then the card arrived and she was relieved; he would be able to find a good job legally. After all, she was six months pregnant and looking forward to his taking over as primary wage-earner.

Less than a week later he disappeared. And he had also absconded with the rent money. Her mother, a divorcee with two younger children, sent her bus fare. Later she received divorce papers in the mail. Disillusioned and discouraged, and unable to fund a protracted legal battle, she signed off on that part of her life with a child to raise.

A sad story, but true. And it is all too common.

**COMMERCIAL ENTERPRISE**

But there is yet another story of marriage and “pink card” that is even more disturbing; that is, marriage
for profit. It’s a lot more widespread than most people know and constitutes fraud.

Here’s how it works: Entrepreneurs find foreigners who want to come to the U.S. or those here on temporary visas who want to get permanent legal status. Then they find women—many times on college campuses—who want to make a few hundred dollars.

A marriage is arranged, a pink card obtained, and the couple discover “irreconcilable differences”. A divorce follows.

One case which made the papers in the Southwest involved Texas University, three Pakistani and two Indian students. Forming an illegal partnership, the five went into the marriage-for-profit business, putting together illegals wanting in and women wanting money.

The scam was revealed when one of the women found out she had been paid only about $400, but the man she married and divorced had paid about $35,000. According to published reports she blew the whistle on the East Indian partners when they refused to up her cut.

End of story? Not nearly. The students moved out of town, then out of state and finally out of the country. But they are still in business, according to reports, and are not alone in the illegal enterprise.

The problem is that there is no specific legislation directed at the scam nor does the Immigration and Naturalization Service have the power or personnel to investigate all divorces from unions between a U.S. citizen and a foreign national.

To date, no bill has been introduced in Congress to specifically address the problem.

[END OF QUOTING]

Readers, there will always be methods of accomplishing, through devious means, any end result, I suppose. But you must consider carefully what these alternatives may eventually COST YOU. A price is sometimes TOO HIGH, even if “free”. And for goodness sakes, if you have a contractual arrangement ONLY, then make sure you are in full compliance, and that means—no screwing around. I hope you all understand EXACTLY my point. Adults can play games—but it is NOT OK to dink around with lives of children and innocent bystanders. Marriages of convenience rarely last and almost never in this modern age of simply ripping it asunder at a whim. Every couple has unreconcilable differences. But when a child is at point of focus, it becomes so painful as to seem to be a never-ending nightmare of hostage-taking and miserable games-playing.

I am astounded that men cannot keep their pants zipped and the lady, herself covered. Marriages can never be successfully formed through duress and some romp in the hay. I promise you that there is little more painful than those break-up days which seem to always come (and probably rightfully so) where the child is pushed and pulled, stolen or rejected and there seems only endless legal encounters and ALL end up totally without balance, love or reason. Shotgun marriages are never good when either for convenience or unsuspected surprises.

If an “alien” takes on responsibility to gain self a place—there become attachments and will YOU be able
to watch YOUR CHILD, now become your own even if not originally so, be snatched away? You will pay for something and you will dearly pay and the others will simply TAKE for that is what a youngster is trained to do in these modern societies.

Furthermore, if an employer is fooled or made responsible for that which he knows not—it is WRONG and will cost all possibilities of a continuing relationship in trust and value.

Most people, if they can, will SPONSOR young people who wish to work and gain legal status—but all other arrangements can merit everyone a very bad situation.

Why do I even speak of these things? Because there are possibilities of misunderstandings regarding business functions as we move into projects, etc. We have no employees so it is not of note here. There has been no problem because there has been no ability to have workers, financially speaking, much the less from anywhere else.

It would seem more than obvious that if a youngster really wants to be a contributing citizen he must go to school and that can easily be on a student visa arrangement, become trained and valuable and then a nation WANTS to find a way to include the person. It would be that nations can’t take on the responsibilities of more and more untrained persons. It would further seem logical that if a person really wishes participation in any nation, he must learn the language and become fluent in same. These are just ideas which merit attention and as more and more consideration of Sovereign Indian Nations become a focus—let us consider possibilities which might allow for those wishing a contributing place in any society.

This is all brought to focus by the new regulations coming into effect right in Southern California wherein the laws will be such that all welfare recipients and food-stamps receivers MUST DO SO MUCH WORK THROUGH THE SOCIAL SYSTEM. It will be called community services but what is KNOWN will happen is that aliens will be cut from the agriculture rolls in favor of these mandatory hired welfare persons. The farmers know THAT they will get cheaper labor or free labor and what will then happen to the illegal aliens who depend on welfare and farm jobs for survival? The laws and law enforcement will get ever increasingly hard on both the workers and the possible employers. This may, in fact, be the end of the agricultural business as you know it. Each of you must look to the LONG-TERM realities of your actions and those of the governments which involve you in any possible fashion.

Please remember that the ones you may wish to fool are those who are trained in deception and dirty tricks by the Prince of Darkness and Pranks, himself.

Be guilty of that which the enemy accuses and there is little or nothing the friends can do to help you and you must not expect anything more.

We have met many so-called “patriots” who have had to break this very charge and do it “their way”. We have people in prisons asking for assistance—but the ones in prison BROKE THE LAWS, DID IMMORAL THINGS, AND THERE IS NOTHING WE WANT TO DO SAVE HOPE THEY FARE WELL AND CAN SOMEHOW MAKE IT THROUGH THE PRESSURES WITH SOME SEMBANCE OF LESSONS LEARNED. How many “patriots” have set themselves up to be delivered to the hangman, such as Nichols and McVeigh? It no longer is a matter of “who actually did it”—if the Big
Boys need a scapegoat they can always find one among the falsely informed, ignorant bigots.

Neither God nor Hosts condone immorality or any kind of lawbreaking activities. Don’t expect to find solace or shelter behind some UFO or Host’s robe—for it simply is NOT AVAILABLE. And furthermore, we will not take lightly to ANYONE even suggesting anything remotely otherwise.

We are not interested in political conspiracies or the taking of wealth and nations—those of your ilk and wishes. You have to be informed to even KNOW THE DIFFERENCE. We keep our agreements and contracts, and if you think otherwise—go elsewhere than in the shadow of our mountains. Moreover, when YOU THINK YOU KNOW MORE OF SUCH AS SPIRITUALITY OR WHAT IS MEANT BY..., I SUGGEST YOU ALSO LEAVE US OUT OF YOUR CIRCLE OF PREACHING.

When you feel a need to specifically place a label on me, for instance, I suggest you do NOT because you should know better, if you recognize me AT ALL, that I will not bear your labels. You must have your connection within the laws and Truth of God and those rules are laid forth both in your available printings AND within your very soul essence. You have only ONE ACCEPTABLE WAY TO GO—according to the laws of God and Creation, so fudging super-knowledge and insight otherwise will only point you out to be the fool you ARE!

May you pay attention to these warnings which seem removed from your own attention—for they are NOT removed from you—only hidden from you. The Order hopes for your blundering and you WILL BLUNDER if you take not heed of Truth.

Thank you and good morning.
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LIFE BEGINS AT 40-SOMETHING

Why don’t you try some reasonable number of half-life to fit the Truth of your circumstances: “LIFE BEGINS AT 4 BILLION, 238 MILLION, 56 THOUSAND, 4 HUNDRED AND 40-SOMETHING. Now that you have your expression better in perspective, let us look at what is said to BEGIN at 40-something.

“You BEGIN to fall apart,
You BEGIN to lose your hearing,
You BEGIN to lose your eyesight,
You just generally BEGIN to, yes, fall apart.”

After all, it appears 40-years of age is the generally accepted TRUE “middle-age”. After that it seems that there goes out the decree that you are over the hill, up the creek, and are useless baggage! Now tell me just HOW you are going to change a fact if the fact is that you are either “going on” forty, after 40, or generally in the range of years inclusive? The only way you can truthfully answer this question is to inquire, “WHERE is it that I am over forty?” Or, you can say, “Don’t ask me to help—I am over forty.”

Next comes along a 70-something politician who is now running for Presidential King of the Hill and is totally trained in wrong concepts, how to take away Constitution and RIGHTS of the people, and is a total liar, cheat, and thief—or he would not be a politician! This ONE now tells you “over-the-hillers” what you need to do to wish away the wrong concepts HE LAYS FORTH and all will be dandy ever after. It is never dandy any time after. All YOU have done is to elect another FOOL and TYRANT who will do anything to GET MORE AND MORE FROM YOU and bring down more and more rules against you until YOU ARE ENSLAVED ACCORDING TO HIS PROGRAM.

Readers, you can boast about your changing politicians and that “I helped get that good man into power”, and thus and so, but I ask you: WHAT DO YOU REALLY KNOW ABOUT THESE RUNNERS FOR YOUR NEW MASTERSHIP?

Example? Always is necessary an example. So, with that in mind let us take an independent State from where most of you dwell—Nevada.

There is a man, Aaron Russo, now on the scene in his rather globular way, preaching “corporation restructuring”, protection of privacy, down with I-D cards as mandated by Public Law 104-208, down with use of Social Security numbers and thus and so. This is ample to make my point. When you go after the ONE
SHELTERING ENTITY IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA LEFT TO YOU-THE-PEOPLE, THE CORPORATION STRUCTURE IN NEVADA—YOU DESTROY THE LAST PRIVACY ASSURED FOR YOUR USE.

Corporations are NOT for the big boys only. Small corporations in Nevada give the very privacy and shelter of personal self that you claim you want and everyone under or over 40-something can participate, even singularly if you wish. Old corporations never die—they just get a new President. Therefore, if you have statement number one about closing down these corporation shelters—it is a direct and opposite statement of anything to come afterwards.

Do YOU really think you will get rid of the use of SS card numbers? Do you not look forward to the protection you have and the income from Social Security? What are YOU going to be doing that the use of your recognized identity will harm you? No, readers, think about this and quit falling for the lies and distortions. Are not GOOD LAWS that which keeps ORDER in a society, freedom in a society, and denies chaos and anarchy?

I would further point out to you in, say, Texas, that Mr. Russo “traded his HOLLYWOOD base FOR NEVADA”. In other words you have a built-in Hollywood Khazarian witch of the North moving to Nevada to work with such as GEORGE GREEN, JASON BRENT AND THEIR COLLEAGUES to “pull down Nevada and gain control of the politics in that State”—THEIR WORDS AND CLAIMS, NOT MINE.

This man and his pushers claim to be TOTALLY Constitutionalists. Are they? WHOSE constitution? Your Constitution or his own “cover-ass” Constitutional rights?

One example of this man’s examples of how bad it is: “I met one waitress,” says Russo, “who was working sixteen hours a day and she was living in a car with her five-year-old child because the government pre-assumes how much money she’s making in tips and takes it out of her paycheck.”

LOOK AT THAT STATEMENT AND THEN BARF AT THE GOO FED YOU. Do you actually think that in a State with modest personal income tax and good support systems for people qualified for welfare, it is simply because the government assumes a percentage of some tips, that this woman lives in a car with a five-year-old child? My dears, the child welfare services WOULD ALREADY HAVE TAKEN THAT CHILD INTO PROTECTIVE CUSTODY TO MAKE SURE IT DIDN’T HAVE TO LIVE IN A CAR. And, if a mother works sixteen hours a day, even at minimum wage, wouldn’t you think SOMETHING is wrong with this tale of woe?

Russo goes on: “She earns nine hundred dollars every two weeks and TAKES HOME A HUNDRED-SIXTY-SEVEN DOLLARS AFTER TAXES.” Are we nuts, blind, unable to count or where does Mr. Russo get his education that he is so qualified to protect you within your Constitution? So, goes on Mr. Russo: “I am going to go to the Supreme Court and STOP the IRS from taxing people’s tips in Nevada.” How dare him even say such outright false things? Because look at Nevada—it is a State based on services of this type in every business arrangement of real value to the State itself.

Besides, if these people had their own properly run corporations established in Nevada—it would be only
a savings program and every centavo would be reclaimed, at the least, annually.

YOU BOTCH YOUR OWN ABILITIES TO PROTECT SELVES WHILE ALLOWING THESE IDIOTS TO LEAD YOU DOWN THE PRIMROSE PATHWAY WHILE FEEDING YOU RUBBISH. And no, don’t give me the old: “But I don’t live in Nevada!” YOU DO NOT HAVE TO LIVE IN NEVADA TO DO YOUR BEST BUSINESS IN NEVADA. Get in touch with Nevada Corporate Headquarters and stop the whining about things of which you have NO KNOWLEDGE OR INFORMATION.

Now, I ask you another question: Why would a “Hollywood” movie person move out of his State of California to go to Nevada and start tearing down THEIR laws? Is there not something WRONG with this picture?

YOU CAN WORK AND LIVE NICELY EVEN WITHIN THE LAWS AND SYSTEMS ESTABLISHED BY THE PUPPET-MASTERS IF YOU GET INFORMED, USE THE LEGAL TOOLS AT YOUR DISPOSAL, AND GET REAL INFORMATION INSTEAD OF FEASTING ON THE RABBLE AND RUBBLE OF LIES AND FALSE INFORMATION.

Nevada has more “States RIGHTS” established for the State and the PEOPLE than any other state in the union or abroad.

When asked what he’d like to accomplish, Aaron Russo says to “stop the tide of the federal government’s encroachment on everybody’s life. If I can do that and light a spark in America, other states can see that it can be stopped. That would be a significant contribution.”

OK, you can see for yourself that the man is a cheat and liar from the start. What is he going to do? His intent is to bring the State of Nevada into a cross reference WITHIN THE IRS and nail anyone intelligent enough to gain the protection of privacy in an already superbly working corporate network—wherein the veils of privacy in these corporations are held in CONSTITUTIONAL security—ALREADY!

Go forth and gain Gary Wean’s writings on the investigation of this VERY PERSON, AARON RUSSO, MISHPUCKA PUPPET-MASTER.

I have used this as an example because it is typical of the methods of TAKE-OVER WHILE the blind listen and are trained puppets and your nation goes down with all its freedoms bound into the noose of ignorance.

Readers, until YOU KNOW what is even in YOUR CONSTITUTION, how dare you take up crosses to burn on another’s lawn? Tell me fully, what are the implications of this Public Law (you have already forgotten the numbers) as relative to Amendments 1, 2 and 14 of YOUR CONSTITUTION? WHAT DOES YOUR LOCAL STATE CONSTITUTION HAVE TO PRESENT TO PROTECT YOU? AH, IT GETS PERSONAL NOW, DOESN’T IT?

Oh, by the way, Russo is running for Governor of Nevada. Just an “afterthought”, I suppose. Did you even notice I had not mentioned that little point? Oh well.
THE WAY IT IS!

Am I trying to tell you that through Truth, Honesty, and Self-Discipline with the laws of God and the laws of Man, AS ESTABLISHED IN ALL THEIR POSSIBLE ERRORS, YOU CAN STILL MAKE A POSITIVE DIFFERENCE? Yes indeed, if you get informed, take actions as are laid forth under your Constitutions, and gain knowledge. Truth shall set you FREE but only if you practice it. People like Russo should be laughed all the way back to the Hollywood circus-circus for his impudent and disinformative lies—but will that happen? Probably not for these guys play to the audiences of a movie, or a State, and are dangerous to the very FREEDOMS you claim to want.

Do you actually think such a “business mogul” would go and tear down the very shelters set forth to protect corporate big business? Perish the thought, he would just tighten that noose about the already strained necks of you-the-people. Again, I repeat, this is Any State, Any Where, U.S.A. or within the Global Alliance.

“But this man also objects to the placement of nuclear waste north of Las Vegas in Yucca Mountain?” Oh? And do you think he is going to stop that venture which is already set and receiving? There is a method of neutralization of nuclear waste so effective that it is DISALLOWED use to insure nobody touches that “waste” which is stored for WAR PURPOSES and power generation reclamation. Now, surely, you must have known that!

“But, isn’t it probable that any major Earth or war upheaval may break the ‘Big Dam’ somewhere around Las Vegas?” Oh indeed, so they will need a renewal source of power, won’t they? The problem is downstream (SOUTH) of Vegas, and it is arranged that even if the dam fails, there will only be a short interruption of power supply as the cross-lines are set and structured to FEED BOTH DIRECTIONS. Somebody did some planning. If I were going to move anyone to anywhere, it would be to the SECURITY of Las Vegas. We already have our own business hubs set right there in Nevada.

Am I trying to “sell” you on Nevada? No, because I don’t really want to spoil the good shelters, which come from Nevada, for our people. Most of our team will have dual State citizenship or simply move INLAND. This will not be a big rush to anything for we (YOU) can live nicely ANYWHERE you happen to be parked—if you know what in heck you’re doing! Safety in the eye of Scallion? Well, are you drowned NOW? Do YOU know when you are going to get drowned? Then why don’t you go within self and ask God where you might best BE OF SERVICE TO HIM! Since you don’t need, probably, to run risks of moving anywhere—why don’t you turn your attitude adjustment program to your more positive reality and stop hop-skipping around? If you can’t “make it” where you ARE, why think ye that you can “make it” at someone else’s expense elsewhere? Nobody wants proven “failures” in their employ, or in their midst, and I don’t care WHO you are or think you ARE. Also, when Nature or Master-Heads STRIKE in any form or fashion, people need thinking, acting leadership—not air-heads with their fantasies in Dreamland. They will need someone with colloids, bandages and a pot of beans and, hopefully, an attitude of brotherhood for the ones who have dwelled in the house of the Devil in his meditative input for lo, these years of lack of participation. What do you think Aaron will do for those poor suckers? For that matter, what will YOU be doing—begging or helping?

Can foreigners (aliens) have Corporations in Nevada? Of course, it is Nevada’s most important industry.
If you meet the investment requirements you can, if foreign, have an open-ended “alien card” to allow you to go and come to attend your business—any time for as long as need be.

**READ IT AND WEEP**

I trust that all you people worried about the Governor of Nevada NOW realize what a set-up is prepared for your next disaster—from Hong Kong.

The Big Chicken Caper has set up the world-wide spread and destruction of you-the-people through open and non-contradictory circumstances just pulled off in the typical governmental fiasco of your century.

Number one, the chickens were not all killed. Secondly, and thus and so, they were not then burned or buried. The living and dead were tossed into sacks and dumped at the landfill without so much as coverage. Now, the rotting corpses become the lethal weapons intended. The rats, dogs and PEOPLE carted away the chickens for their own use and the next meal—so you have any microbes now spread to the WINDS. If there were no microbes present—THERE WILL BE NOW!

Just like the infections moving through your nations RIGHT NOW that seem like flu and colds—consider what the next assault will be like as the mutated microbes become more individualized and WITHOUT KNOWN TREATMENT. Add this to the man-made microbes in those Bird-flu circuits which will also mutate immediately, and consider where YOU STAND NOW.

Do I simply want to scare you? Oh how I wish I could! Nothing seems to scare you except having to present a Social Security number. They HAVE YOUR NUMBER, readers, so get with the program.

Will the colloids still work on these microbes? YES. But if you think you just think about them and it will clear your head—IT WILL NOT. Oh, you can’t afford them? Well, how much do hospitals, doctors, and funerals cost? So be it. We can’t “afford” it either, but what we can afford and what we get are entirely two separate THINGS.

Worse yet, the colloids can offer a hit on the microbes but if you don’t get that auto-immune system into working and holding condition—you still can’t survive the intentional assault of non-treatable microbes and crosses of viral-bacteriological microbes. WHY DO YOU THINK AIDS WAS PRESENTED **FIRST**?

If you really want to get some input—go back to last week’s paper (*CONTACT*) and read the Front Page interview with Dr. Horowitz. It came between Christmas and New Year’s blind-you dates, so be careful and don’t use the paper to pack away your useless pretties for next year. If you did that then get another copy. I will petition Dr. Young to rerun that interview in the next weeks, after you settle down a bit from your current flu and emotional confusion. **YOU NEED THE INFORMATION AND YOU PARENTS NEED TO KNOW YOUR RESOURCES REGARDING THE DELIBERATE INFECTING OF YOUR CHILDREN THROUGH VACCINATIONS AND INOCULATIONS.** You HAVE Constitutional RIGHTS; you just don’t use them.

By the way, when you say you have no way to afford colloids when you just overwhelmed your credit...
cards for overspending on the Satan’s days, you complain and whine to the wrong party if you complain to ME. We are NOT in the life-saving business for we provide information and “the way”. If you want to save lives, like your own, then right there is where to do it—for you can only save SELF. You can only assist with any other being. God does NOT insist that you be informed or use anything HE sends. Our obligations in your free-will circumstances are simply to provide information and possibilities. You are responsible for YOUR choices.

**THE MOVIE CONTACT**

Here I speak of a movie of said label. What about this perception of possibilities as presented in Contact? My observation is that it is a rather boring movie, nothing more. LIFE is “out here”, friends, and your illusionary PLAY is where you are in that physical expression. You can get informed or you can “dream on” and nothing will change. If it takes outrageously ineffective apparatus for you to perceive GOD—as presented in the movie—you are a long way from being ready for anything coming at you as prepared for you to experience in even the local plan 2000. I am disappointed in the projection of technologies in the motion picture. It causes me to wonder if Aaron Russo had anything to do with its production. If you are going to be gone for over 50 years in a physical manifestation, then a chair in the middle of a capsule with no accompanying supplies for those 50 years is MORE than a misleading concept or presentation. But is it a good start toward opening eyes? No, it is total misrepresentation of living human manifestation. ALL YOU, ANYONE, HAS TO DO TO EXPERIENCE THE POSSIBILITIES AND PERFECTIONS OF GOD—IS KEEP HIS LAWS AND PRACTICE TOWARD THE PERFECTION OF THAT WISDOM AND YOU WILL EXPERIENCE, FIRST HAND, DIRECTLY, THE PRESENCE OF GOD CREATOR AND CREATION.

In addition, to present such silly and totally stupid apparatus while inferring it came forth from your BROTHERS (ON YOUR SIDE) FROM SPACE SOMEWHERE, is without conscience. I feel like making headlines: “DON’T TRY THIS AT HOME”.

WHEN YOU SEEK GOD-OF-ENERGY IN A SILLY SEAT OF CONFUSION OF MISINFORMATION RESOURCE, YOU CAN’T FIND GOD.

Remember something RIGHT HERE: You asked my opinion and this is my opinion but, more important, STUDY YOUR OWN OPINION! And, do you think that anyone close enough to GOD to travel across a Universe would send silly dot-dot-dash radio beeps? We communicate and TRAVEL instantly to any place from any where—and we don’t have to “move” a thing. DO NOT BE STUPIDLY MISLED BY THE TALES OF “CONTACTING” SOME SPACE ALIENS WITH THOSE RADAR, RADIO, SONAR, AND FREQUENCY BOWLS—THEY ARE FOR CONTROLLING YOUR WORLD THROUGH SATELLITE HOOKUPS AND HAVE NOTHING AT ALL TO DO WITH ALIENS OR COMMUNICATION WITH SAME. **YOU ARE PEOPLE OF THE LIE!**

What does it take to awaken you-the-people? I’m not in the business of awakening ALL THE MASSES, so I’m sure it doesn’t matter. My task is to bring to the attention of our remnant, some facts for consideration. Billions of beings will simply recycle around and around—but that is free-will choice for the Truth will be available IF MAN WISHES TO USE IT. GOD, FURTHERMORE, IS GREATER THAN ALL THE SUM TOTAL OF THE ADVERSARY’S TOOLS OR BEINGS. KNOW IT.
If you wish to share in the Truth of God’s presence, welcome aboard. If you simply wish to live a bit longer in your doubts and fears while expecting someone else to attend you—step aside, for “aboard” is not where you are going to find yourself manifest. Others have tried and failed, and so may you if your intentions are to be an “insider” somehow or make a position for self. Ekkers are quickly moving OUT of the circle of attention and it becomes a whole different factual outlay in every court in the land as the ones who have used OUR TRUTH to feather their nests and lie, cheat and steal have nothing upon which to support their accusations.

We NEVER came to this place or any other place to build churches, cults, or a following of stragglers. If Green planned to make a fortune otherwise—so be it and let him find, the hard way—that he is WRONG. His followers and worse thieves and misfits, will find out Truth as well, as time moves on further into remoteness dilution. We are going right on ABOUT OUR FATHER’S WORK and it includes NOT the misfits, cheats and liars. These are best learned through actual experience and need to attend proper business and direction. It has also allowed our own teams and crew to gather in unity—and not in signing up for membership in a guru cult.

What are UFOs? How many aircraft or airborne objects can YOU actually identify? So, you answer your own inquiry and what difference does it make? If God travels about, why in the world would you think HIM to need a manufactured vessel? If others can make it into your air-space, then these are basically still only manufactured entities. Human manifestation, as well as animal, plant or other MANIFEST form or thing—needs things of physical coalition to exist in the state of being, human. If human is cast aside, then automatically SPIRIT is the focus. Sometimes the transition and insurance for remnant survival REQUIRES BOTH! Where are YOU now? Within God, you will evolve properly or you will not for things will be exactly as they will be. You can write your own desired scenario or be trapped in another’s perceptions—waiting for the savior which you will then send away. THINK ABOUT THAT “RAPTURE”! YOU HAD BEST GET ON WITH MEETING RESPONSIBILITY! Spirit can sit on the clouds—HUMAN CAN NOT! Spirit and Human are at the two opposing ends of the pole.

As we write on, AND confront the ongoing perceived problems, we will speak more and more on these topics, but we will not wallow you in goo for you are not going to be able to fly with the goo binding you to your shackles. TRUTH is for those ready, willing, and able to KNOW it when they find it. You who complain and distract are simply complaining, whining, uninformed distractors of SELF and those upon whom you foist false information and irresponsible opinions. We certainly do NOT need you running our businesses when you can’t even run your daily existence. Yes indeed, get prepared, for things are going to change. You can have any opinion you wish—but you will NOT run our businesses with YOUR, ALREADY PROVEN WRONG, opinions. Always ask yourself: “Would The Donald or Turner hire me to run their business empire?” Act according to your own response. If you have not reached the level of either in business, then save us and self from butting into ours.

Harsh? You are darned right! We are talking about THE businesses and THE survival of planets and people. What are YOU talking about?

Is there a seat on the train for you? You bet, but I wonder how many will even use their seats or their waiting tickets? Oh, friends, it won’t be crowded enough to annoy your need for privacy. All are chosen, all are welcome, if they are within the guidelines—BUT ALMOST NONE ACTUALLY COME ABOARD.
We do not have to “fight” ANY beast. If the beast be of the Adversary, it cannot long endure within the creative LIGHT of Truth and GOD. Do you actually want the serial murderer and self-appointed adversarial malcontent as a bedfellow or long-journey seat partner? Have we not been misled along this primrose tulip-lined pathway long enough?

Ask not God what He can do for you—Ask what you can do for God! This is always a very good approach in all instances.

A funny one came to me lately: “Can you walk on water, Sir?” Why in the world would I want to walk on water? I walk on the very air and soar with the Eagles and beyond. Why in the Universe would I need walk on water? WHO CARES?

However, to my fellow “swimmers”: may we always simply serve in the way God wills it to be and it will be sufficient unto ALL OUR NEEDS.

Good morning and I salute you awakening students back from vacation and school-break. The exchange-gift program is over so let us get back to our lessons and you get on with YOUR HOMEWORK. Get again caught up with the program lest you have to drop out right before graduation. And remember something—I am not going to repeat and repeat instructions. You have been given instructions for everything from how to protect selves to how to travel safely and within all laws. If you speed, for instance, whose lives do YOU jeopardize? When you take a risk, even in passing another car, WHO ARE YOU RISKING TO OUR PURPOSE? It is not “OK” to rush hither and yon as if you are of no value, or are just hurried, wasted, and useless (for service). THINK, or I WILL GROUND YOU. Chances are for gamblers—we need no gamblers among us and therefore we KNOW what we do at ALL TIMES and chance-taking is not longer acceptable just because YOU may have an urge to get past the car in front. What’s your all-fired hurry? I see, get to your destination so you can WAIT! So be it but you may NOT take chances, especially with my team.

Now, let us settle down into that which IS and prove the workability of succeeding in that environment as it IS! YOU PROVE NOTHING BY YOUR ANTICS AND SELF-PROCLAIMED SUPERIOR OPINIONS. Our opponents would like nothing better than to KILL you while it appears to be God-action or your own independent foolishness. EVERY encounter is now of urgent importance and I weary of your attitudes, even in my own circle. Again I ask: WHAT IS YOUR ALL-FIRED HURRY? IF GOD NEEDED YOU OTHER THAN AS YOU ARE, HE WOULD HAVE GIVEN YOU WINGS OR OTHER TOOLS. When “our own” get with the program we can move on instantly and in perfection of protection. Think about it, team, and then let us get on with our service unto God that He may, in turn, reward our worthy actions and intentions. If we act like children we shall surely be treated as same. Have YOU matured beyond the “druthers” of self? I wonder, and surely we will see, won’t we? WHO, perchance, is holding up the finalizing of our proposals and projects? Is it ALWAYS “someone else”? I don’t think so. Salu
Well, forget it, readers, for they won’t ALL fall down—only the chosen players.

You must look at the Bigger Antichrist picture to get any idea of what is taking place at the level of the Presidency—note I did not say “to the President”—of the United States.

The ramifications of this mess are far, far reaching, for while you-the-people are being titillated over some child in the White House, you are missing the show.

The conspiracy (YES, CONSPIRACY) to destroy the presidency is basically structured through the Bush Boys because it IS NOW TIME TO TAKE CONTROL OF GOVERNMENT. It is also time to distract all of you from what is happening in the IMPORTANT PLACES around your globe.

It is KNOWN that there will be a major Holy War rising up in the VERY NEAR future. There is also, in that knowledge, already the warning that NEUTRON BOMBS will be used by the United States and Israel. Now, if you want to discuss weapons for “MASS KILLING”—you now know that both Israel and the United States have massive chemical and biological weapons, AND NEUTRON BOMBS YET. How is that for NOT meeting the requirements for destruction of such weapons?? But, Antichrist is on a roll and the point is, who is going to stop the avalanche of death and destruction?

We will leave both of those points above to bring in a third attention point: the destabilization and economic collapse of Indonesia and other points Asian.

Now let us turn to the real focus to STOP any Holy War, to back, and/or, on their own, start this Holy War. It will, of course, revolve around Islamic matters, Moslem/Muslim matters and, of course, OPEC.

But how? Well, while you don’t notice anything taking place, there has been a powerful, and devastating to OPEC nations, controller apparatus at work to collapse oil prices. The levels of oil prices are the lowest seen since your 1970s. And again, why? Well, the collapse of the price for OPEC oil seems to come from the collapse of energy demands in Asia. This happens to coincide with OPEC’s production quota increases in October of 1997.

A report issued on this event reads:
“The price fall, which has been accelerating since the 4th Quarter, has been fuelled by the collapse of energy demand in Asia, linked in time to the taking effect in October 1997, of OPEC production quota increases. The consequences for the OPEC members are devastating. Key developing sector nations, which depend on oil revenues for budget allocations, such as Iran, Nigeria, or Venezuela, have been hit hard, while the already ravaged Indonesia has been delivered another severe blow. Iran has had to drastically alter its budget expenditures for the Iranian FY ’98, which begins in March, because of the severe drop in oil revenues. On Jan. 26, the OPEC Monitoring Commission, consisting of Iran, Kuwait, and Nigeria, will hold a crisis session in Vienna, while Iran has urgently called for the convening of an OPEC summit to deal with the unprecedented crisis. If held, this would be the first OPEC summit since 1975.”

[H: OK, readers, follow on as you watch a world being shut down to bring total control into the hands of Antichrist. Everything is so connected, and in these events, so closely to oil (black gold), as to cause the world to collapse through that control. Back to the report:] “The oil crisis threatens to shorten the timetable building towards the next Russian crisis of state finances. Such a crisis is threatened in any case, during February-March, when the huge amounts of Russian T-bills floated in November-December at exorbitant interest rates, to ‘prevent’ an imminent crash; this time, a much larger volume must be refinanced, and at annual interest rates of 34%, compared to 18% at the beginning of last November. [H: Ah, and the usury usurpers STRIKE AGAIN.] The oil price collapse aggravates this, as tax revenues from Russian oil companies form the cornerstone of what remains in incoming state revenues. Russian oil, sold on the basis of the North Sea Brent crude price, now fetches under $15 a barrel.”

We thank Executive Alert Service for these excerpts from January 27, 1998.

And, is it possible that some major countries are beginning to see the takeover taking-over? Well, Angola just expelled the Defence Systems Limited (DSL), from the country. So, who are they or what is that? “IT” (DSL) IS BRITAIN’S TOP-OF-THE-LINE “SECURITY” COMPANY THAT HAS BEEN CONTROLLED BY A MINIMUM OF 103 NON-ANGOLAN EMPLOYEES—TO PROTECT AND SECURE BRITAIN’S INTEREST IN OIL AND DIAMOND PRODUCTION.

And what does that have to do with anything? Well, CLINTON’S WHITE HOUSE WAS CLEARLY THE SPONSOR OF THE DSL’S EXPULSION FROM ANGOLA.

STILL THINK THERE IS NO CONNECTION TO WORLD NEW ORDER TAKEOVER—WITH A BLACKMAILABLE PRESIDENT IN CHARGE? Will it truly be war or is the evidence so structured, and collected in advance, to literally pull down the President? It doesn’t look good either way, does it? But, the interference, I PROMISE YOU, will be stopped.

ON THE “STILL DREAMING” FRONT

What I am about to share with you is a very interesting, well written, and workable presentation regarding
“Islamic Gold Standard”. But, with the corruption and collapse of oil markets—is there enough currency or money-flow to accomplish much of anything? Well, yes, if the people in point utilize their assets well. The point of Bush, et al., to capture the World’s oil supply was not to break the bank at Monte Carlo—it was to control the wealth and you-the-people. If you can’t pay for, or get, oil, you are helpless little flies caught in the fly-trap.

There are two major parts to the report I will offer but I want only to get to the part I will offer. Yet, to do honor and justice to the writer and carrier of the article, I will offer ALL of Part II, and if we have space available later, we can pick up Part I.

This is taken from: The Final Call, Jan. 20, 1998.

[QUOTING, Part II:]

PERSPECTIVES
TOWARD AN ISLAMIC GOLD STANDARD
by Cedric Muhammad, Guest Columnist

By forming an International Islamic Central Bank and issuing its own gold-backed currency notes, the Islamic world could establish the most stable money system on earth. But, would it be credible? Yes. The enormous mass of the Muslim nations—10,450,000 square miles, a one-billion-member population, the combined Gross National Product of all of the Muslim nations and the blessing of having much of the world’s oil supply running beneath its feet—would give the Islamic gold-backed currency all the credibility it would need.

Most people outside of political and economic circles do not realize that since 1945 it has only been possible to purchase oil with U.S. dollars. [H: Now, isn’t that interesting? Not since 1945!] This creates a guaranteed demand for dollars that no other currency in the world can claim. The fact that oil is denominated in dollars to purchase oil means that people will always need dollars if they want oil. This is one factor that makes the dollar so unique.

The oil-producing nations ask for dollars because the dollar is the strongest currency in the world, but nothing is stopping the oil-producing nations from asking for another currency in exchange for oil. If the oil-producing nations with significant Muslim populations were to ask for their oil payments in the form of an Islamic currency, all the strength and purchasing power that the dollar gains from being the oil-producers’ currency of choice would now switch to an Islamic gold-backed currency.

Andrew Gause of SDL Inc., one of the most widely-known rare-coin dealers in America and author of “The Secret World of Money” told The Final Call, “An Islamic block could get together, possibly with the non-Muslim OPEC nations, regulate their flow of oil and only accept payment for oil in a commonly-issued currency. That would really be a power base, a power base that I don’t think could be competed with.”

But Mr. Gause stresses that the goal of an Islamic-issued currency is not to control oil; the goal is to establish a strong and stable currency that can be used to finance industry, technology, the building of
hospitals, the promotion of entrepreneurial development and to establish high-quality educational systems. Oil wealth is only a foundation that derives from the fact that everyone in the world will have to use the Islamic currency in order to purchase oil.

“If you are the entity (International Islamic Central Bank) issuing this currency, you demand that oil be purchased through your currency; and while the rest of the world is seeking to get your currency notes in order to buy oil, you are using these notes yourself to buy other assets.

“Any asset you choose. The currency would instantly have value because the other countries will use it to buy oil,” he said. Mr. Gause’s point illustrates how the Islamic nations who are mostly known for exploiting natural resources could use their currency, as well as their wealth from oil, to become world leaders in every field known to man.

Economist Jude Wanniski of Polyconomics, Inc., believes that one industry where the Muslim world would immediately become a world leader would be the high-tech international finance industry. Describing the pivotal role that Muslim nations would obtain in this field, he said, “If it (the Islamic economic bloc) went on a gold standard and it had the only currency in the world that was guaranteed in gold, and the Islamic nations kept their currency values fixed in terms of gold, while the rest of the world’s currencies were becoming less valuable in terms of gold, the (Islamic Economic bloc) would get more business in banking. Imagine Belgium is going to send butter to Brazil and Brazil is going to send coffee to Belgium. The Brazilians and Belgians will be drawing their contracts up in the Islamic currency, so the banks in the Islamic community would get bigger and bigger and bigger and they would be able to get a percentage of the contract between the Belgians and the Brazilians as payment for serving as financial intermediaries.

“The reason that the Belgians and the Brazilians would be using the Islamic currency is because they would not have any risk; neither the Belgians nor the Brazilians would be risking an inflation or a deflation. There would be an exact transfer of butter for coffee. Neither side would be blind-sided by a sudden change in the value of the currency. This is what the world has not had since 1971 (when America went off of the gold standard),” said Mr. Wanniski.

Realizing that Muslim nations could create wealth outside of using their natural resources, like oil, is critical because the Islamic nations’ reliance on oil for wealth has been used against them, even to the point of blaming them for the oil shocks of the 1970s.

While it is widely believed that the oil-producing nations, Muslim and non-Muslim, caused the oil shock of 1974 by raising the price of oil by 400 percent over a three-year period, some believe that there was another cause for the dramatic rise in the price of oil, a cause that the media, economists and politicians have been slow to mention.

Mr. Wanniski and the Canadian economist Robert Mundell believe that the rise in oil prices was caused when the dollar’s link to gold was ended in August of 1971 by Richard Nixon. They believe that when the dollar went off the gold standard there was no signal to guide monetary authorities and that these monetary authorities made errors that increased inflation, which spread throughout the world. In other words, in 1971 the Federal Reserve had already created an excess supply of dollars. Most of the excess supply of dollars was used to purchase gold, driving the price of gold upward, and then some of those
dollars went toward driving the price of oil upward.

This was the case because the oil-producing nations saw the dollar being able to purchase less gold and, therefore, questioned why they should accept less-valuable dollars for their oil. They saw inflation becoming a threat to their wealth and wanted more dollars in payment for their oil. This was a natural reaction. This was no conspiracy on the part of the oil-producing nations designed to hurt Israel and America; it was good business.

Mr. Wanniski is not alone in his belief that the oil-producing nations were made a scapegoat for the dual mistake that America made by first creating an excess supply of dollars and by secondly severing the tie between the dollar and gold.

Colonel Fletcher Prouty, former Chief of Special Operations for the Joint Chiefs of Staff and creative adviser to movie director Oliver Stone for the movie JFK, told The Final Call that he was present at a March 1973 meeting arranged by the White House at the offices of the National Defense Transportation Association for representatives of the largest petroleum-consuming organizations in the country—railroads, airlines, utilities and trucking firms. At this meeting a White House spokesman informed the group that a study had found that the world’s petroleum supplies were running out and would be depleted by the year 2000.

They were told that the meeting had been called to alert the major consumers of petroleum that before the year was up, prices for petroleum would rise by 200 to 300 percent. Col. Prouty believes that the group was being prepared to accept the price increase that was coming, but that the real reason for the price increase was being covered up. Col. Prouty didn’t have to wait long to see the price increase or the story that would be used to explain it to the public: “Then, as if right on schedule, an Arab-Israeli war broke out in late 1973. Before long it was announced that the Arabs had instituted an oil embargo and that available supplies of automobile gasoline would drop around the world, causing prices to go up.”

The common theme in Mr. Wanniski’s and Col. Prouty’s explanation of the oil stocks is that the Arab or oil-producing nations were blamed for a price increase that was inevitable and caused by U.S. economic and foreign policy.

The lesson to be learned from this time period, as it relates to an Islamic gold-standard, is that any signs of economic solidarity coming from an Islamic economic bloc could be perceived by the U.S. government as anti-American and anti-Israel and could easily be portrayed in the media as such. These charges could easily be dismissed by emphasizing that the gold-standard benefits all who link into it because it provides a light to all who are trying to navigate in financial darkness and ambiguity. Then, nations such as Israel and America could trade with each other or another nation and eliminate the instability that would be associated with using their own currencies. They could denominate the transaction in Islamic currency because that currency has a stable value as a result of being on a gold standard.

As the 21st century approaches, if there is to be any real hope of making the next century a century of peace, then there can be no disruptions in the economic realm. The first step toward that can be taken with the establishment of a stable unit of account that the world can follow for guidance. The establishment of this stable unit of account can be accomplished by the re-emergence of a gold standard. This would
eliminate the dangerous periods of inflation or deflation that destroy trillions of dollars and the debtor or creditor relationship.

It would be nice if America could lead the way in this direction, but as has been the case of late, when it comes to leadership, America is missing in action. Well, why don’t one billion Muslims who have a spiritual and moral prohibition against inflation or deflationary cycles known as Riba al-Fadl, step to the forefront? Why not begin dialogue and strategic planning that adds the necessary economic component that will truly enable the 21st century to become the Century of Peace?

(Cedric Muhammad is a contributing editor to The Final Call. Part 1 of this article appeared in F.C. Vol 17 #11. Responses can be e-mailed to 1022.76337@compuserve.com).

[END OF QUOTING]

Ah, indeed, readers. There is a major problem with preaching to the U.S. citizenry, for the BLACK citizens, in general, ARE NOT ISLAMIC. They have been placed in a semi-coma with Jesus as the central focus. Well, Jesus is THE CORNERSTONE OF JEWISH CONTROL. This has been THE INTENDED TRAP TO DESTROY THE BLACK POPULATION AS WELFARE STOPS AND JOBLESSNESS INCREASES AND RIOTS GET UNDER WAY. THE “MASSES” WHO FEEL THEY HAVE BEEN WRONGED ARE GOING TO RIOT, TURN TO AN EMPTY RELIGION, AND THEY WILL BE WIPE OUT.

There is so much to learn, readers, and so little time to get it learned.

I want to offer you something else from that issue of The Final Call and I want you to study it well for within its words YOU WILL FIND TRUTH OF A LOT OF THINGS:

[QUOTING:

MESSENGER OF THE MESSIANIC MILLENNIUM
by Rev. James Bevel, Guest Columnist

NEVER COMPROMISE WITH EVIL

GOD is the generator, organizer and developer of the universe, and the DEVIL is a destructive, envious, violent, ignorant liar.

We are called to atone because we have given our time, energy and selves to destructive, envious, violent, ignorant liars and not the work of generating, organizing and developing our families, institutions, industries, businesses, banks, clinics, and schools.

We need not claim, blame, charge or accuse; we need only to admit that we have not been the reflection of Allah (God), the generator, organizer and developer of the universe.

We have been and still are a reflector of the DEVIL’s destructive, envious, violent, ignorant liars.
If we do not point out the wrong, acknowledge the wrong, and confess it first to Allah (God), we will remain stuck in the mode of serving the DEVIL until we die, and on into eternity.

By acknowledging the Messianic Messenger, we do not deny the authority of Christ. It is comprehending and obeying the authority of Christ that allows us to know the Messianic Messenger.

Christ told us to seek first Allah’s (God’s) Kingdom. But how were we to do it? Then someone came along and told us exactly how to do it. First, the person said, we must point out in ourselves that which we know to be wrong.

He didn’t ask for an anniversary offering. He didn’t ask us to bow down and worship him. He didn’t ask us to leave our church and come join his mosque. He didn’t ask us for 10 percent of our weekly earnings. He didn’t ask us to stop being Christians or Jews and become Muslims. No, he simply asked us to first point out the wrong, and then take seven more steps to attain perfect harmony with Allah (God).

It is well for all to know why Min. Louis Farrakhan was chosen by Allah (God) to call mankind to atonement.

Min. Farrakhan will not and does not knowingly compromise with evil. Allah (God) cannot use a man who will compromise with evil to call mankind to righteousness. [H: And you had better believe it!]

To get some insight into this issue, let us review two interviews given by former Congressman, Mayor and United Nations Ambassador, Reverend Andrew Young.

In an interview on Frontline’s “The Pilgrimage of Jesse Jackson”, Young has this to say: “Jesse and I have, I think, almost identical commitments but different personalities... James Bevel (this author) on the other hand... was a borderline eccentric in the sense that Bevel just did not believe in compromise with anything that he thought to be evil.” [H: There you have it—these other guys will COMPROMISE WITH ANYTHING OR ANYBODY TO CARRY THEIR OWN IDEAS.]

Andy Young is not attempting to put me down or throw a negative reflection on me by referring to me as a “borderline eccentric”. He is revealing the moral crisis of the African American leadership and middle class.

This comes out even clearer when we read another interview in Modern Maturity, where he says, “The thing is, it’s unrealistic to think of perfection in human beings. Or to require it.... In public life, all that ought to be required is that your weaknesses don’t interfere with your responsibilities.” [H: Shades of attitudes regarding Clinton?]

The interviewer further stated, “You objected to accounts of Dr. King’s extramarital affairs. Why?” Mr. Young answered, “Because they were irrelevant.”

It is this attitude and false reasoning in present-day African American leadership that disqualifies them to lead our people or this nation.
I pray that Andy Young and the rest of our people take heed and know that Allah (God) [also known as Aton] demands that we present our bodies as living sacrifices, holy and acceptable and that we have the grace and dignity to thank the minister for giving to us eight little steps to overcome compromising with evil. [H: Whoa! Living SACRIFICES? This is grossly in error—TO SERVE GOD IN RIGHTEOUSNESS ACCORDING TO HIS LAWS (WHICH ARE ONLY MORAL TRUTH) THERE IS NO!! SACRIFICE INVOLVED!—PERIOD.]

When I discovered that Min. Farrakhan would not compromise with evil, I did not think he was a “borderline eccentric”, I knew that he was a man of Allah (God).

The man of Allah (God) has given the order and the people of Allah (God) will obey.

[END OF QUOTING]

How many of you consider that to be within the laws of God that you must be a LIVING SACRIFICE? GOD IS CREATOR AND EVIL IS THE DESTROYER—WHICH WOULD BE THE ONE TO GIVE PROTECTION IN JOURNEY OF LIVING? It is time you people sort these things and quickly so, for the short hand is on 11:59 and 30 seconds and the long hand is at 12:00! So be it.

Adonai.

(D: As I finished this writing my heart about stopped for, as always, I looked at the clock and oh my, it turned to 12:00. Sometimes it does take a two-by-four!!! I actually watched as the digital seconds counted from 11:59-30 to 12:00. My day won’t be the same this day.)
You are tired of hearing about personal matters, and you are tired of hearing about enemies and Zionists, and you want to hear about wondrous beauty and God and how you can make it to heaven and God without responsibility! Sorry, friends, beauty is in Truth and rests WITHIN. Oh, things of the world are beautiful and wondrous but they must be perceived by the eyes, ears and received by the inner being of self. Snow is beautiful, but if you are homeless and freezing in the snow, it is very difficult indeed to see the beauty of it.

I am always in amazement at how many readers want me to stop talking about Truth and offer LIES to “make us feel better”. I can promise you that if the train smashes you but does not quite kill you—you will be angry indeed that I told you not that the train was upon you! THE TRAIN IS UPON YOU AND NOW IS THE TIME OF TRUTH, FACTS, CONFRONTATION, FREEDOM OR ENSLAVEMENT OF THE SPECIES (OR DEATH OF THE SPECIES) AND IT ALL IS UNFOLDING BEFORE YOUR EYES AND STILL YOU CANNOT SEE THROUGH THE LIES YOU ARE FED CONSTANTLY.

My dear people, even in the controversy regarding your President Clinton as he faces, along with a far more serious you, problems—what is visible? He was chosen by The Elite (actually, the Bilderbergers) to fill a role BECAUSE he had such a criminal and immoral PAST as to be able to be destroyed in THIS DAY AT THIS TIME.

Now comes the Constitution which allows: “...under God...”, “...freedom and justice for all...”, and what might that mean? Does that mean that everyone must be moral except the President or Governor or Mr. Flint? What IS morality? Is it not the very laws offered as guidelines by GOD for soul development of mankind in his “choices”? Do you REALLY want a President who spews semen onto a child’s dress which she then treasures as a keepsake? Is THIS what you have become? “Well, it shouldn’t get in the way of governing.” you retort. But DOES it get in the way of honorable leadership?

IF A MAN WILL CHEAT ON HIS WIFE AND FAMILY—HE MOST CERTAINLY WILL CHEAT ON YOU!

But, I don’t wish to further spend much time on the politicians and takers of the world in a political OR MORAL sense. People are known by their actions and there are some actions which are going to blow up the world!

WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION
Israel and the United States have agreed to use Neutron bombs on Iraq. But I want to ask how many of you have seen the new underground weapons of destruction, supposedly not even field tested? Last evening in the midst of bogged airplanes (the President’s) and other amazing chatter about will they or won’t they—the war plans go on, and on, and on and each new presentation is worse than the one before—but everybody misses it to stare at Ms. Lewinski’s lover in Oregon.

This new “burrowing missile” is delivered with pin-point accuracy, can burrow 100 to 600 feet INTO THE GROUND, and go through six to eight feet of solid concrete and actually pass through a second security wall of the same.

Now, it is said, “We can deliver this missile with extreme accuracy a thousand miles distant, burrow to a bunker of many levels (floors), and with accurate detonation specifically blow up at a strategic point. The bomb material burns so hot that it can destroy chemicals and biologicals. Many are being built IN FLORIDA, U.S.A. as we write. These are planned to be delivered onto Iraq.

Is THIS not some type of “weapon of mass destruction”? And just how sure are your ACCURATE, SURGICAL strikes?

Does anyone—ANYONE—remember why you are at odds with Saddam Hussein? But, even with no recollection of the confrontation—you would loose these kinds of things on the world and call it righteousness for “human rights”? Are Bush’s and Britain’s oil worth it?

THAT madman Saddam HAD A JOINT BANK ACCOUNT IN SEVERAL BANKS BUT ONE WAS DISCLOSED IN B.C.C.I. WITH $250 MILLION—WITH George Bush—personally. How quickly your minds turn to sex and sin and forget the truth of encounters. Fine, you go ahead and blow up the world and yea, even call it: “In the name of Jesus”, and ye shall destroy the world and selves for your ignorance.

EVERYBODY DOES IT

We have a nice new and interesting game taking place in our own arena of which you might find some interest for self. We had been issued contracts from the Big Contract held by V.K. Durham. You know, that one she tried to give to you-the-people. Now time went by and for security reasons those were PARKED in a corporation called Inter-American Investment Corp. (incorporated properly). How interesting that NOW Mr. Bush’s company by the same name (but was never incorporated even though they have in their name, Corp.) have shifted the (so-called) assets into their tent. Mr. Rubin of Treasury is on that Board of Directors. Tacky? Well, a bit illegal at the least. Worse, they sucked in a very nice Filipino candidate for President and sold him a sneaky bill of goods, paid him SOME up front with no intention of ever giving him his rightful share—but he bit like a hungry frog on their poison bait. Well, THEY BIT ON MY POISON BAIT. Now, his life is not worth a lead nickel and I wonder if this is “human rights” or “getcha first”?

What is there about the contracts? What about the contracts? We passed out a whole bunch of them and lodged them with every important and related party we could find from the Federal Reserve to the Trea-
sury, IMF to the World Bank, and second copies of same to the leader of each group. We had interchange
with Bush (as in personally) and then let the whole thing go dormant.

Does it matter? NO! It doesn’t matter because Bush used the certificates unlawfully, the contract unlaw-
fully, and THE CONTRACT STILL SUPPLIES FUNDS TO IMF AND BANKS ALONG WITH THE
SHORING UP OF MARKETS SO THAT EVEN YOURS LOOKS GOOD WHILE CHAOS AND
POVERTY/BANKRUPTCY IS WHAT YOU HAVE—REALLY.

I think V.K. might even find this interesting—but why upset her more than what they have already done to
her. The last message was, “We will NOT deal with that obnoxious b—— under any circumstances and
if she is involved in any way, we will not deal with you.” Well, I would guess it makes a lot of the tale told
by Grandma quite true, but power and force and deadling work miracles on the weary.

What are we going to do about this? Oh, I wouldn’t want to say right here but, probably—what else is
new—nothing. Let the greedy vipers have whatever they want, seems to be the choice of the day. We
negated those contracts in use—before now—and they are numbered and fingerprinted. The man from
the Philippines is in great danger and trouble while the Lords of the Earth dally with him.

This poor misguided man is delightfully beautiful and warm and so wants to do the right political things—but cannot resist “making a deal with the devil”. We met with him PERSONALLY and oh what a won-
derful thing he had opportunity to accomplish. Well, once again, choices are individual in every circumstance.

Without the contracts being valid, can they actually use them? They don’t need contracts in that Big Arena
of Hell, friends. But, they always suck in the unsuspecting and passed a lot of money to this man up-front,
based on the contract. But THEY hold the funding parties so, if no payoff comes, the man is figuratively
deading financially, dead politically and very well may be suicided or deaded for not repaying his debts.

So WHAT ARE WE DOING? We are working to get individual funding for some of our projects—
exactly like we were headed at upstart and now we have even more worthy projects in hand and some
very interested participants to work with us. THERE WILL BE NO MONEY FROM HEAVEN DUMPED
ON ANY OF YOU FOR NONSENSE OR FOR THE HECK OF IT. Everything will be accounted—
to the last detail and cent borrowed, for yes indeed, we will be borrowing venture capital for any and every
project. That is only good business.

We fully plan to attend the bastardized leeches by scraping them from our bodies like the parasites they
are. We will always keep in protection YOUR LOANS [to the Phoenix Institute] to the best of our
ability so that will always be the first attended project. Gold is at a price to buy, not sell, and the Overton
gold has lost so much value that we have another valid case against the greed-mongers.

What will happen to those so-called “insider enemies” of ours? Well, I think you will note them falling to
the right and to the left and actually doing in one another quite effectively.

Can “we” get it done? That depends on who is “we”? Yes “we” can and if WE GET IT TOGETHER ALL
WE HAVE TO DO IS TELL TRUTH AND THE EVIL MONGERS CANNOT STAND IN THAT
GLARING LIGHT!
In these last weeks our beloved brothers and sisters have rallied like never before and have taken material which is deadly—right out there and shipped it to the four corners of the world. And yes indeed, they ask for no reward save to be able to serve and we most certainly will build that into our projected proposals for assistance so that they can devote more time to their ongoing work of truth-bringing. Quite a few of you out there (far more in number than you can account) are in harness and ready to pull this old wagon out of the pit. Are we not humble and ecstatic to be a part of this wonderful time in history—the revolvement into GOD’s hands, HIS CREATION?

We have not rested our oars and we have not lessened our strength or determination—not one iota, even when the hearts were heavy, the health down, and the assaults at their worst. This is the test of a man and we can stand it for it gives us, this attacking by endless jackals, ability to see, hear and KNOW, and that is a gift without price.

You are cherished so greatly that words in your languages are insufficient and my language has no meaning to you. Let it be left that you are myself and we shall endure, bring change, and in among it all, prosper.

Adonai.
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MASS CONFUSION(S)

It most surely is noted that the Asian problems are going to eat alive a lot of people and businesses. First you will have a major shutdown of exports to those nations abroad with major impact on businesses and employment here. (Anywhere where shipping into those nations is important.) Then you will have more outgo from the locals turning to buy imported goods from those Asian nations as those nations drop prices in desperation to stay alive. You will find bargains, and there is where you will place your money, and away we go—into the spiral of the whirlwind.

Then you have the stupidity going on with Clinton and buddies. Don’t you yet get the picture, World? This is an old-and-always-workable plan, at a time when things are so bad ALL OVER THE MAP, to totally distract your press and media. It works every time. While the biggies are talking about blowing up Iraq and moving you into the next UNWIN-ABLE WORLD WAR OF THE WORST MAGNITUDE IN THE HISTORY OF MAN, you dabble with cute interns and “PERHAPS” misadventures of one set up for the job BECAUSE of these stupid indiscretions. Don’t you see that the accusation in no wise needs be true—the reputation of the fox in the chicken house raping the chickens is all you need to focus the entire world’s attention on vulgarities.

I ask that the article on “sorcerers” from C.B. be run in THIS PAPER. It points out the absolutely irrational attention to such matters as even the possibility of a “shrinking penis size”. NO, I jest not for alligators were just blamed for the deaths of a dozen men in Africa when, in fact, they (the deadeed) were accused of being sorcerers destroying the sizes of men’s penises and they were beaten to death—and then we can be sure, they would have been tossed to the gators. Oh yes indeed, this still goes on in modern New World Order CIVILIZATION! “MAN” advanced? What, really, do you think about advancement? Does being able to blow up the world with your “advanced” death machines indicate “advancement”? MOREOVER, YOU WANT GOD TO BLESS YOUR IGNORANCE AND ALWAYS GET YOU WHAT YOU WANT!

This day, while we await good news acomin’ on or about the third of February, there is a girl-child on death row due to be executed on February 3rd. How many of you have prayed for her? YOU should be so far along the path to God as to be in the presence of that child. Were her crimes heinous? Oh yes; while intoxicated with drugs and booze she killed, horribly she murdered! NOW YOU HAVE BECOME GOD TO JUDGE WHO SHALL LIVE AND WHO SHALL DIE. GEORGE BUSH JR. HAS THE LAST WORD BUT HE WOULDN’T WANT TO LOOK “SOFT”, WOULD HE. WELL, HE IS NOT SOFT, I PROMISE YOU. THE LITTLE GIRL IS THERE FOR YOUR TESTING, NOT HERS. SHE WOULD NEVER SEE FREEDOM AGAIN UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE ON YOUR
PLACE, BUT HER GIFT TO OTHERS WHO HAVE TO FACE THE DESPERATION OF CONVICTI-
ON IS WITHOUT MEASURE. SHE HAS, BASICALLY ON HER SINGLE ACCOUNT,
BROUGHT AN ENTIRE DEATH ROW WING INTO ORDER, CIVILITY AND REALIZATION
OF GOODNESS. AND NO, I DO NOT CONCERN FOR THE CHILD IN POINT—I CONCERN
FOR YOU-THE-CIVILIZED-PEOPLE. DEATH TO THIS CHILD MEANS TRUE FREEDOM FOR
HER.

Perhaps you might well wish to leave the semen possibilities from oral sex on Ms. Prissy’s dress for just a
minute and, never minding the other points of government, look at the murders at the orders of Mr. Clinton.
Let’s see, over the past few years there have been so many, including two teenage youngsters on a railroad
track in Arkansas, then there was a string of witnesses to be shushed, then there was Foster, Brown (with
a whole plane load of business men), and dozens more. Who should go to sleep in death—the child or the
immature, imbecile man?

Jason Brent of Mensa brilliance wants to kill all the old, the infirm, the stupid and retarded. Where do
these people fit? Jason Brent certainly doesn’t talk of putting himself out of the misery of other people nor
does he suggest that such as political criminals be popped off—just YOU-THE-INNOCENT WHO
HAPPEN TO GET OLD OR INFIRM OR THE BABY WHO MAKES IT PAST THE ABORTION-
IST TO BE BIRTHED WITH PROBLEMS OF WHAT YOU CONSIDER TO BE AFFLICTIONS.

AND YOU ASK GOD TO BLESS YOU, ONE AND ALL, FOR THIS ATTITUDE? NO THANK
YOU. THESE ARE BLESSINGS FROM SATAN IN ACTION IF YOU CONSIDER SELF TO BE
BLESSSED FROM YOUR DEALINGS OF THIS SORT.

Is the New World Order idea somehow new? No, it is as old as evil intent itself which comes up from the
bowels of the Creation into free-will choices.

I will offer you a bit from: The Mystical Body of Satan in Action after I offer you something sent which
reflects an interview with somebody called “LaRouche”. But prior to that how about an 1842 writing by
Alfred Lord Tennyson, “Locksley Hall”. He, in most of his writings on the subject, uses the word Isaias
in advertising the birth of “One World-ism” and its high priests who are actually the members of the Council
on Foreign Relations. From this brief quotation please don’t waste your time either looking or complaining
for we will explain its meaning at some other time. Also, note that more and more speakers on the Clinton
panels are from the CFR! WAKE UP!

For I dipped into the future, far as human eye could see.
Saw the Vision of the world, and all the wonder that would be;
Saw the heavens fill with commerce, argosies of magic sails.
Pilot of the purple twilight, dropping down with costly bales.
Heard the heavens fill with shouting and there rained a ghastly dew
From the nations’ airy navies grappling the central blue;
Far along the world-wide whisper of the south-wind rushing warm,
With the standards of the peoples plunging thro’ the thunder-storm;
Till the war-drums throb’d no longer, and the battle-flags were furl’d
In the Parliament of man, the Federation of the world.

It is sufficient for our purposes, however, for you will find that Billy Clinton is a member of Bilderbergs, Council on Foreign Relations, and the Trilateral Commission. He is not shown as a member of the “Black Satanic Club”, Skull and Bones Society—but George Bush IS.

So, we move on, please. After offering something which mentions LaRouche I am always asked, “What do you think of LaRouche?” I don’t. If he offers something truthful, good, but I spend no time or energy on individuals in this time of confused turmoil. He IS A POLITICAL animal wanting to become President of the U.S. Nice or not-nice, it is the MAN IN POWER WHO BECOMES THE DANGEROUS ONE.

I will honor Executive Alert Service, P.O. Box 17390, Washington, DC 20041-0390 for this item:

[QUOTING:]

January 29, 1998

LaROUCHE BLASTS ANTI-PRESIDENCY MOB:

Lyndon LaRouche’s Jan. 28 interview with EIR Talks was largely devoted to outlining the treasonous networks who are behind the ongoing destabilization of the U.S. presidency. We provide a summary section of those Talks, which will be available on EIR’s Web site, for our readers today:

LaRouche: “Now, the overall purpose of this operation, is a sex scandal, which is the British technique, used to divert attention and divert—as I said at the outset—and divert effective action away from the real issues of this moment, the issues which will determine the future existence of civilization on this planet, issues not of the distant future, BUT ISSUES OF TODAY. [H: You had better pay attention, readers.]

“We are now in the biggest financial crisis of the Twentieth Century. It’s global. As of this moment, Indonesia is in a state of actual, effective debt moratorium. That is going to happen. Indonesia’s on the way, under present policies, toward a hyperinflationary explosion like that of Weimar Germany between 1921 and 1923.

“The same thing is threatened elsewhere. Russia is blowing up. Brazil is about to blow up. All of South and Central America’s about to blow up. All of Southeast Asia is blowing up. We have a Middle East crisis that won’t quit. We have an Africa crisis which is being aggravated by Prendergast and other creeps, who have inserted themselves inside the National Security Council operations for Africa. I think these guys should be thrown out of there.

“But this kind of thing, all these real issues are going on. Now the President is being distracted, and
the apparatus, and the public attention is being distracted from the real issues, for a phony little sex scandal, by a girl, you know, who’s a Clinton campaign supporter. ... She’s picked up by this intelligence creature, who comes from the apparatus which ran with George Bush—Linda Tripp. It then goes back to Lucianne Goldberg, who is the adviser and political controller for Tripp, who was a part of the original Hollywood-based Moe Dalitz-linked Watergate plumbers, back in the early 1970s.

“So, what you have, is something which is, overall, British-linked, and probably British-directed. Locally, it’s run under the cover of George Bush, and it’s linked to the dirty tricks operation inside the Republican Party since the early 1970s, since the days of the Watergate plumbers. It is a continuation of the Watergate plumbers operation, down to the present day, even though it’s tied to Boston bankers, New York bankers, and to Southern Confederacy buffs.

“It is operating largely out of the Southern Confederacy buffs, and is operating under the background of support of several million Americans, who are the so-called evangelicals, who are pretty much an intelligence operation themselves.”

[End quoting]

Now as to this George Bush? Well, good old George is coming through in typical style and flourish. It is planned to get his Son into the slot held by Clinton “now”. This will likely take till year 2000 but THAT, AFTER ALL, IS WHEN IT BECOMES EXTREMELY IMPORTANT TO THE “CAUSE” OF THE NEW WORLD ORDER. Jeb by then will be Governor of Florida and some other filler will take the Governorship of Texas. The HEAD AND NEW MASTER OF THE UNITED NATIONS WILL, OF COURSE, BE KING GEORGE HIMSELF. If, everything goes on as planned.

And just HOW can Georgie get this all done? Won’t it cost a lot of moola and boodle? Oh yes, indeed, but he has LEARNED TO USURP THIS THING CALLED SUPERFUND WHICH HE STRUCTURED, USED AND UNLAWFULLY GRABBED FROM RUSSELL HERMAN, HIS THEN PARTNER IN BIG-CRIME.

ALL GEORGE HAS TO DO IS MOVE IN, FLASH THE VALUE OF THAT CERTIFICATE, WHICH IS BOTTOMLESS, APPLY THE FUNDS TO WHEREVER HE IS PRACTICING HIS POLITICAL CLOUT, AND WHAM, BAM, THANK YOU MA’AM—EVERYTHING GOES EXACTLY AS HE WANTS IT TO GO. YEP, IT IS THAT SAME OLD CERTIFICATE—STILL JUST AS VALID AS THE GOLD UPON WHICH IT IS BASED! BUT YOU KNOW WHAT, EVEN YOU SELF-STYLED KHARZIAN FLUNKIES, HE WILL BURY YOU IN THE DUST OF HIS STEAMROLLER ROLLING RIGHT OVER YOU. IF YOU DON’T HAVE YOUR TICKET ALREADY IN HAND—YOU AREN’T GOING TO END UP IN ONE OF THOSE LUXURY BUNKERS IN AUSTRALIA OR ANYWHERE ELSE—FOR YOU WILL MOVE ON WITHIN THE TRAP OF THE “RAPTURE”!

Does Mr. Bush have objections to God having a bit of that asset? No, he has, in fact, agreed to let the proper investments take place—on, you know, a relatively small scale—if old Grannie is not involved. We don’t need very much because most of the world is waiting for those Raptures, wars, and “get-it-all any way you can” scams. George Bush himself will be head of the New World Order. He told you when he
was President.

My dear ones, I RESPECT MY ENEMIES and it is so that my so-called perceived enemy(s) respect me. If not at the beginning, they gain respect along the way as they try to avoid all agreements while they hide ME from YOU as much as is possible. We don’t mind for we have, and will have, more when the time is appropriate. They can either meet the agreements, which were quite small, really, or they will find no success in their own endeavors. King of the World, my good friends, IS NOTHING AT ALL.

* * *

WITCHCRAFT
by Paul Sieveking  3/15/97

Editor’s note: The following articles were e-mailed to CONTACT by Calvin Burgin; they should make some interesting reading.

Saturday, 15 March 1997, Issue 659
Life & Times, Electronic Telegraph

IN one of those scares that sweep across West Africa periodically, at least 12 “sorcerers” were beaten to death in Ghana in January for making penises shrink or vanish. The merest touch would cause victims to lose their “marital apparel”, according to the quaint terminology of one news report, after which they were persuaded to hand over cash in return for a cure.

The police dismissed the disturbances as the work of thieves, spreading rumours to create crowds and pick pockets. Many others attributed the crisis to the fact that severed genitals were required for many witchcraft rituals.

Most of the deaths were in the capital, Accra, but by January 21 the panic was spreading. In the town of Kumasi, police had to open fire on a mob to save one man from a lynching. Some women also complained of shrinking breasts and labia.

Police with automatic rifles patrolled markets and bus stations, while medical experts appeared on state television to explain why penises increase and decrease in size.

Last August, a similar panic hit Cameroon, where mobs hanged three men blamed for penis-snatching; others were in hospital after being badly beaten. Most of the alleged snatchers were Nigerian. An 18-year-old student said that, when he shook hands with a Nigerian friend, “he felt an electric-like current run through him and a feeling that his manhood had retreated into his stomach.”

An identical scare swept through Nigeria in November 1990. A riot in Enugu was typical of many incidents in big cities. A man boarding a bus shouted that his penis had vanished. The chap in front of him was dragged off the bus and beaten.

Fearing a lynching, a policeman fired warning shots, but only made matters worse by killing the bus driver and badly injuring a woman and her child. One report said that at least four suspected sorcerers were
beaten to death. In south-east Asia, the Malay term koro, or the Chinese shook yang or shook jong, describe a delusion that the penis is retracting into the body, accompanied by intense panic, feelings of collapse, nausea, breathlessness, blurred vision, spasms and even death. Chopsticks have been employed to grip the escaping member; or string, either held by the victim or an assistant, or tied to the bedpost during sleep.

More extreme measures have involved safety pins or a variety of clamps. In his autobiography Little Wilson and Big God, Anthony Burgess describes a victim of shook jong: “It could end in hysteria and death. I actually saw a Chinese so afflicted in Kuala Lumpur. He stole a superfine jeweller’s knife and rammed it in, screaming on the sunlit street.”

Koro has been a subject of oriental medical folklore for several centuries. For instance, Pao Sian-Ow, in his 1834 treatise New Collection of Remedies of Value, suggests as a cure for koro the ingestion of powdered ash produced by the burning of female undergarments.

There was a koro epidemic in Singapore in 1967 following a reported case blamed on the ingestion of pigs inoculated against swine fever; even one of the pigs was said to have died of penis retraction. Over a period of a month, 469 koro cases were reported, with victims aged from four months to 70 years, 95 per cent of whom were male. The female sufferers had similar symptoms, but believed that their labia or nipples were retracting.

Dr. Cheng Sheung-tak, a polytechnic lecturer from Hong Kong, addressing a conference on social welfare in southern China in 1993, said that koro could only be cured by his ointment, “made from stag antlers, deer tail, and deer and seal penis”. Such a surreal remedy seems appropriate for such a make-believe affliction.

Paul Sieveking is editor of Fortean Times

Copyright Telegraph Group Limited 1997.

* * * * *

Saturday, 5 July 1997, Issue 771
International News
Electronic Telegraph

SORCERERS JAILED

TWO sorcerers who claimed that they ate a 14-year-old girl after turning themselves into birds to reach her home in France were jailed for 18 months in Ivory Coast. The girl died suddenly two days after suffering a headache, but doctors diagnosed nothing unusual. The sorcerers claimed they killed her because her mother failed to send money to relatives in Ivory Coast.

Copyright Telegraph Group Limited 1997.
MEN HELD ON SORCERY CHARGES

SIX men accused of using sorcery to turn themselves into crocodiles in order to kill 33 people north-east of Kinshasa, capital of Congo, formerly Zaire, have been held by troops, Voice of the People radio said.

Copyright Telegraph Group Limited 1998.
Rain is like unto any other gift of Creation unto MAN. It falls upon the just, the unjust and anything in its
pathway. Is that difficult to understand?

If you sit upon a cliff-side and the rains come and the winds blow and the ground shifts—AS IT ALWAYS
HAS AND ALWAYS WILL—who errs, the rain or the thinking-capable man who builds his nest on the
barren sand? “But the view is so beautiful,” exclaim the dwellers (usually “former”) and “we shall build
again for this is just the way of God.” Then what? You get disaster aid and low-cost loans from your
“sugar daddy” and the blind go on doing what they have done for a billion years—refusing to see.

Why is there so little compassion for those who never wasted YOUR funds and live in the squalor of the
ghettos and have paper for their shelters? Upon whom should God have compassion? Did you build your
castle to see, or be seen? Think carefully, friend, for God knows TRUTH.

“No equal are the blind and the seeing man, the shadows and the light, the shade and the horrid heat; not
equal are the living and the dead.

“God makes to hear whomsoever He will; thou canst not make those in their tombs to hear—thou art
naught but a warner. Surely we have sent thee with the truth good tidings to bear, and warning; not a nation
there is, but there has passed away in it a warner.

“If they cry thee lies, those before them also cried lies; their Messengers came to them with the clear
signs...”

If I offer that this was a brief statement from Mahomet’s *The Alcoran* would it have meaning to YOU?
Well, readers, that is sad for when the facts come before you, you will find that all there is is GOD and
YOU.

Mankind dumps his trials, tribulations and demands onto the heads of “other men”, dead men yet, and
claims his idealistic place to the right hand of God for so-doing.

The teachers are sent and persecuted because mankind wishes not to change from his stance of ignorance,
for in so-doing he must take responsibility for himself. God is not that which simply makes it bearable to
rest in the places of your fall; GOD IS THAT WHICH ALLOWS ALL THINGS ABUNDANT AND
BEAUTIFUL. Antichrist and MAN put you down into that which is foolish and destructive. And, it will be
Antichrist and Man which shall keep you there, tethered to hatred, vengeance, and loss of soul, for the very
life essence will be pulled from you in your stupor.

Man takes the laws of God and EXPLAINS them to you to further remove responsibility from you and gain your wealth unto him. Check it out: God says, “Thou shall not kill.” Man says, “EXCEPT WHEN...” God says, “Thou shall not steal...” Man says, “EXCEPT WHEN...” This then allows man to write so many laws and conversions of truth to lie that no one can sort the meanings for there cease to be “meanings”, only chaos. How many understand the IRS forms? Yet how many realize that until you sign and file the paper, it is worthless? It says so right on the front page.

You go by the millions to hear the preachers tell you of Raptures and other ridiculous things which gain you great irresponsible rewards—WHICH NEVER COME AS THE PROJECT—but you go and you shout “praise God” and absorb the lies like a sponge on a dry beach when a wave rolls in and water is of the moment. Then, when a messenger is sent to tell you of your foolishness, you throw him into prison, cast him out, or slay him. Well, there is NO RAPTURE to SAVE YOU, kiddies. This is a sick figment of a deranged mind to get you killed by the millions. The “signs” will appear in the sky—of your MAN IDOLS and ICONS—not God—for God appears in every LIGHT RAY from your skies. But you will be shown pictures of your favorite icon and then melded into one you will believe in air—nothing—for you cannot grasp a hologram. YOU ARE THE ONES WHO HAVE TAKEN THE MAN FROM THE CHRIST AND CLAIMED HIM FOR COVERAGE OF YOUR BASIC EVILS.

Your nations in evil intent CANNOT WIN. You may well butcher and blow apart a lot of innocent people, but this is a WAR YOU WILL LOSE for you go forth in evil contempt of God and your reapings will be this which you sow—a hundredfold returned unto you.

How many of you realize that if you toss out Billy Clinton that you immediately get Al Gore? Ah, but what is that say ye, “He can’t be worse.” Ah so, but he will not last for it is not intended that he “last”—so what next? A new election? George Junior? What? MADELINE ALBRIGHT! Next in line for the position is Madeline Albright. But you will say, if you are at all informed, which I doubt, that she is not a NATURAL citizen so cannot serve as President. But the magic words not used are “without legislation”.

You also sit smugly by and say you don’t need Saudi Arabia for bases for your carriers of death and terror? After all, you shout, we can get Kuwait and Bahrain to park our death machines of MASS DESTRUCTION. Oh? Kuwait belongs to Britain and Bahrain belongs to George Bush—partner of the sleaze balls in Britain—you know, the oily bunch of black-gold thieves and drug smugglers. But when the Middle East Arabs and others around the globe come to take a stand and you are running—these people from these two places will be shooting you in the back and blowing up your aircraft—they will turn and join THEIR OWN for they HATE YOU WITH SUCH A PASSION AS YOU CANNOT IMAGINE.

You had all best pay attention to what Saddam Hussein said at the onset of the last encounters in the “Gulf”—that this is and will be “the Mother of all wars”. You cannot see beyond the body count of your losses which are never presented accurately to you—or to those desert sands. THAT war was only the beginning, you blind people—only the beginning.

So, if there be Antichrist at work, is it possible God will even the playing field? COUNT ON IT! THERE ARE NO WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION EQUAL TO THE TINYMOST CREATION OF GOD.
You have loosed the evil from Pandora’s box and it shall haunt the remainder of your days.

The prophecies of the Antichrist are not somewhere out-there; they are upon you and when you look around at who is doing it unto you—you will find it to be yourself.

Where are the warriors? Well, after another extremely long and tired week-end—here we are! As others came onto the scene and asked about the weekend, there was a blank look and then an inquiry: “Is this Monday?”

Yes, this is Monday and we will not further burden the staff with lengthy and troublesome documents. I needed to speak to you as my cherished family in the midst of such soul discomfort and restless disquiet. Accept the peace offered for within Truth is freedom and within freedom is the loss of fear. Antichrist cannot touch, nor will he, CHRIST. The man you leave still on the cross cannot do anything, chelas, so turn unto something LIVING AND BECOME ONE WITHIN THAT HOPE OFFERED. Look and see beyond the moment for therein lies VISION. When you look into vision of wondrous things they must come to pass, for destruction is of MAN—visions in creation are of GOD.

My message this day is not just for you of a tiny handful of loved ones; this is for those long distant in despair and hopelessness—for God knows where are His children. Just as a messenger stood forth in the small hall as the Constitution was formulated and signed—so too is there a messenger in the midst of the most damaging storm—to hold up the light for your footsteps and guide you safely home.

Is this “dharma” one of those messengers? Well, perhaps she is but a computer keyboard—DOES IT MATTER? TRUTH AND THE WAY MATTERS, AND NO TRUTH-BRINGER WISHES MORE THAN FOR ALL TO LOOK UNTO TRUTH—NEVER MIND FROM WHENCE IT FLOWS. SAFETY AND SECURITY COME IN THE NON-IDENTIFICATION AND ANY TRUE TEACHER-MESSENGER CARES NOT FOR ACCOLADES. THE ENEMY WANTS TO ALLOW THE WORLD TO KNOW SO THAT THE USUAL DEATH AND DESTRUCTION IS WROUGHT UPON THE HAPLESS SERVANT. Do not set people up before you to secure your own individual losses or appetites for hand-holding or milk-sop treatment. If you cannot contain Truth as your action without the teacher present—you shall never find graduation. You always seek the intermediate personage so you can doubt and chatter—always chatter opinions. GOD IS and with GOD THERE ARE NO OPINIONS—ONLY TRUTH. You either live Truth or you DO NOT. You either believe in Truth or you DO NOT. Choices become very easy to make—unless, of course, you CHOOSE THE WRONG DIRECTION.

So be it, students. The end of this particular play is up to YOU.

Adonai.
IMELDA MARCOS AND OUR LITTLE TEAMY-MATIES

I am going to offer something, again out of Spotlight, and I am going to repeat something to some of our team-mates playing in the Philippines. What are you doing? You go and say that you are going to do this, or that, or another thing. Why do you not go where you first said you would go? You are being distracted by everything that comes along while people vie for positions. GO TO THE SOURCE IF YOU WANT TRUTH AND POSSIBLE FOLLOW-THROUGH.

[QUOTING:]

IMELDA MARCOS THROWS HAT IN PRESIDENTIAL RING

by Paul Motier and E.R. Anderson

The specter of Ferdinand Marcos continues to haunt the internationalists who toppled him.

MANILA, Philippines—on February 8, the former first lady of the Philippines, and congressional representative for the district of Leyte, Imelda Romualdez Marcos, filed her certificate of candidacy for the presidency of her country.

Her declaration shocked the international cabal of predators who, for the last 12 years, have waged a relentless persecution of the indomitable lady.

They regard her candidacy as a phoenix, rising from the ashes of their efforts. [H: Sounds good to me!]

Mrs. Marcos’s assets have been frozen, assets that have been in her possession for 40 years—long before she or her husband Ferdinand held public office. Her enemies have unleashed a barrage of lawsuits in three countries: the United States, Switzerland and the Philippines in an attempt to obtain outlandish judgments as well as exhausting the resources her supporters provided for her legal defense.

They have falsified election results for the candidates of her political party, the KBL (Kilusang Bagong Lipunan), the largest party in the Philippines.

The anti-Marcos cabal has sold illegally seized property without any court orders and even prevented
Imelda from obtaining medical treatment when urgently needed.

‘ILLEGAL’ TO BUILD HOSPITAL

And just last month a Philippine court rendered a bizarre ruling condemning her to 12 years in jail and interdiction to hold public office permanently for the “offense” of years ago having built a hospital for poor people and a mass transit system without government funds.

Because the government at the time did not have the budget required to build these two much-needed facilities, the then-first lady organized private funding.

At the time, a grateful nation applauded the move and the quality of the services they gave the poor people.

In a blatant political maneuver, a court found more than a decade later that facilities destined for public use must be funded by government money. The court found that a benefactor who builds a hospital or a mass transit system for the people commits a crime.

The ruling stunned jurists as well as the people of the Philippines. As soon as it was announced hundreds of thousands of protesters rallied to denounce the “absurd and cruel” decision.

The ruling was clearly a political gambit destined to influence the Swiss government, courts and banks to take Imelda’s money from Switzerland and transfer it to the Ramos regime in Manila.

The Swiss had repeatedly complained that they needed some kind of conviction in order to justify such a transfer.

For 11 years both the Aquino and then Ramos regimes had moved Heaven and Earth to steal the Marcos assets.

This newspaper has exposed the ongoing criminal plot by elements of the U.S. State Department to steal the Marcos fortune. Marcos was deposed from power in a rigged election, kidnapped from Manila and flown to Hawaii, where he was imprisoned and died.

The schemers, including the worst federal judge on the bench, a political appointee of Lyndon Johnson and an immigrant from Romania using the name of Manuel Real, have tried desperately to force the Swiss government to loot the Marcos bank accounts there and give them the money.

In this endeavor, they have had to deal with the determined Imelda Marcos, who has vowed to frustrate their intended theft.

The Marcos millions were acquired before he was elected to the presidency of the Philippines, which is another story. It is clear that he did not steal the money from the impoverished Philippine government or people. Few realize it, but he was one of the richest men in the world when he was elected Philippine president.
A high-stakes legal battle is being fought in Switzerland. The would-be thieves include greedy Swiss lawyers and bankers who would like to put the Marcos fortune in play so that they can grab a piece of it and the corrupt Ramos government in Manila filled with politicians who desperately want to divide up the money.

Behind the scenes are the State Department and the perpetrators of the original crime, all of whom have been named in The SPOTLIGHT’s original articles in this continuing drama.

It is against this backdrop of high-stakes greed, intrigues and deceit that Imelda Marcos is standing for the presidency.

Judging by the millions of grateful and loyal Filipinos who support her, her chances of election are formidable.

[END OF QUOTING]

Now, since we have Imelda praying to God for assistance and our own team praying to God for help—why in the name of good business don’t you GO WHERE THE HELP CAN BE ACCOMPLISHED FOR BOTH? You are playing in a game of hide-and-seek with players who are so trained to outdance you that you are going to lose what opportunities await you.

I was told MONTHS AND MONTHS AGO that you had inside opportunities from several sources to speak directly with and deal directly with this person. If your patience is not growing thin then please realize that the Phoenix is growing restless and is ready to get some heat to the backsides of the fledglings who SAID THEY COULD GET THIS DONE.

Thank you for taking this bit of extra time to get this to paper. Salu.
To you who wait to know: Janet (our “Christmas angel”, for recognition) and Ray, “the Bilgers”, presented the world a new son yesterday. May life now hold the blessings that this day of newness and sharing brings with new experiencing life upon your weary place. And may you always remember, moment to moment, that the little MAN will present sooner than you realize and what love and joy, security and learning he has of value, he must get from YOU.

It is said by some idiot that “We brought nothing into this world, and it is certain that we can carry nothing out.” Oh no, this comes from a sour and spoiled humanist at best for with a new being, developed in the Mother’s womb, nurtured or deprived by that 9-months waiting, the twig is bent. How it grows is up to the controlling adults. The child presents with everything of value, love, trust, God’s reflection, everything that is wonderful and GOOD in the universe. And leaves with the same treasures, only with additional growth. Never mind the parents’ errors or so-called sins—a child is a perfect non-judgmental OPEN BOOK upon which the pages of his own history will first be inscribed by parents, caretakers, teachers and experience. But if you could see and Know, the books are already filled before even you can inscribe your experiences with this being upon those pages. Are YOU up to the task? With EACH child you get but ONE CHANCE. If you can give NOTHING ELSE, give LOVE, ACCEPTANCE, AND ALWAYS ENCOURAGEMENT, AND PLEASE, HAVE AT LEAST THE PATIENCE WHICH GOD OFFERS YOU.

A child is not a gift to mom and dad. A child is God’s gift to mankind, and as that twig is trained and grows, it is up to YOU whether the tree is solid or frail. Teach the MAN to be gentle, kind, loving, joyful and give him WISDOM. This means that you as parents or caretakers must give that which allows REFLECTION of these things the child will witness and send back to you.

When two people choose LIFE for a baby while choices are prevailing about the senseless actions of MAN, it is a wondrous thing—for how do YOU know that this child is not THE CHILD? You don’t, you can’t, and therefore, treat the babe as if he or she is the ULTIMATE CHOICE OF GOD TO LEAD HIS PEOPLE AND EXAMPLE THAT WHICH IS RIGHT, STRONG AND GOOD. GOD TRUSTS YOU WITH HIS GREATEST OF ALL CREATIONS. If there has been lack of responsibility and right actions prior to now, too late—responsibility is the ultimate reaction henceforth in EVERY ACTION.

Release the things of the past and stop copping out at every turn of the pathway as if you are sick of mind, short of memory, or somehow warped from that “other” experience. You sit with a new life in your hands and arms and you must “get with responsibility”. It is a sad thing indeed to have children reflect your own personality in despising the parent. BOTH parents must take that responsibility unto self, for one cannot
give the fulness of that which the child needs to grow as God intends his “families” to be. But if the child is suffering from the lack of one or the other of his guides, and one or the other of the guides refuse the acceptance of total, not half, not a quarter, but total, responsibility—then do not ever think to linger in a relationship “for the child” for that is WRONG. A child must have 200% and you should have thought of those other things, and self, BEFORE YOU CHOSE TO MAKE THAT FIRST INTIMATE MOVE SOME NINE MONTHS PRIOR. I always warn people about that zipper game that results from some “need” or “want” of a couple, for usually man thinks with the wrong head while the female has need to appreciate and respond to what is perceived as love and assistance. For out of that one careless act comes a binding that lasts for ETERNITY, like it or not.

To a child you must build up the partner in love and outrageous praises, sometimes, and participate in support, for the child will reflect that nipping and nagging as well in his whining and weeping.

And yes, I take every opportunity I can find to give this lesson for, as that twig is bent, most surely will grow the MAN. A child will bring the negative baggage gained through that 9 months of maturing, so if the child reflects insecurity and strange habits, look at the mirrors of self. A child does not “start” at birth—a child begins at CONCEPTION. Life begins the split second of conception and the MIND KNOWS ITS JOURNEY ALL THE WAY.

Do not start the child with backwards habits, either, lest you never find a fitting-in with the necessary habits of being up while the light is good and sleeping while the darkness is present. This is because you may well end up in your short-term future with only THAT LIGHT OF DAY to do your work. Do not train a child to be a misfit for it is neither funny nor wise. This means that parents must adjust, as well, to the needs of daily living and job requirements, school requirements and, above all, fit the body to the wisdom of transition into a world of CHOICES.

Now, all you parents look at selves and DON’T YOU WISH YOU HAD LISTENED TO ME? Thank you. Ah, but you say: “Easy for you, you probably don’t have any children to drive you nuts!” So be it, I only have about 8 billion of you just on your orb. But at least half have gone with the enemy, for the first and last lesson of parenthood is ULTIMATELY THE CHILD MUST CHOOSE HIS WAY FROM THAT WHICH IS PRESENTED UNTO HIM—JUST LIKE MOVING THROUGH THE SCHOOLS AND UNIVERSITIES WHILE ALL I CAN DO IS OFFER. YOU ARE ACTUALLY MY GRANDCHILDREN OF MANY AGES AND GENERATIONS, AND NOW EACH TIME A BABY IS CREATED, I LONG FOR WISDOM OF THE ANCIENTS THAT THE CHILD WILL GROW AGAIN INTO THE FRAGMENT OF GOD FROM WHICH HE CAME FORTH. AND YOU CANNOT KNOW: PERHAPS THE CHILD IS OF THE WISDOM-KEEPERS! CHERISH AND TREASURE EACH MOMENT AS IF YOU HAVE GOD IN YOUR HANDS! FOR YOU DO!

WELCOME ABOARD, SON; MAY WE EACH BE WORTHY OF YOUR PRESENCE.

NOW ABOUT THE JEWS

As we move on about the lessons of the Cahillas, never mind the Judeans or Hebrews. YOU ARE ALL FRAGMENTS OF THESE JEWISH LINES OF LIFE AND LIVING. In the millenniums and epochs of experience and expression in human/HUman/living humanoid form you are all of these people, all of these races and all of these colors and creeds. You are the product of all the bad, the good, the ugly, the beautiful
and the brilliant as well as the retarded. You are but a product of whatever you ARE. Stop the bigotry, stop blaming the whatever-comes-along—YOU ARE THE PROBLEM AND YOU ARE THE SOLUTION. Whatever the “enemy” you perceive may be, it, he, she, is brilliant in clever shrewdness with at least one more alternative to toss at you. Unless you sharpen up and think in generalities, take those examples of brilliant mind response and act upon those GOODLY alternatives offered unto you, you will fall to be the slaves of those very mind-machines.

God will present YOU with a problem, just as would your mathematics or psychology professor, with the wrong, right, tricks and truth of each circumstance. Some solve the problem by moving down that dark path to solution in a most human greed-oriented fashion. Some will move toward the Lighted direction, but get sidetracked by the dark input that to have and live graciously and abundantly is WRONG. No, to live in abundance as CREATOR is wondrous and RIGHT—you simply must balance intent, desire, and realization with that which gives LIFE and not death to soul and being.

I would note that in living in manifest physical format, however, if untampered you will be whatever you will be. If you are birthed with genetic joining of Black, Brown, Red, Green, Purple, Blue or Pink, even accepted “Yellow”, that is what you will be unless genetically altered. Bigotry is stupid, even insane, for you cannot change your spots or your stripes without changing your DNA-genetic structure. You will, further, note that no man is any of those specific “colors”, so even your basis of choice of colors are foolish. And people, BLOOD IS RED of one hue or another. So how can one “red” be, of vision alone, better or worse than another?

So, because we write of Jews as being predominant in commerce, filling the slots of politics, and gaining prestige in all manners of ways—what was wrong with YOU that you did not use those equal brain capabilities to RIGHTEOUSLY get there first? Envy and coveting is at the base of all hatred, blame, fortune gathering, or non-simplicity in living. You exalt those who progress and gain and deplore those who do not, for against each you measure SELF. What is missing in living experience is balance and harmony. And that lack is because you have forsaken the things of God Creator that offer these two wondrous qualities—and have gone off the deep end of the pool with the negative Satanic leadership.

It is like the “funny” going around about Billy Zipper: “Imus says, ‘We elected a philanderer and Clinton is just doing his part.’” A bit sad isn’t it? You elected on the basis of what was presented to you without any choice and now you are stuck with that which you didn’t put down in the first place. You accepted and you received.

You have no voting democratic system. The elite of the world, in the Clinton case the Bilderbergs, put Clinton in to hold the office until the next evolution of their PLAN can be worked—and it is being worked TO PERFECTION. So be it. “They” have worked their plan—fine. Don’t you think it is time to move somewhat off your duffs and BUILD GOD’S PLAN?

The adversary of naughty expertise will destroy his own actors, just as he is proving to you in each unfoldment of activities and replacements of actors on, actually, YOUR STAGE. Don’t you think the playwrights, the actors, the vehicles which are controlled by the controllers are going to go right along with whoever controls that which you are given to see, participate and pay for? Those who control the schools, the movies, the TV, the politics, the police, the military, etc., etc., etc., WILL CONTINUE TO CON-
TROL UNTIL YOU BUILD SOMETHING DIFFERENT AND GROW UP THROUGH WITH AL-
TERNATIVE METHODS AND ETHICAL PRESENTATIONS.

DON’T DIRTY YOURSELF BY BLAMING THAT WHICH IS NOT TO BLAME IN ANY
“GOTCHA” GAME. LOOK UNTO SELF AND SEE WHAT YOU DID TO EITHER ALLOW,
ENHANCE, OR FULFILL THE NEGATIVE NOTION. AND RIGHT NOW, CONSIDER: ARE
YOU TRULY WISHING GODNESS IN LIVING—OR TO HAVE WHAT YOU PERCEIVE THE
ELITE HAVE? THIS IS A VERY SERIOUS MATTER OF CHOICES. DO YOU WANT TO
CHANGE THINGS SO YOU HAVE MORE AND THEY PAY FOR THEIR HAVING HAD? UNTIL
YOU FACE WHAT YOU ARE—YOU HAVE NO RIGHTS AT ALL, EXCEPT TO SIT AND WAGGLE
YOUR TONGUES TO EMPTY EARS. THE TYRANNY IN POWER IS THE BAD TYRANNY.

ONCE the rulers were Egyptian as to tyrants and slave-masters. Once they were Black as in the tribes of
Ethiopia. Once the tyrants and puppet-masters were Roman. Once Pan-Russ. Once they were Oriental
and once they were of Aztec and Mayan blood-sacrificers. Now they happen to have been from the
suppressed tribes who call themselves Jews. What, brothers and sisters, is wrong with this? Shouldn’t
every oppressed tribe have a day of holding the scepter? Life is a schoolhouse with every grade of growth
and experience—what grade are you in? Some of you are right to Creator graduation which allows for the
CHANGING of the guard and the unfolding of either that which is better or that which is worse. “I” have
chosen to make it “better” and within God’s requirement—partly because I am bright enough to know that
any CREATOR wins and the negative aspect of presentation cannot CREATE but only manipulate and
destroy. The human MIND will present whichever it is guided to offer. Why not create that which is good
if you wish to replace that which is considered to be “not nice”. I can tell you now that the ones in charge
think it is wondrously NICE the way it IS. Furthermore, they love the FREEDOM they have to do
whatever evil they wish to inflict upon YOU.

If you perceive the hour-glass to be empty and hopeless, then it is empty and hopeless. But the CRE-
ATOR will simply turn over the glass—and it is FULL. Which perception is YOURS?

How do you prevail? You become as smart as the serpent in these games (actually serpents are dumb
clucks, especially the poison ones). You take the laws they have made for themselves for protection and
USE THEM. They are NOT against the laws of GOD for they are simply of human and manifest gaming.
You REPLACE in your own experience the lies with the TRUTH, the EVIL WITH THE GODLY. CRE-
ATE the funding just as have the adversaries, if necessary based on the same NOTHING they have used.
Do you realize that you not only have nothing upon which to base the money you are allowed to have; it is
worthless and yet YOU PAY INCREDIBLE AMOUNTS OF INTEREST JUST TO USE THIS WORTH-
LESS TRASH? Surely the CREATORS of living GOD can create from that which is already established
BY THEM. THE CREATOR WILL, HOWEVER, CREATE A WORTHY BASE UPON WHICH TO
BUILD FREEDOM AND VALUE. When this happens, beloved ones, the adversary’s house of cards
will collapse—but AH, you will hold the cards.

It is simplicity itself—but nobody said anything about “easy” or letting somebody else do it FOR YOU.
And yet, we find that mostly people do not perceive their own creative capabilities, so you drift in the sea
of waiting-for-magic. In the world, you have to live IN THE world. You cannot “wish” a thing to be
different—YOU HAVE TO CREATE A BETTER THING, WAY, ATTITUDE, ACTION. Or you sit and
give homage to the very thing you envy most—the human who excels, gains wealth and beautiful THINGS, and thus and so. And moreover, you wish to be cloned, if you are of the Elite, so you can figuratively live and experience in the physical element forever. It never works, but it is fine, for with each replication the fun gets less and the mind finally loses all touch with soul and HUmanity. I can tell you right NOW that Bill Clinton remembers exactly what he is programmed to remember and he remembers none of the stuff of which he is accused—he “knows” in a sick way, but he could pass any lie-detector test given because the responding frequencies can’t respond any other way. So, the puppet masters will simply rearrange the actors/puppets any way they choose while they manipulate your human minds.

The only way you can become informed is to see what HAPPENED, recognize the players in this particular game, and move beyond. When you UNDERSTAND and are worthy of the realization—it becomes as EASY as it is simple.

Is it, however, easy for Dharma? Of course—all she really has to do is type and later, with the information, THINK. Then, when we think a PLAN, act on the thoughts. What could be more simple OR EASY? It is the assaults, the attacks, the negative aspects impacting that are making it non-easy and she can stop that trashin any moment she chooses to do so. DO YOU UNDERSTAND, READERS? DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR? YOU AND SHE WILL ACCOMPLISH EXACTLY WHAT YOU CHOOSE TO ACCOMPLISH AND EXACTLY WHEN YOU CHOOSE TO ACCOMPLISH IT. IT DOES, HOWEVER, PAY DIVIDENDS OF GREAT REWARD TO MAKE SURE WHAT YOU CHOOSE IS WITHIN THE PLAN OF GOD CREATOR SO THAT PERFECTION CAN RESULT AND NOT JUST “YOUR” DRUTHERS.

“But you, she, them, us, aren’t doing or changing anything!” you say. I say, “BITE YOUR TONGUES, YE OF LITTLE FAITH—EVERYTHING IS BEING ACCOMPLISHED IN THE WISDOM OF CORRECT ACTIONS.” BUT, YOU MAY GROW TO DISLIKE YOUR NEW TYRANTS, FOR UNTIL GOD IS THE FOCUS, YOU WILL HAVE RULERS AND TYRANTS REPLACING THAT WHICH YOU CONSIDER OPPRESSIVE. YOU MIGHT ACTUALLY RATHER HAVE THE ONE YOU HAVE THAN THAT WHICH WILL RISE UP WHEN GIVEN OPPORTUNITY. BUT WITHIN THE GODNESS OF CREATION, WE HAVE A PLAN AND IT IS INCLUSIVE OF GOD—RIGHT IN THE MIDST OF HELL, FOR THE ADVERSARY SATAN ALWAYS BLUNDERS ALONG THE WAY TO GETTING HIS WAY, AND IN THE WORLD SOME YEARS BACK HE REALLY BLEW IT AND ALL WE HAVE TO DO IS SEIZE THE OPPORTUNITY—RIGHT AFTER WE CREATE THE “WAY”.

So, does my little team of doers (at the moment) know we are doing it or do they doubt? They often doubt the moment until they confront and find an alternative action to better serve. THEY DO NOT DOUBT EITHER THE ABILITY, CAPABILITY, OR ABSOLUTE CREATION OF THE GOAL IN POINT—THE MISSION UNDER WAY OR THE ACCOMPLISHMENT IN SECURITY AND IN FULFILLMENT OF THAT INTENDED GOAL. AND THEY ARE WILLING TO GIVE EVERY MOMENT OF EVERY HOUR OF EVERY DAY—TO THAT GOAL.

Do they get angry and weary? Yes, YES, YES—indeed. Are they somehow SUPER-HUMAN? NO! And that is why they get so angry and weary! And that is why they get short of patience and want to escape when others are simply searching for their little tiny comfortable, luxurious way for self gratification and fulfillment. People still “searching” are a real bore because, even when they FIND, they don’t seem to
get the point. Studiers of the belly-button syndromes are tiring and wasteful of the time we have available. People expect US TO DECIDE FOR THEM, AND MAKE A PLACE FOR THEM AND ATTEND THEM AND THIS IS NOT GOING TO HAPPEN! BUT NEITHER YOU NOR ANYONE CAN GRAB OFF THEIR POSITIONS TO SOMEHOW CONSIDER THAT YOU ARE SIMPLY CREATING YOUR OWN PLACE. WHO IS GOING TO TEND YOU WHEN THE PLACE YOU PERCEIVE—IS GONE? Will Jason Brent attend your needs and wishes? Will George Green give you that wondrous wealth you want? Will Steven Horn somehow get what you need and want? Will God shower you with stuff just because you exist? NO. GOD PROVIDES THAT WHICH MAN CREATES FOR SELF—BE IT GOOD OR BAD, RIGHT OR WRONG. AND IF MAN PROVIDES NOTHING MUCH IN CONTRIBUTION—HE CAN EXPECT NOTHING MUCH IN REWARD. WAITING AROUND WILL MERIT YOU ONLY A HIND-START. WHAT DO YOU GIVE OR SERVE? BS—NO, YOU DO NOT. YOU MAY OR MAY NOT DO WHAT YOU ARE ASKED OR TOLD—BUT THERE IS SO MUCH TO DO THAT IS NOT DONE AS TO STAGGER THE IMAGININGS. AND YET, YOU WAIT FOR A PLACE “TO OPEN UP”. IT WILL NOT LONGER “OPEN UP—HERE”! Shocker? No, I have never told you anything different.

In addition, I encourage you to encourage those who have distractions and need “help”, stop bringing those very things which bring the focus of the enemy upon us. We cannot help those who are part of an ongoing “thing” of either unlawful or confused intent. I am not a fortune-teller and I am not a guru to explain how to achieve what YOU WANT ACHIEVED. WE ARE ACHIEVING WHAT WE NEED TO DO—AND WHAT YOU NEED TO DO IS YOUR BUSINESS. AND, IF YOUR GURUS OR GUIDES ARE NOT GIVING YOU ANSWERS—CONSIDER CAREFULLY WHAT MAY WELL BE AFOOT. I HAVE A MISSION HERE AND IT IS NOT TO ATTEND PERSONAL AND INDIVIDUAL GROWTH OR MASTERSHIP. OUR HOPE IS THAT BY PARTICIPATION, MASTERSHIP WILL BE ATTAINED—BUT THAT IS UP TO INDIVIDUAL INTENT AND RECOGNITION. MASTERSHIP IS SOMETHING EARNED, NOT BESTOWED BY SOME SELF-RECOGNIZED HIGHER POWER OF SOME KIND. YOU ARE THE POWER OR YOU ARE THE ONE WHO REFUSES THE POWER, NOT ME.

If you don’t even know or care what is WRONG in the human manifestation of self—how can you ever expect to gain control over your own soul journey? If you MEDITATE ON THE WRONG IDEA, YOU ARE ONLY REINFORCING THE ERROR. YOU MUST KNOW AND REALIZE TRUTH BEFORE YOU CAN BECOME TRUTH. And no, I am NOT the lovable old professor to feed you damaging goods—I am the professor who gets you to GOD and all that other ascension stuff that interests you. The guilded teachers and self-proclaimed psychics are limited before they even begin—they ARE THE LIE.

This is why so few like me—I will not offer less than TRUTH and KNOWING. And, further, I will not make YOUR choices so that you come back later as have so many and blamed us for your BAD CHOICES. Negative or Positive—THEY ARE YOUR CHOICES. I note that, as things get even more binding through the Betty Tuten, Abbott, Horton and Green tie-up, you still DO NOTHING. DO YOU NOT CARE THAT THOSE FUNDS THEY HAVE TIED UP AND STOLEN—ARE YOURS? WHAT IS IT YOU EXPECT EKKERS, OR RICK OR CHARLES TO DO ABOUT IT? IT IS YOURS! THESE PEOPLE DON’T HAVE IT EVEN IF THERE WERE NO INSULTS UPON IT. LEGAL SHACKLES HAVE BEEN PLACED ON ALL THAT CAME BEFORE THE TIE-DOWN.
Since that time there is security and shelter—but that too is because some have learned their lessons well in all facets of experience. Anyone in the cycle of the litigation will be secure ONLY if you take action and demand security of the ones who place you in loss and legal tieup.

If you are “lucky” and our team can succeed in our other endeavors, it may well work out fine—but who helps the team with the “other” projects?

And for you who would encourage others to come to this place to find a “life”—DO NOT. We will lessen the “team” appearances immediately upon project funding because we want no focus on anything even questionable.

I, for instance, am going to have to participate far more often in Egypt than Tehachapi—and what do you suppose that means to our physical arrangements? And am I going to get another “translator” for my mission? NO. And, as Gritz inquired: “How many of you are there up there, anyway?” JUST ONE! But also as many of me as there are of you. So be careful, both in what you claim and what you hold. For THIS MISSION I don’t need a bunch of would-be prattlers and receivers. I need you to go do YOUR task and leave my task to me. You need to LISTEN and discern. You will NEVER get me to confront me in my own mission, readers. But you are getting instructions all the time—you just don’t listen very often and especially you don’t listen if it involves your doing something other than wait for someone else to tell you what that might be. Mostly you go forth and do EXACTLY THAT WHICH I TELL YOU NOT TO DO!

GOD is expressed in everything around you from the sand to the sky. The evil of physical human existence is also expressed all around you—not in a given meeting room, for the lessons of living are NOT in a room or within a speaker, no matter how wise may seem the speaker. TRUTH IS WITHIN SELF, INTENT AND DIRECTION AND LIMITATION ARE WITHIN SELF, AND LAYING A GUILT TRIP ONTO OUR BACKS IS NOT GOING TO LONGER CUT THE MUSTARD, WHATEVER THAT MIGHT MEAN, FOR WE ARE DOING OUR JOB AND WE PLACE NO LIMITATIONS ON SELF—EXCEPT THOSE FOISTED OFF ONTO US THROUGH DISTRACTIONS.

In the next article in our subject material in speaking about plays and controllers and insipid presentations there is a saying of Oriental origin expressing negative and immoral aspect: “If you can’t go as far as you like, go as far as you can.” This indicates that playwrights and producers push the censors, push morality to the limits until they push through the curtain of all decency.

I would, however, insist that in your own lives you take that which is good, honorable and TRUTH and you “...go as far as you can even if it is not as far as you would like.” The Truth and the sword of truth cuts BOTH WAYS. Why does immorality seem to win every round? Because you do not use the sword of Truth nor do you stop the thieves from stealing even that portion of your sword from you. You just go watch and participate and support the very things you claim you wish to displace. So, until YOU change, NOTHING CHANGES.

Do I want you to stop doing something or going somewhere or seeing something? That is up to you—I just want you to KNOW what you are doing in every instance. You do not need become a rotten apple because you are in a barrel with what IS. Life is for you to experience and express—and choices are those things in MIND you make regarding those experiences and expressions. In experiencing, and then in WISE receiving and choosing—is the plum of living. It can be a sour plum or sweet. The sour plum makes the best pie as you learn to use both—so don’t be too quick to JUDGE, and then ONLY the actions of another.
“But you said that Ford said…” STOP it. Ford and Tesla were MEN experiencing in an environment in which they could gain insight—no more and nothing less. You have even more examples and a bigger stage from which to draw insight. Can you not see that YOU ARE THE MIRACLE? YOU are the point needing limitless wisdom—YOU ARE THE ONE, not Ford, not Tesla, not Robert Redford or Tom Cruise—YOU ARE THE ONE.

Therefore, may you come to be PEOPLE OF WISDOM and stop being PEOPLE OF THE LIE. TAKING RESPONSIBILITY FOR ALL THAT IS SELF—IS THE FIRST AND ONLY NECESSARY STEP. If you don’t understand this statement—STUDY IT UNTIL YOU DO.

Sorry Dharma, I know, it is like an extra task in your day for these lessons. But this is our purpose, chela; to bring insight, realization, TRUTH and the word in whatever lesson is appropriate in a world of so many illusions. There must be guidance and reassurance for measuring our growth or our stagnation and it can only be related to that which IS and not that which is imagined.

And in closing, as with the beginning, when there is a new little life placed in your hands and in, hopefully, your hearts—it is the biggest test of all of SELF. May you pass your tests. Salu and blessings upon the child who dares to experience in these times of terror and confusion. And, blessings upon those who shoulder that responsibility to allow the child to grow in wisdom.

Have a good life,

Dad.